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ABSTRACT

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment, which ran at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility, made a precision measurement of the proton’s weak charge, $Q_p^W$. The weak charge is extracted via a measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic electron-proton scattering from hydrogen at low momentum transfer ($Q^2=0.025 \text{ GeV}^2$). This result is directly related to the electroweak mixing angle, $\sin^2(\theta_W)$, a fundamental parameter in the Standard Model of particle physics. This provides a precision test sensitive to new, as yet unknown, fundamental physics.

This dissertation focuses on two central corrections to the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ measurement: the target window contribution and sub-percent determination of the electron beam polarization. The aluminum target windows contribute approximately 30% of the measured asymmetry. Removal of this background requires precise measurements of both the elastic electron-aluminum scattering rate and its parity-violating asymmetry. The results reported here are the most precise measurement of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target dilution and asymmetry to date. The parity-violating asymmetry for the aluminum alloy was found to be $1.6174 \pm 0.0704 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.0113 \text{ (sys.) parts-per-million}$. The first sub-percent precision polarization measurements made from the Hall C Møller polarimeter are also reported, with systematic uncertainties of 0.84%.
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Chapter 1

The Electroweak Standard Model

One hundred years ago, Rutherford discovered that the atomic nucleus is a compact, positively-charged core [1, 2], thus heralding the modern era of nuclear and particle physics. Since then, a fundamental theory of interactions was developed, describing interactions in terms of three fundamental forces. This theory, called the Standard Model, has been enormously successful since its development in the 1960’s and 1970’s. Although much recent attention has focused on high-energy explorations at large laboratories, many modern scattering experiments are able to probe this fundamental structure and key predictions through low-energy, precision measurements of Standard Model quantities.

Q\textsubscript{weak} is one such experiment, focusing on the first experimental determination of the proton’s weak charge, $Q^p_W$, through a measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic electron-proton scattering. This thesis discusses recent progress in the $Q\text{\tiny weak}$ data analysis, specifically the analysis of the contribution from the aluminum target walls, which provides 30% of the measured signal. This thesis also focuses on the sub-percent precision determination of the electron beam polarization, reporting the first sub-percent Møller polarimeter results from Jefferson Laboratory Hall C.

This chapter focuses on the theoretical background of the Standard Model, emphasizing the electroweak sector. Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the experimental technique of parity-violating electron scattering, and introduce the $Q\text{\tiny weak}$ experiment. Chapter 4 reports on the first sub-percent precision results from the Hall C Møller polarimeter, while Chapters 5 and 6 detail the analysis of the background from the $Q\text{\tiny weak}$ target’s aluminum walls.
1.1 Introduction to the Standard Model

The Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM) is a unique, self-consistent, re-normalizable, gauge theory. Of the four known fundamental forces (strong nuclear force, weak nuclear force, electromagnetism, and gravity), it describes three; only gravity is absent. Mathematically, it combines the strong gauge theory of color, $SU$_c(3), with the minimal unified $SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1)$ gauge group proposed by Glashow [3], Weinberg [4], and Salam [5] in the 1960’s.

The Standard Model has powerful predictive ability. Over the past several decades a vigorous experimental program has repeatedly upheld its theoretical foundations. Relatively recent findings, such as neutrino mass mixing, have required modifications to the originally proposed Standard Model, but the underlying fundamental structure remains on solid footing.

Despite these successes, the Standard Model is incomplete. Gravity is conspicuously absent, and no candidates exist to explain dark matter or dark energy. It does not contain nearly enough $CP$ violation to explain the stark contrast between the matter and anti-matter density in the universe, and it provides no insight to the large discrepancy between the interaction strengths of the various forces (known as the hierarchy problem).

In the Standard Model, fundamental particles are classified into two types: bosons (integer spin) obey Bose-Einstein statistics, and fermions (half-integer spin) obey Fermi-Dirac statistics. Bosons are the force carriers, or interaction mediators, between particles, and come directly from the gauge group generators. Photons ($\gamma$’s) are the mediators of the familiar electromagnetic force, while $W^+$, $W^-$, and $Z^0$ bosons mediate the charged and neutral weak interactions, respectively. Unlike the photon, the other three mediators ($W^{+/−}$ and $Z^0$) are all massive ($\sim$90 MeV). This results in the weak force having a limited range. Finally, one fundamental scalar particle exists (spin-0): the renowned, recently discovered Higgs boson [6]. The Higgs sector is responsible for the fermionic masses, and is the subject of Section 1.3.

Electrons and quarks are familiar fundamental fermions, while protons and neutrons are composite fermions. Fermion interactions are described by the transformation properties of the underlying gauge group. These transformation properties are relatively complicated, with three generations, or copies, of particles. Each generation couples identically to the spin-one mediators. The first generation is composed of up ($u$) and down ($d$) type quarks, the electron, and the electron-neutrino.
Figure 1.1 summarizes the Standard Model particle content. Three generations of fermion rows are quarks, while the bottom two are leptons. The fermions in each row all share fundamental quantum numbers (spin, charge, and baryon or lepton number), but differ in mass. Each lepton generation is composed of a particle pair: a charged lepton ($e$, $\mu$, and $\tau$) and a partner neutrino.

![Particle content of the Standard Model, with each fundamental particle mass, charge, and spin. Quarks (green) and leptons (blue) are fermions, while the force mediators (red) and the scaler Higgs (yellow) are bosons.](image)

Only quarks and gluons carry color charge and participate in strong interactions, such as binding quarks together. Strongly interacting phenomena display some interesting properties, notably confinement. Whereas all other known interactions decrease in strength with distance, the strong force actually increases. This leads to quarks being tightly bound in color-singlet states, and are therefore not directly observed isolated in nature. Quarks can bind into groups of two (mesons) or three (baryons). Protons and neutrons are both examples of baryons, with the proton composed of two up quarks and a down quark ($p = uud$), while the neutron consists of two down quarks and an up quark ($n = udd$). Quarks also participate in the electromagnetic and weak interactions.

Leptons only interact weakly and electromagnetically. One important feature of the Standard Model is the unification of electromagnetic and weak interactions. This is described in detail in Section 1.3, and is one of the most rigorously tested pieces

---

1. A colorless five-quark combination (the pentaquark) is allowed in the Standard Model, and has a capricious history; several reported discoveries were later retracted. However, the Large Hadron Collider at CERN recently claimed discovery of two channels with a significance of over $9\sigma$ [7].
of the theory. It also provided a rich theoretical framework for a rigorous series of experimental tests throughout the last generation, including parity-violating electron scattering, which is a main focus of this thesis.

1.2 Symmetries

Symmetries are an important feature of the Standard Model, providing deep insight into fundamental structure. In discussing the Standard Model we are interested in dynamical symmetries, beyond the simple static symmetries often discussed (e.g., symmetries in equations of motion versus symmetries in crystal lattices). Noether’s theorem shows a profound relationship between these symmetries and conservation laws; namely that for each global, dynamical symmetry there is an associated conserved quantity \[ Q \]. For example, systems which remain invariant after Poincaré transformations (linear and rotational transformations) conserve linear and angular momentum. Equations symmetric in time conserve energy.

Moreover, the symmetries in the Standard Model are internal symmetries, which leave the Lagrangian invariant. Consider the Lagrangian for a spin 1/2 particle of mass \( m \),

\[
\mathcal{L} = \bar{\psi} (i \gamma^\mu \partial_\mu - m) \psi, \tag{1.1}
\]

where \( \psi \) is the particle wave function, \( \mu \) is a Lorentz index \( (\mu = (t, \vec{x}) \) ), and \( \gamma^\mu \) are the Dirac gamma matrices. This Lagrangian is invariant under a global phase shift, \( \alpha \), as:

\[
\psi \rightarrow e^{-i q \alpha} \psi. \tag{1.2}
\]

That is, the equations of motion (the Dirac equation) for this particle remain unchanged. This phase invariance implies conservation of charge (in this case, \( q \)).

In general, symmetries that act on spacetime coordinates and fields cannot leave the Lagrangian invariant, as the Lagrangian is not constant in spacetime coordinates \[ \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}(\mathbf{x}, t) \] . Therefore, imposing a local spacetime dependent gauge, such as

\[
\psi \rightarrow e^{-i q \alpha(x)} \psi, \tag{1.3}
\]

manifestly destroys the invariance because the gauge field derivatives do not vanish:

\[
\partial_\mu \psi = e^{-i q \alpha(x)} [\partial_\mu - i q(\partial_\mu \alpha(x))] \psi. \tag{1.4}
\]

It is possible to impose local gauge invariance by defining a gauge-covariant derivative, \( D_\mu \), in terms of an associated gauge field, \( A_\mu \), as

\[
\partial_\mu \rightarrow D_\mu = \partial_\mu - i q A_\mu. \tag{1.5}
\]
The gauge field, $A_\mu$, transforms under the same local spacetime-dependent gauge transformation, such that the unwanted term in equation (1.4) vanishes:

$$A_\mu \to A_\mu + \frac{1}{q} \partial_\mu \alpha(x).$$

(1.6)

Clearly, imposing a global invariance to hold locally is a strong condition. Physically, the introduction of gauge fields injects an additional particle. In this case, forcing a global phase invariance to hold locally reproduces electrodynamics with the (massless) photon as the gauge field.

This concept, forcing a global symmetry to hold locally, underpins a large part of the base Standard Model. However, it fails to explicitly produce the mass terms needed in a full, functional electroweak theory. These in turn, are introduced via the Higgs mechanism in Section 1.3.

1.2.1 Discrete symmetries

There are two main classes of symmetries, continuous and discrete. Parity is an example of a discrete symmetry, and is the inversion of all spatial coordinates (a mirror reflection). Given a vector state, $|V\rangle$,

$$|V\rangle = \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix},$$

the parity operator inverts its components:

$$\mathcal{P} |V\rangle = \begin{pmatrix} -x \\ -y \\ -z \end{pmatrix}.$$ 

(1.7)

Vectors are good parity eigenstates with eigenvalue $-1$.

When looking in a mirror, one’s right and left hands are interchanged. This concept is extended to particles by defining them a particular handedness. For a massive particle in the relativistic limit, its helicity, $h$, is defined as the product of a particle’s spin vector, $s$, with momentum direction, $\hat{p}$. If they are aligned the particle has positive helicity, while if anti-aligned it has negative helicity:

$$h \equiv s \cdot \hat{p} = \begin{cases} > 0 & \text{positive helicity} \\ < 0 & \text{negative helicity} \end{cases}.$$

(1.9)

Helicity is a good quantum eigenstate, with eigenvalues of $\pm 1/2$. However, helicity is not Lorentz invariant for massive particles, as boosting to different reference frames may switch the eigenvalue. The handedness of massless particles, called chirality, is a Lorentz
invariant, and therefore an intrinsic property of the particle. For massive particles in the ultrarelativistic limit, helicity approaches chirality. This distinction becomes important in subsequent discussions, when parts of Standard Model only engage with left-handed states.

Until 1956, it was widely assumed that parity was a good symmetry and held in all interactions; that is, the mirror image of all physical processes were also physically possible. Vast evidence existed that both strong and electromagnetic interactions respected parity, but a review by T.S. Lee and C.N. Yang found no known direct experimental confirmation of parity conservation in weak decays [10]. They proposed a number of experimental tests, convincing their colleague C.S. Wu to perform her now famous experiment [11]. In the experiment, she observed the beta-decay of $^{60}$Co, in the reaction $^60$Co $\rightarrow ^{60}$Ni $+$ $e^+ + \bar{\nu}_e$. In a technically challenging experiment, she aligned the nuclear spins, and measured the direction of the emitted electrons. The electron direction was predominately in the opposite direction of nuclear spin, a stark violation of parity because in the mirror world, the nuclear handedness flips, but the direction of the emitted electron does not.

Since this experiment, parity violation has essentially become the signature of the weak force. This occurs because the weak interactions mix parity eigenstates. Scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, and axial-vector interactions are all good eigenstates of parity separately, but not necessarily when they mix. For example, given good vector and axial-vector eigenstates, $|V\rangle$ and $|AV\rangle$, the parity-eigenvalue will be -1 and +1, respectively:

$$\mathcal{P} |V\rangle = - |V\rangle$$

$$\mathcal{P} |AV\rangle = + |AV\rangle.$$  

Mixed states, such as $(|V\rangle + |AV\rangle)$, are not eigenstates of good parity,

$$\mathcal{P} (|V\rangle + |AV\rangle) = - |V\rangle + |AV\rangle$$

$$\neq \pm (|V\rangle + |AV\rangle).$$

As becomes clear in Section 1.3, the weak interaction vertex is governed by a $V - A$ structure that violates parity. In the underlying gauge theory, this occurs by separating left-handed fermions into a doublet and right-handed fermions into a singlet state, which are described in more detail in Section 1.3.1. This parity-violating vertex is the focus of the rich parity program at Jefferson Lab and, specifically of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment, which this thesis focuses on.
1.3 Electroweak unification

The $SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1)$ structure of the electroweak Standard Model was developed in the 1960s and 1970s by Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam, and quickly put on firm experimental footing. It unified both the electromagnetic and weak interactions into one theoretical framework. Interactions come from rotations of the gauge group generators, while the Higgs mechanism provides a mass generating mechanism for the three massive gauge bosons $[12, 13, 14]$. It also allows for massive fermions if one assumes a simple Yukawa coupling, all while leaving the Standard Model renormalizable.

This section begins by introducing some characteristics of the $SU_L(2)$ and $U_Y(1)$ gauge fields, then continues with an overview of the Higgs mechanism (spontaneous symmetry breaking coupled with the enforcing of local gauge invariance) in Section 1.3.2. This entire section assumes some familiarity with field theory and basic group structure. I will primarily follow the development of [9, 15], however the interested reader is directed to the literature for further introduction [16, 17] or discussion [18, 19].

1.3.1 Electroweak gauge structure

Naively one might expect the electromagnetic and weak interactions to be completely separate, assuming $SU_L(2) \equiv SU_W(2)$ and $U_Y(1) \equiv U_{EM}(1)$. However, doing so would produce four massless gauge bosons, each related to the gauge group generators. Experiments long ago excluded such a possibility. One possible solution is introducing the gauge boson mass terms explicitly by hand. Although there is no a priori reason to exclude this option, it produces a non-renormalizable result, effectively destroying all predictive power [15]. Instead, it is possible to generate an alternate theory which mixes $SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1)$ and through spontaneous symmetry breaking results in the familiar $U_{EM}(1)$ symmetry.

Although the means for a specific proof have not been introduced, we can anticipate the form of the $SU_L(2)$ and $U_Y(1)$ currents from their gauge structure. Recall the electromagnetic current, $J^{em}_\mu$, from QED. It is given in terms of its coupling, $e$, and contracts with its gauge field, $A_\mu$, and interacts with spin-1/2 particles, $\psi$, as

$$J^{em}_\mu A_\mu = (\bar{\psi} \gamma_\mu Q \psi) A_\mu.$$  \hfill (1.10)

The generator of the $U_{EM}(1)$ gauge group, $Q$, is the charge.

The $U_Y(1)$ gauge group is fundamentally similar to the electromagnetic result. It introduces a new current, $J^Y_\mu$, and gauge field, $B_\mu$. Its generator is hypercharge, $Y$,
and coupling is $g_1$. These are related through

$$-i \frac{g_1}{2} J^Y \gamma_\mu \frac{Y}{2} \psi \bar{\psi} B^\mu. \quad (1.11)$$

The factor of $1/2$ is conventional.

The expression is fundamentally similar for the larger $SU_L(2)$ gauge group. The $SU_L(2)$ group has an isotriplet of weak currents $J^a_\mu$ ($a = 1, 2, 3$) coupled to three gauge fields $W^a_\mu$ through its gauge group generators $\tau^a$, which are the familiar Pauli matrices. Its coupling is given as $g_2$:

$$-ig_2 J^{\mu,a} W^a_\mu = -ig_2 \bar{\psi} L \tau^a W^{\mu,a} L. \quad (1.12)$$

The $\chi_L$ are left-handed fermion weak isospin doublets mentioned at the end of Section 1.2.1. The subscript L reminds us that they only interact with left-handed particles. The right-handed fermions are weak isosinglets and are decoupled from this sector. For example, the electron and its associated neutrino combine into a left-handed isodoublet, but only the right-handed electron appears in the isosinglet:

$$\chi_L = \left( \begin{array}{c} \nu_e \\ e^- \end{array} \right), \quad \psi_R = e^R. \quad (1.13)$$

Since the right- and left-handed particles interact differently in the theory, it’s often helpful to define the chiral projection operators, $P_R$ and $P_L$.

$$P_L = \frac{1}{2} (1 - \gamma_5), \quad P_R = \frac{1}{2} (1 + \gamma_5). \quad (1.14)$$

These also select only the right- and left-hand components of a state, respectively. For example, a left-handed fermion is written

$$\psi_L \equiv \frac{(1 - \gamma^5)}{2} \psi. \quad (1.15)$$

Using these chiral projection operators, the vertex structure of weak interactions (vector minus axial-vector, or $V - A$) is manifest.

The gauge group generators, and thus the charges, are all linked by the Gell-Mann–Nishijima relation:

$$Q = T^3 + \frac{Y}{2}, \quad (1.16)$$

where $T^3$ is the third-component of weak isospin. Likewise, the electroweak currents are related by

$$J^{em}_\mu = J^3_\mu + \frac{1}{2} J^Y_\mu. \quad (1.17)$$

Through this relation it’s clear that the electromagnetic sector is completely contained within the larger, mixed group structure. It contains both right- and left-handed
components (remember, \( J^3_\mu \) does not contain both). Thus the charged weak interactions appear to only interact with left-handed fermions, while the neutral interactions interact with both species.

### 1.3.2 Spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism

As suggested in Section 1.2, enforcing a global symmetry to hold locally produces a massless gauge field. Although not explicitly shown here, this is a general result. Consequently, imposing local symmetries on the \( SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1) \) group will produce four massless gauge fields (a \( W^a_\mu \) triplet and a \( B_\mu \) singlet), not the experimentally verified massive \( W^+, W^- \), or \( Z^0 \). The Higgs mechanism combines imposing local gauge invariance with spontaneous breaking of the potential’s symmetry; when these combine the resulting Lagrangian trades the massless field for a massive one.

The pertinent part of the electroweak Lagrangian is the kinetic term, \( L_{\text{kin}} \), where the Higgs couples to the \( SU_L(2) \) and \( U_Y(1) \) fields. The scalar Higgs field, \( \phi \), has the usual kinetic and potential terms:

\[
L_{\text{kin}} = (\partial_\mu \phi)^\dagger (\partial^\mu \phi) - V(\phi^\dagger \phi) - L_{\text{hf}}.
\]

(1.18)

\( L_{\text{hf}} \) are the fermion-Higgs Yukawa type couplings. These Yukawa couplings are shown later to produce fermion masses.

First, we impose local gauge invariance by defining the gauge covariant derivative, \( D_\mu \), as

\[
D_\mu \phi = \partial_\mu \phi - \frac{ig}{2} W^a_\mu \tau^a \phi - \frac{ig}{2} Y B_\mu \phi.
\]

(1.19)

Now we can show a spontaneous broken symmetry produces the requisite mass terms. We start by finding a global minimum and then breaking the symmetry. The Higgs potential is given in terms of two scalars, \( \mu \) and \( \lambda \),

\[
V(\phi^\dagger \phi) = \mu^2 \phi^\dagger \phi + \lambda (\phi^\dagger \phi)^2.
\]

(1.20)

This potential is sometimes called the Mexican hat potential. To keep the Lagrangian invariant, the Higgs fields must belong to \( SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1) \) multiplets with weak hypercharge \( Y = 1 \). A convenient choice is a weak isospin doublet made of complex scalar fields:

\[
\Phi = \begin{pmatrix} \phi^+ \\ \phi^0 \end{pmatrix} \quad \text{with} \quad \phi^+ = (\phi_1 + i\phi_2)/\sqrt{2} \quad \text{and} \quad \phi^0 = (\phi_3 + i\phi_4)/\sqrt{2}.
\]

(1.21)

This potential is minimized when \( \mu^2 < 0 \);

\[
(\Phi)^2 = \frac{v}{\sqrt{2}} \equiv \sqrt{\frac{\mu^2}{2\lambda}}.
\]

(1.22)
The vacuum expectation value, $v$, is fixed by the Fermi constant, and is $\sim 246$ GeV [20].

To break the symmetry, we must now choose an explicit gauge condition for the field $\Phi$. Choosing the vacuum expectation value breaks the $SU_L(2) \times U_Y(1)$ symmetry, ultimately leaving the $U_{EM}(1)$ intact:

$$\Phi = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ v \end{pmatrix}. \quad (1.23)$$

Now we can re-write the Lagrangian in (1.18) using (1.23). The first term (originally $(\partial_\mu)^\dagger(\partial_\mu)$), now becomes

$$(D_\mu\phi)^\dagger(D^\mu\phi) = -\frac{g_2^2v^2}{8}|W_\mu^1 - iW_\mu^2|^2 - \frac{v^2}{8}(-g_2W_\mu^3 + g_1B_\mu)$$

$$= -\frac{g_2^2v^2}{4}W_\mu^+W^{-\mu} - \frac{v^2}{8}(g_1^2 + g_2^2)Z_\mu Z^\mu + 0A_\mu A^\mu \quad (1.24)$$

where the following convenient definitions have been used

$$W_\mu^\pm = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(W_\mu^1 \mp iW_\mu^2), \quad Z_\mu = \frac{-g_1W_\mu^3 + g_2B_\mu}{\sqrt{g_1^2 + g_2^2}}, \quad A_\mu = \frac{g_1W_\mu^3 + g_2B_\mu}{\sqrt{g_1^2 + g_2^2}}. \quad (1.25)$$

The $W^\pm_\mu$ correspond to the charged-current interactions, while $Z_\mu$ and $A_\mu$ correspond to the neutral weak and electromagnetic interactions, respectively. Masses of the physical gauge bosons are immediately accessible as the coefficients of terms quadratic in the fields:

$$m_{W^\pm} = m_{W^1,2} = \frac{g_2v}{2}, \quad m_Z = \sqrt{\frac{(g_1^2 + g_2^2)v^2}{4}}, \quad m_\gamma = 0. \quad (1.26)$$

The predicted masses of the charged and neutral-weak boson show fine agreement with experimentally measured values of $m_W \sim 80.4$ GeV/$c^2$ and $m_Z \sim 91.2$ GeV/$c^2$ [20].

In particular, note the photon and neutral-weak $Z^0$ are orthogonal mixtures of the $W^3$ and $B$ gauge fields. To simplify the notation and make the relationship manifest, we define the weak mixing angle

$$\tan(\theta_W) = \frac{g_2}{g_1} \quad \text{or} \quad \sin^2(\theta_W) = \frac{g_2^2}{g_1^2 + g_2^2}. \quad (1.27)$$

The weak mixing angle, or Weinberg angle, is an important part of the Standard Model, and characterizes the amount of electroweak mixing in the theory. Precise, low energy determinations of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ are a fundamental probe of the Standard Model, including $Q_{\text{weak}}$.

Ignoring couplings, the physical gauge boson states can be concisely related through a mixing matrix as

$$\begin{pmatrix} A_\mu \\ Z_\mu \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} \sin \theta_W & \cos \theta_W \\ \cos \theta_W & -\sin \theta_W \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} W^3_\mu \\ B_\mu \end{pmatrix}. \quad (1.28)$$
Mass terms for the fermions also generate from the Higgs sector. If we add a perturbation around the vacuum expectation value,

$$\Phi \rightarrow \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ v + H \end{pmatrix}$$

(1.29)

the above formalism remains intact, but now one component of the fermion SU\(_L\)(2) doublets has a Higgs coupling. Fermion mass terms are proportional to this coupling. The neutrinos, lacking a right handed singlet state, remain massless under this approach. The addition of neutrino masses to the Standard Model is beyond the scope of this document.

Although an ingenious technique, the Higgs sector actually parameterizes most of our ignorance of the electroweak Standard Model. The Standard Model has at minimum 19 free parameters; the Higgs sector introduces 15 of them (nine fermion masses, the Higgs mass, the Higgs self-coupling, and four angles parameterizing quark-flavor mixing) \[9\]. This is one reason the Higgs sector is an active sector for new physics searches.

### 1.3.3 Neutral current interactions

The simplest neutral-current interactions include exchange of either a massless photon, \(\gamma\), or a massive \(Z^0\) boson. The photon current was given in equation (1.10). The neutral-\(Z^0\) exchange current can be essentially given in terms of the fundamental weak and hypercharge currents in proportion to the mixing from equation (1.28):

$$J^Z_\mu = W^3_\mu \cos \theta_W - J^Y_\mu \sin \theta_W.$$  

(1.30)

Solving equation (1.16) for the \(Y\), and substituting equations (1.11), (1.12), and (1.14) into (1.30) yields

$$J^Z_\mu = \frac{e}{2 \sin \theta_W \cos \theta_W} \left[ \bar{\psi}_L (2T^3 - 2Q \sin^2 \theta_W) \gamma_\mu \psi_L + (-2Q \sin^2 \theta_W) \bar{\psi}_R \gamma_\mu \psi_R \right].$$

(1.31)

The coefficient, \(e/2 \sin \theta_W \cos \theta_W\) is the intrinsic \(Z^0\) coupling strength, \(g_Z\). To simplify the notation, we define the weak axial and vector charges for a fermion, \(f\), as

$$g^f_V = 2T^3_f - 4Q_f \sin^2 \theta_W$$

(1.32)

$$g^f_A = 2T^3_f.$$  

(1.33)

Now the \(Z^0\) current is

$$J^Z_\mu = g_Z \bar{\psi} \gamma_\mu \left( g^f_V - g^f_A \gamma^5 \right) \psi.$$  

(1.34)
Using this formalism the theory’s $V - A$ (vector minus axial-vector) structure is manifest. They are written for a general fermion, $f$, of given charge $Q_f$ and weak isospin $J_3^\mu$.

Table 1.1 summarizes these results for the various fundamental fermions. From these results, the vertex factor and propagator of the $Z^0$ exchange can also be written.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fermion type</th>
<th>$T^3$</th>
<th>$Q$</th>
<th>$g_V$</th>
<th>$g_A$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_e, \nu_\mu, \nu_\tau$</td>
<td>$+\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e$^-$, $\mu^-$, $\tau^-$</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
<td>$-1 + 4 \sin^2 \theta_W$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u, c, t$</td>
<td>$+\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>$+\frac{2}{3}$</td>
<td>$1 - \frac{2}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d, s, b$</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{2}$</td>
<td>$-\frac{1}{3}$</td>
<td>$-1 + \frac{4}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W$</td>
<td>$-1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Neutral vector and axial-vector couplings in the Standard Model.

1.3.4 Nucleon weak charges

With the formalism now developed, it’s possible to derive simple theoretical expressions for the lowest-order nucleon charges. The full experimental description, which includes nucleon form factors, is delayed until Chapter 2.

The electromagnetic and neutral-weak charges of composite structures can be determined from equations (1.33) via the coherent sum of the vector currents listed in Table 1.1. For example, a proton has quark content: $uud$. The familiar proton’s electromagnetic charge is given by

$$Q_{EM}^p = \sum Q_i = Q_u + Q_u + Q_d$$

$$= \frac{2}{3} + \frac{2}{3} - \frac{1}{3}$$

$$= 1. \quad (1.35)$$

Likewise, the proton’s neutral-weak charge (to first order) is

$$Q_{W}^p = Q_{W}^p = \sum Q_i^{Z} = Q_u^{Z} + Q_u^{Z} + Q_d^{Z}$$

$$= \left(1 - \frac{8}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W\right) + \left(1 - \frac{8}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W\right) + \left(-1 - \frac{4}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W\right)$$

$$= 1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W. \quad (1.36)$$

The current experimentally determined value for $\sin^2 \theta_W \approx 0.23$ [20], suggesting the proton’s weak charge is $\approx 0.07$. Curiously, the neutron’s electroweak charges sharply contrast with the protons: the neutron electric charge is of course 0, but its predicted weak charge is identically -1. This has serious implications for electron scattering experiments with proton or helium targets, as neutral-weak exchange greatly favors neutrons. This is discussed more in Chapter 2, and the experimental challenges from this fact are the subjects of Chapters 5 and 6.
Likewise, the weak charges of larger nuclei can similarly be determined. For electron scattering experiments, the general neutral-current Lagrangian, $\mathcal{L}_{nc}$, can be written as

$$\mathcal{L}_{nc} = \frac{G_F}{\sqrt{2}} \sum_q \left( C_{1q} \bar{e} \gamma_\mu \gamma_5 e \tilde{q} \gamma^\mu q + C_{2q} \bar{e} \gamma_\mu e \tilde{q} \gamma^\mu \gamma_5 q \right). \quad (1.37)$$

Here the $C_{1q}$ and $C_{2q}$ the quark vector and axial-vector couplings for quark flavor $q$ (these differ from $qV$ only by a normalization factor). Note that in the $C_1$ term the helicity dependence is in the electron vertex, and also that the $C_2$’s are not conserved. The non-conservation of axial currents has implications when parameterizing form factors.

For a proton, the weak charge can also be written as a coherent sum of the vector quark couplings, $C_{1u}$ and $C_{1d}$:

$$Q_W^p = -2 (2C_{1u} + C_{1d}), \quad (1.38)$$

where the initial factor of 2 is convention. A nucleus with $Z$ protons and $N$ neutrons would have a weak charge of

$$Q_W = -2 \left[ C_{1u} (2Z + N) + C_{1d} (Z + 2N) \right]. \quad (1.39)$$

### 1.4 Electroweak radiative corrections

The results derived thus far have only been for leading order processes (tree level); higher-order effects have been ignored. This section presents the basics of these higher order corrections, in particular the pieces relevant to the low-energy parity-violating program at JLab.

One important Standard Model prediction is that interaction couplings actually vary with the probe’s momentum transfer, $Q^2$. This is a well-known phenomenon in QED, where higher order terms noticeably contribute to scattering processes. Perhaps the most striking example is the vacuum polarization contribution (Figure 1.2, right). The internal photon loop momentum is not constrained via conservation of energy or momentum, and thus an ultraviolet divergence occurs. To constrain the theory, a cut-off energy is specified, and the divergent piece is absorbed by the coupling constant. For electromagnetic interactions the coupling is the usual $\alpha \sim 1/137$. However, after accounting for this divergence, $\alpha$ becomes a function of $Q^2$ (that is, $\alpha$ is renormalized to $\alpha(Q^2)$), meaning the strength of charged interactions are now $Q^2$-dependent. During low-energy scatters the bare charge in the Lagrangian is screened by this effect. We say the coupling runs with $Q^2$. This is experimentally seen in the hyperfine structure of the hydrogen spectrum (the Lamb shift).
Two categories of electroweak radiative corrections exist. They may be either pure QED or electroweak. QED corrections include corrections to the incoming and outgoing electron vertices, including bremsstrahlung. These shift the effective interaction $Q^2$, and therefore the scattering process kinematics. QED radiative effects are well understood (e.g., see [21]), and are outside the scope of this document.

Similar to the vacuum polarization in QED, electroweak radiative corrections cause an evolution of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ with $Q^2$ [22]. Figure 1.3 shows this running in the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ renormalization scheme [22]. These radiative corrections are well understood; the theoretical uncertainty is the line thickness. The electroweak vacuum polarizations include internal loops from the individual fermions. As the mass threshold to produce them is crossed, the line kinks\(^2\). This explains the flat behavior at low-$Q$, which progressively bends with the addition of each quark-type, until the final spike at the $W$-pole.\(^3\) The resultant shift in $\sin^2 \theta_W$ from the $Z^0$-pole to low-$Q$ is approximately $\sim 0.007$. The complete calculation details were recently made available in [24].

The weak charge of the proton, $Q^p_{W}$, is directly related to the weak mixing angle at tree level, as seen in equation (1.36). Including radiative corrections, the proton’s weak charge is related to the weak mixing angle by [25]

$$ Q^p_{W} = [\rho_{NC} + \Delta_e][1 - 4 \sin^2 \hat{\theta}_W(0) + \Delta'_e] + \Box_{WW} + \Box_{ZZ} + \Box_{\gamma Z}. $$

The radiative corrections can be separated into three main categories, shown in Figure 1.4. The first correction, $\rho_{NC}$ is a correction to the ratio of the neutral-to-charged current interaction strength,

$$ \rho_{NC} \equiv \frac{g^2_W}{g^2_Z}. $$

In the literature, $\rho_{NC}$ is often written in terms of the Fermi coupling constant, or the ratio of $W$ to $Z^0$ mass. Regardless, to first order $\rho_{NC} \sim 1.00$.

\(^2\)This characteristic feature is an artifact from using hard mass cutoffs in the calculation. Other alternate calculations avoid this approximation, leading to a visually modified, smooth curve. See [23, 24], for example.

\(^3\)The final spike occurs at the $W$-pole from an interaction where $Z^0$ goes to a $WW$ loop, which annihilate to $\gamma$. The pure $Z^0$ equivalent, $Z^0$ goes to $Z^0 Z^0$ requires a triple $Z^0$ vertex which is forbidden.
The second group are parity-violating modifications to the external electron legs, as seen in Figure 1.4 center. $\Delta_e$ is a photon loop correction to the external legs of $Z^0$ exchange, while $\Delta_e'$ is the reverse: a $Z^0$-boson loop correction to the external legs of photon exchange. Both of these corrections to $\sin^2 \theta_W$ at $Q^2 = 0$ are rather small, < 1%.

The final set of corrections are the box diagrams, of which there are three (Figure 1.4, right). Although large, the $\Box_{WW}$ and $\Box_{ZZ}$ box are both directly calculable to high precision through perturbation theory due to the large mass of the $W^\pm$ and $Z^0$ bosons. The $\Box_{WW}$ correction is approximately 12%. However, perturbation theory fails for the $\gamma-Z^0$ interference box, due to the massless photon leg.
Similar to the neutral current Lagrangian, the $\Box \gamma Z$ correction can be split into two components depending on the couplings: vector-electron $\times$ axial-proton, or axial-electron $\times$ vector-proton. Recent calculations of the vector-electron contribution show a slight energy dependence, shown in Figure 1.5 (red curve).

![Figure 1.5: The energy dependence of the $\Box \gamma Z$. The total axial-hadron correction is shown in red. The blue band, labelled $V+A$, is the sum of both axial- and vector-hadron contributions. The dashed line gives the energy of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment [26].](image)

The axial-proton piece is highly energy dependent, and approximately 8% at $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s energy. Over the past several years, a large theoretical effort has focused on this particular radiative contribution. Calculations seem to agree on the central value, but its uncertainty is disputed. For the analysis discussed in Chapter 7, the latest results are used for the vector contribution [27],

$$\Re \Box \gamma Z = (5.4 \pm 0.4) \times 10^{-3}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.42)

Table 1.2 summarizes the sizes of the relevant electroweak radiative corrections for extracting $\sin^2 \theta_W$ from a measurement of the proton’s weak charge.
Table 1.2: Summary of electroweak radiative corrections for $Q_{\text{weak}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sin^2 \theta_W(M_Z)$</td>
<td>0.23126</td>
<td>[20]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_{NC}$</td>
<td>1.00833</td>
<td>[28]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_e$</td>
<td>-0.00116</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta_l$</td>
<td>-0.00142</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Box_{WW}$</td>
<td>0.01832</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Box_{ZZ}$</td>
<td>0.00193</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Box_{Z^A}$</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>[26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Box_{Z^T}$</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>[27]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 2

Parity-Violating Electron Scattering and the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Experiment

Electron scattering has a rich, successful experimental history in describing nuclear structure. Experiments over the last 50 years have specialized in mapping out the distribution of electric charge and magnetization of nuclei; improvements in experimental techniques and technologies now allow for electron scattering experiments to probe even higher order processes. In particular, the technique of using parity-violating electron scattering has allowed exploration of strangeness contributions in the nucleon, as well as critical tests of the Standard Model.

This chapter focuses on electron scattering as a probe of electroweak interactions, and in particular parity-violating electron scattering. A brief description of electroweak form factors will be presented. Since this thesis focuses on the contribution of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target’s thin aluminum walls, electroweak form factors of neutron rich nuclei will also be discussed.

2.1 Electromagnetic form factors

It’s well known from field theory that in every electroweak interaction, all possible processes contribute to the scattering amplitude. Therefore, in each electromagnetic interaction, at tree level, there is a small contribution from $Z^0$ exchange. This process is heavily suppressed due to the large $Z^0$ mass, but it is possible to access this, either through measuring atomic energy level transitions or parity-violating electron scattering.

To fully understand electron-nucleon scattering, both the electron and nucleon exchange vertices must be known. At tree level, electroweak interactions involve exchange
of either a photon or $Z^0$ boson (Figure 2.1). The electron vertices are related to the electroweak currents determined in equations (1.10) and (1.34):

\[ J_{e\gamma}^\mu = -e\bar{u}_e \gamma^\mu u_e \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.1)}

\[ J_{Z\gamma}^\mu = -e\bar{u}_e \gamma^\mu(g_V - g_A \gamma_5) u_e, \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.2)}

where $u_e$ and $\bar{u}_e$ are the incoming and outgoing electron spinors, respectively.

Nucleon currents are more complicated because they are composite particles, with complex internal structure. To account for this, we can write the nucleon vertex in terms of two vector form factors, $F_1(Q^2)$ and $F_2(Q^2)$, respectively, as

\[ J_{\gamma}^\mu = \bar{\psi} \left[ F_1^\gamma (Q^2) \gamma^\mu + F_2^\gamma (Q^2) \frac{i\sigma^{\mu\nu}q_\nu}{2M} \right] \psi \]

\[ J_{Z}^\mu = \bar{\psi} \left[ F_1^Z (Q^2) \gamma^\mu + F_2^Z (Q^2) \frac{i\sigma^{\mu\nu}q_\nu}{2M} + G_A^Z (Q^2) \gamma^\mu \gamma_5 \right] \psi, \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.3)}

where $M$ is the nucleon’s mass and $G_A^Z$ is the axial current.\(^2\) This is the most general, Lorentz invariant expression for a nucleon vertex. Generally it’s conceptually more profitable to rephrase equations (2.3) in terms of linear combinations of $F_1$ and $F_2$, as

\[ G_E^\gamma = F_1^\gamma - \tau F_2^\gamma \]

\[ G_M^\gamma = F_1^\gamma + F_2^\gamma, \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2.4)}

where $\tau$ is a kinematic factor known as the reduced proton mass: $\tau = Q^2/4M^2$. $G_E$ and $G_M$ are known as the Sachs form factors. The Fourier transform of $G_E$ and $G_M$ give the spatial electric charge and magnetization distributions of the nucleon in the Breit frame (zero energy transfer). In the static limit ($Q^2 \to 0$) these approach the electric charge and magnetic moment of the proton ($G_E^p(0) = 1$ and $G_M^p(0) = \mu_p = 2.79$).

---

\(^1\)Also known as the Pauli and Dirac form factors.

\(^2\)To simplify notation going forward, the explicit $Q^2$ dependence of the form factors is assumed.

Figure 2.1: (Left) Photon exchange between $e$ and $p$. (Right) The competing process, $Z^0$ exchange between $e$ and $p$. 
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Furthermore, these are also related to the charge radii:

\[
<r_E^2> = -6 \frac{dG_E^{p\gamma}(Q^2)}{dQ^2} |_{Q^2\to 0}, \\
<r_M^2> = -6 \frac{dG_M^{p\gamma}(Q^2)}{dQ^2} |_{Q^2\to 0}.
\] (2.5)

The electromagnetic form factors have been studied over a wide range of kinematic regimes. At low-\(Q^2\), the proton and neutron electric and magnetic form factors are found to follow a dipole form,

\[
G_D = \left(1 + \frac{Q^2}{0.71\text{GeV}^2}\right)^{-2}.
\] (2.6)

The neutron form factors are particularly challenging to measure from lack of a pure neutron target. However, they can be determined via electron-deuteron scattering by subtracting the proton contribution. These form factors are well parameterized by the Galster fit as \[29\]

\[
\begin{align*}
G_E^{p\gamma} &= G_D, \\
G_M^{p\gamma} &= \mu_p G_D, \\
G_E^{n\gamma} &= G_D, \\
G_M^{n\gamma} &= -\mu_n \tau G_D \\
&= \frac{1}{1 + 5.6\tau},
\end{align*}
\] (2.7)

where \(\mu_n\) is the neutron’s magnetic moment. A summary of nucleon electromagnetic form factors over a wide kinematic regime is found in \[30\]. Low-\(Q^2\) results can be found in the literature, \[31, 32, 33\], although there are some disagreements in the implementation of Coulomb corrections to \[33\] (e.g., see \[34\]).

\subsection{Neutral weak form factors}

Electron-nucleon neutral weak interactions (exchange of a \(Z^0\)) are parameterized similarly to electromagnetic interactions, namely through vector and axial form factors, but are less well known. In general, the nucleon form factors can be written as a sum of the individual quark contributions weighted by their respective electric or weak charges. For the proton, the electromagnetic form factors can be written as

\[
F_1^\gamma = \sum_f Q_f F_1^f = \frac{2}{3} F_1^u - \frac{1}{3} F_1^d - \frac{1}{3} F_1^s,
\]
\[
F_2^\gamma = \sum_f Q_f F_2^f = \frac{2}{3} F_2^u - \frac{1}{3} F_2^d - \frac{1}{3} F_2^s,
\] (2.8)

where \(u, d,\) and \(s\) refer to the up, down, and strange quarks, respectively. Heavier quark flavors are safely neglected in this approximation from theory \[35\]. The corresponding
neutral weak form factors for the proton are defined similarly,
\[
F_{1,2}^Z = \left( 1 - \frac{8}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W \right) F_{1,2}^a + \left( -1 + \frac{4}{3} \sin^2 \theta_W \right) \left( F_{1,2}^d + F_{1,2}^s \right),
\]
\[
G_A^Z = -G_A^a + G_A^d + G_A^s,
\]
where \(G_A^Z\) is the neutral weak axial form factor. From these, we can now define the neutral-weak Sachs form factors, as in equation (2.4). Assuming isospin symmetry and noting that transforming protons to neutrons (\(p \rightarrow n\)) is equivalent to interchanging up and down quarks (\(u \leftrightarrow d\)) allows additional relations. Taking linear combinations of equations (2.8), and combining them with the corresponding neutron versions allow the proton’s neutral-weak form factors to be expressed in terms of the electromagnetic form factors as
\[
G_E^{p,Z} = (1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W) G_E^{p,\gamma} + (-1) G_E^{p,\gamma} + (-1) G_E^{s,\gamma}
\]
\[
= Q_W^p G_E^{p,\gamma} + Q_W^n G_E^{p,\gamma} + Q_W^n G_E^{s,\gamma},
\]
where \(Q_W^p\) and \(Q_W^n\) are the weak charges of the proton and neutron, respectively. \(G_E^{s,\gamma}\) is the nucleon strange form factor with weak charge \(Q_W^n\) (the strange contribution is identical for protons and neutrons). The numerical values of the weak charges (e.g., \(Q_W^p = 1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W\)) can be determined from substituting the appropriate values from Table 1.1 into equation (1.36).

Considerable effort over the past two decades has focused on probing strange quark contributions in the nucleon. In the static limit, the net strangeness in the nucleon is of course zero (\(G_E^s(0) = 0\)) because no valence strange quarks are present. The strange magnetic moment may be non-zero (\(\mu_s \equiv G_M^s(0))\), however. The mean squared strange radius is generally non-zero as well due to quantum fluctuations \(\langle r_s^2 \rangle \equiv -6 (dG_e/dQ^2) \big|_{Q^2=0}\). The most recent results, from the HAPPEX-III collaboration at Jefferson Laboratory, suggest zero net strangeness contribution at low-\(Q^2\) [36]. The total net strangeness is shown in Figure 2.2, and given as \(G_E^s + \eta G_M^s\), where \(\eta = \tau G_M^p / (\epsilon G_E^p).\) \(\tau\) is the reduced mass previously defined, and \(\epsilon = [1 + 2(1 + \tau) \tan^2 \theta / 2]^{-1}\).

Neglecting strange quark effects and radiative corrections, the neutral-weak axial form factor can be expressed using a dipole form,
\[
G_A(Q^2) = G_A(0) \left( \frac{1}{1 + Q^2/M_A^2} \right),
\]
where \(G_A(Q^2 = 0) = -1.2701 \pm 0.0025\) and \(M_A^2 = 1.00 \pm 0.04\) (GeV/c)^2 [37, 38]. Ignoring \(SU(3)\) singlet components, the axial term can be split into isovector and isoscalar components. The isoscalar term is well constrained, but the isovector term involves
large radiative corrections from many-quark effects at the proton vertex \cite{39}. Fortunately, this contribution is generally suppressed at $Q_{\text{weak}}$ kinematics (i.e., at forward angles). The nucleon strange form factors and isovector axial form factor generally can be constrained by fitting to the world’s parity-violating data set \cite{40}.

Radiative corrections to the weak nuclear form factors enter as additive factors to equations (2.12),

$$G_{E,M}^{p,Z} = (1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W)(1 + R_V^p)G_{E,M}^{p,\gamma} - (1 + R_V^n)G_{E,M}^{n,\gamma} - G_{E,M}^a$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.14)$$

$$G_{E,M}^{n,Z} = (1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W)(1 + R_V^n)G_{E,M}^{n,\gamma} - (1 + R_V^n)G_{E,M}^{p,\gamma} - G_{E,M}^a$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.15)$$

where $R_V^p = -0.0520$ and $R_V^n = -0.0123$. The theoretical uncertainties of these corrections are less than one percent \cite{37}.

### 2.2 Cross sections for $e + p$ and $e + Al$ scattering

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment uses elastic electric-proton scattering to determine the proton’s weak charge. The cross section for unpolarized elastic $ep$ scattering in the laboratory frame can be written as a modification of the scattering from a point particle (Mott scattering), as

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = \left(\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}\right)_{\text{Mott}} |F(Q^2)|^2,$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.16)$$

where $F(Q^2)$ is a general form factor describing the proton’s internal structure. The Mott cross section, ignoring recoil, is

$$\left(\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}\right)_{\text{Mott}} = \frac{\alpha^2 \cos^2 \theta/2}{4E^2 \sin^2 \theta/2}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.17)$$
$E$ is the incident beam energy, $\theta$ the scattering angle, and $\alpha$ is the fine structure constant. Expressing the scattering cross section in terms of the Sachs electromagnetic form factors (equations (2.4)) results in the Rosenbluth formula,

$$\left(\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}\right)_{\text{lab}} = \left(\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega}\right)_{\text{Mott}} \frac{E'}{E} \left(\frac{(G^p_E)^2 + \tau(G^p_M)^2}{1 + \tau} + 2\tau(C^p_M)^2 \tan^2 \frac{\theta}{2}\right), \quad (2.18)$$

where $\theta$ is the lab scattering angle, $\tau$ is the reduced proton mass, and $(E'/E)$ is the ratio of outgoing to incoming electron energy, which accounts for target recoil.

Of principal interest to this thesis is the contribution from the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target’s aluminum walls. This contribution is the primary subject of Chapters 5 and 6. Therefore, the cross section for elastic electron-aluminum scattering is of particular interest. In the Born approximation, the cross section for elastic electron-aluminum scattering can be expressed by (2.16), with a simple form factor expansion \[ 41 \]

$$|F(q^2)|^2 = Z^2 |F_0(q^2)|^2 + \frac{q^4}{180} \frac{(J + 1)(2J + 3)}{J(2J - 1)} Q^2 |F_2(q^2)|^2, \quad (2.19)$$

where $q^2$ is the momentum transfer\(^3\), $Q$ is the nuclear electric quadrupole moment, $J$ is the nuclear spin ($J = 5/2$ for $^{27}\text{Al}$), and $Z$ the atomic number. Equation (2.19) ignores the electron mass and nuclear recoil. It also neglects the magnetic terms, which are suppressed at $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s forward angles.

A full derivation of the cross section is presented in [42], which accounts for finite proton size and additional correction factors. The largest correction, responsible for a large energy dependence in the form factor, is given by Coulomb corrections. Figure 2.3 shows the comparison of this calculation to measured data.

### 2.3 Parity-violating asymmetries and electron scattering

Although the dominant exchange in elastic electron scattering is purely electromagnetic (photon exchange), it is possible to directly access the neutral-weak interaction via parity violation. Recall from Section 1.2.1 that a parity transformation is an inversion of spatial coordinates, and that a massive particle’s handedness is related to its helicity, the alignment of a particle’s spin vector with its direction-of-momentum ($h = \mathbf{s} \cdot \hat{p}$).

Helicity is a pseudo-scalar, and is an eigenstate of parity with eigenvalue -1. Therefore given a longitudinally polarized electron beam scattering off an unpolarized target, switching the longitudinal beam polarization (from aligned with its momentum to anti-aligned, or vice-versa) is equivalent to a parity transformation.

\(^3\)It is written this way to remind the reader that recoil is ignored.
Recall that a scattering cross section is proportional to the square of the total scattering amplitude, $\mathcal{M}_{\text{tot}}$, \[
\sigma \propto |\mathcal{M}_{\text{tot}}|^2, \tag{2.20}
\]
where the $\mathcal{M}_{\text{tot}} = \mathcal{M}_\gamma + \mathcal{M}_Z$. We can define the parity-violating asymmetry as the quotient of the average difference and average sum between the cross section for right (left) handed electrons, $\sigma_R$ ($\sigma_L$), \[
A_{PV} \equiv \frac{\sigma_R - \sigma_L}{\sigma_R + \sigma_L}. \tag{2.21}
\]
Recall that the $Z^0$ vertex has a parity-violating piece (equation (1.34)) while the $\gamma$ vertex is purely vectorial (equation (1.10)). Therefore the total scattering amplitudes for right and left handed particles differ by the sign of the $Z^0$ terms: \[
\mathcal{M}_R = \mathcal{M}_\gamma + \mathcal{M}_Z \\
\mathcal{M}_L = \mathcal{M}_\gamma - \mathcal{M}_Z. \tag{2.22}
\]
Substituting (2.22) into (2.21), one finds complete cancellation except for the $\gamma$-$Z$ interference cross-term, \[
A_{PV} \propto \frac{4\mathcal{M}_\gamma \mathcal{M}_Z}{2(\mathcal{M}_\gamma + \mathcal{M}_Z)} \approx \frac{2\mathcal{M}_Z}{\mathcal{M}_\gamma} \approx 10^{-7}, \tag{2.23}
\]
where we have used the fact the $|\mathcal{M}_Z| \ll |\mathcal{M}_\gamma|$.

For elastic electron-proton scattering, we can also write $A_{PV}$ in terms of the electroweak and axial form factors as [35, 37] \[
A_{PV}^{ep} = \left[ \frac{G_F Q^2}{4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2}} \right] \left[ \frac{e G^p_\gamma G^p_Z + \tau G^p_\gamma G^p_Z - (1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W) e G^p_\gamma G^p_A}{e (G^p_\gamma)^2 + \tau (G^p_\gamma)^2} \right], \tag{2.24}
\]
where \( G_F \) is the Fermi constant, and \( \tau, \epsilon, \) and \( \epsilon' \) are the previously defined kinematical factors,

\[
\tau = \frac{Q^2}{4M_p^2}, \quad \epsilon = \left[ 1 + 2(1 + \tau) \tan^2 \frac{\theta}{2} \right], \quad \epsilon' = \sqrt{\tau(1 + \tau)(1 - \epsilon^2)}. \tag{2.25}
\]

Note that the axial (third) term in equation (2.24) arises from the electron current; \(-(1 - 4\sin^2 \theta_W)\) is actually the weak coupling of the electron here.

By substituting (2.12) into (2.24) and grouping proton, neutron, strange, and axial terms, we can then write (2.24) as a sum of three contributions,

\[
A_{PV}^p = \left[ \frac{G_F Q^2}{4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2}} \right] \cdot [Q_W^p + A_{hadronic} + A_{axial}], \tag{2.26}
\]

where

\[
Q_W^p = 1 - 4 \sin^2 \theta_W, \tag{2.27}
\]

\[
A_{hadronic} = \frac{(Q_W^p + Q_{Wn}^p)(\epsilon G_E^{p\gamma}G_E^{n\gamma} + \tau G_M^{p\gamma}G_M^{n\gamma})}{\epsilon(G_E^{p\gamma})^2 + \tau(G_M^{p\gamma})^2}, \tag{2.28}
\]

\[
A_{axial} = \frac{-(1 - 4\sin^2 \theta_W)\epsilon' G_M^{p\gamma}G_M^{A}}{\epsilon(G_E^{p\gamma})^2 + \tau(G_M^{p\gamma})^2}. \tag{2.29}
\]

In the limit of forward angles (\( \theta \to 0 \)) and zero-momentum transfer (\( Q^2 \to 0 \)), the strange contribution vanishes and the kinematic variables \( \epsilon \) and \( \epsilon' \) approach 1 and 0, respectively (\( \epsilon \to 1, \epsilon' \to 0 \)). Under these conditions, the hadronic and axial components are heavily suppressed. The tree-level asymmetry can now be re-written in terms of a general hadronic form factor, \( B(Q^2, \theta) \),

\[
A_{PV} = \frac{G_F Q^2}{4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2}} [Q_W^p + Q^2 B(Q^2, \theta)]. \tag{2.30}
\]

The leading order term is the proton’s weak charge, while the next-to-leading term is the first place hadronic structure enters. At \( Q_{weak}^2 \) kinematics, this term contributes approximately \( \sim 30\% \) to the measured asymmetry, and its uncertainty is dominated by contributions from the mean-square strange radius and magnetic moment.

Often it is more convenient to divide out the leading \( Q^2 \) dependence of (2.30). This is called the reduced asymmetry, and is advantageous because when written this way \( Q_W^p \) is the intercept, and \( B \) is a slope-like term,

\[
\frac{A_{PV}}{A_0} = Q_W^p + Q^2 B(Q^2, \theta), \tag{2.31}
\]

where \( A_0 = -G_F Q^2/4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2} \), and higher order terms in the expansion are neglected. Written in this form, the world’s parity-violating data set can be fit and extrapolated to \( Q^2 = 0 \), leading to a determination of the proton’s weak charge. Before 2012,
parity-violating electron scattering data at low-$Q^2$ was lacking, leading to substantial uncertainty in such an extrapolation [45]. The subject of this thesis, and in particular Section 2.4, is $Q_{\text{weak}}$, a low-$Q^2$ determination taking place at Jefferson Lab, which will reduce the uncertainty in such an extrapolation.

In addition to the parity-violating asymmetry in hydrogen, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ also spent substantial time measuring the parity-violating asymmetry of aluminum to constrain the background of the target’s aluminum walls. An estimate of this asymmetry, good to about 10%, is given by [46],

$$A_{PV}(^{27}\text{Al}) = \frac{G_F Q^2}{4\pi \alpha \sqrt{2}} \left[ Q^p_W + Q^n_W \left( \frac{N}{Z} \right) \right], \quad (2.32)$$

where $Z$ and $N$ are the number of protons and neutrons in the aluminum nucleus. This calculation assumes dominance of the charge monopole, which is reasonable at $Q_{\text{weak}}$ kinematics, as higher-order effects only contribute approximately 30% [42]. In addition, proton and neutron distributions, $\rho_p$ and $\rho_n$ respectively, are assumed to differ only by a normalization,

$$\rho_n(x)/N = \rho_p(x)/Z. \quad (2.33)$$

This assumption is reasonable for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ as the average $Q^2$ is well below the cross section diffraction minimum, where isospin symmetry violating effects may be large. In general, isospin symmetry violation is approximately 1% at $Q_{\text{weak}}$ kinematics. More modern models have recently been published [47], which will be discussed in Chapter 7.3.

### 2.4 $Q_{\text{weak}}$ introduction

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment made a precision measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in elastic $e^\pm p$ scattering at low-$Q^2$ ($Q^2 = 0.025$ GeV$^2$) [48]. As seen in Section 2.3, if hadronic structure effects are well-constrained, a measurement of $A_{PV}^{pp}$ allows extraction of the proton’s weak charge, $Q^p_W$. Furthermore, this allows direct access to a precise determination of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ at low-$Q^2$.

These recently published results are from an initial commissioning run (Run 0), which contains only 4% of the total data set. This thesis focuses on two critical improvements over those initial results: the high-precision determination of the electron beam polarization and removal of background contributions originating from scattering off of the target’s aluminum windows. These improvements allow a more robust extraction, and directly enable tighter constraints on possible Standard Model extensions, as discussed at the end of this section.
Figure 2.4 shows a global fit of the reduced asymmetries (equation (2.31)) of the world’s data at moderate to low-$Q^2$. Previous experiments were designed to probe the hadronic, and in particular strange, components of the nucleons (HAPPEX [49, 36], SAMPLE [50], PVA4 [51], G0 forward [52], G0 backward [53]). In order to plot the two-dimensional global fit ($Q^2, \theta$) in a single dimension, the angular dependence of the strange and axial form-factors was removed from the measured asymmetries. The points were all individually corrected for the $\frac{2}{3}Z$ energy dependence [54] and for the $Q^2$ dependence [55], where appropriate. The red point is the current, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ 4% result, while the black arrow is the Standard Model prediction at $Q^2 = 0$.

Figure 2.4: Global fit of world’s parity-violating electron scattering data. The red diamond at low-$Q^2$ is the initial $Q_{\text{weak}}$ point, comprising only 4% of the total dataset. From [48].

Note that $Q_{\text{weak}}$ ran at substantially lower $Q^2$ than the other experiments. This has several important ramifications for the extrapolation to $Q^2 = 0$. First, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is relatively insensitive to any proton internal structure compared to previous experiments. Furthermore, it is unlikely that additional nuclear structure effects exist using even longer-range probes, and the relatively short extrapolation distance also increases confidence in the extrapolation procedure. Additionally, even with its modest significance, the current result already provides noticeable pull, and shifts the fit result approximately 1$\sigma$. For these reasons, the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment claims the first direct determination of the proton’s weak charge.

As discussed in Section 1.3.4, the weak charge of the proton is the coherent sum of the individual quark weak vector couplings, $C_{1u}$ (up quark) and $C_{1d}$ (down quark). Measurements of parity-violation in atomic transitions provide complementary measurements proportional to a different combination of quark couplings ($Q_W(^{133}\text{Cs}) = C_{1u} + 1.12C_{1d}$ from equation (1.39)). Combining these results allows extraction of
the individual quark-vector couplings. The neutron’s weak charge, $Q_W^n$, may then be determined.

Figure 2.5 shows the current constraints on the isoscalar ($C_{1u} + C_{1d}$) and isovector ($C_{1u} - C_{1d}$) combinations of the quark vector couplings [48]. The green band comes from a atomic parity-violating measurement of $^{133}\text{Cs}$ [56]. The blue ellipse is the world’s current parity-violating data set with $Q^2 < 0.63$, including $Q_{\text{weak}}$. The (smaller) red ellipse is the combined fit, and black dot the Standard Model prediction. Inner (outer) ellipses are 68% (95%) confidence level. The Standard Model prediction in the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ scheme is shown as a projection on the weak mixing angle axis (black dot). The current findings are in excellent agreement with the Standard Model predictions.

![Figure 2.5: Constraints on the weak vector quark couplings $C_{1u}$ and $C_{1d}$. From [48].](image)

Determination of $Q_{\text{weak}}$ allows for an extraction of $\sin^2 \theta_W$, once radiative effects are accounted for (see Section 1.4). Figure 2.6 shows the current experimental limits on the evolution of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ with $Q^2$, and the preliminary $Q_{\text{weak}}$ datum (labeled $Q_W(p)$ [48]). The Standard Model prediction is firm; the calculation’s uncertainty is given by the thickness of the blue line. Measurements at the $Z^0$ pole fix the overall scale of $\sin^2 \theta_W$, but low-$Q^2$ measurements are required to describe its evolution, a key prediction of the Standard Model. Multiple, independent measurements at low-$Q$ experimentally confirm the weak mixing angle’s evolution.

Several low-energy measurements are featured in Figure 2.6. The atomic parity-violating Cesium experiment measured the electric dipole transition between 6S and 7S states, which is forbidden by parity-selection rules [56]. A small neutral-current
contamination ($Z^0$ exchange) produces a small amount of mixing ($\sim 10^{-11}$) between the $P$ state and 6S and 7S states, resulting in a parity-violating transition amplitude. This result originally reported a determination of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ at low-$Q^2$ to $\sim 2\%$. Two years later, improved measurements of required quantities (e.g., the Stark vector transition polarizability) reduced the theoretical uncertainty considerably, leading to an apparent 2.5 $\sigma$ deviation from the Standard Model [57]. Considerable theoretical work has resulted in reducing this discrepancy [58], but a small deviation from the prediction remains.

The $Q_W(e)$ point comes from the E158 experiment performed at the Stanford Linear Accelerator, which measured the parity-violating asymmetry of electron-electron (Møller) scattering at $Q^2 = 0.026$ GeV$^2$ [59]. Their results unambiguously confirmed the $\sin^2 \theta_W$ running with a 6$\sigma$ significance from the $Z^0$-pole, and are in moderate agreement with the Standard Model prediction. The current $Q_{\text{weak}}$ results are in agreement with both E158 and the Standard Model, but have considerable uncertainty. The final $Q_{\text{weak}}$ result will be the most precise measurement of $\sin^2 \theta_W$ at low-$Q^2$ to date.

Perhaps the most striking experimental result is the point from the NuTeV collaboration. This experiment, performed at FermiLab, measured deep inelastic neutrino-nucleus scattering using a lead target, inferring information about the nucleons from known nuclear effects [60]. Their initial results are 3$\sigma$ away from the Standard Model, however subsequent theoretical development has shown several possible mechanisms to explain this disagreement, such as an asymmetric strange quark sea or parton-level charge symmetry violations [61]. In particular, [62] suggests that the neutron excess in the lead nucleus imposes a shift in the quark distributions (an isovector EMC effect),
which may account for as much as two-thirds of this discrepancy. None of these corrections have been implemented, because of large theoretical uncertainties, and sadly, in the case of the isovector EMC effect, it has never been measured. Interpretation of this result is therefore difficult.

Precise measurements of $\sin^2 \theta_W$, deeply probe the fundamental structure of the Standard Model. Therefore, they are sensitive to certain classes of potential new physics scenarios beyond the Standard Model. The significance of these low-energy experiments becomes even more evident when comparing related experiments with differing dependencies on particular models. For instance, purely leptonic interactions, such as measured in E158, are insensitive to models coupling directly to quarks; instead they would act as controls to semi-leptonic probes, such as $Q_{\text{weak}}$. Figure 2.7 compares the sensitivity between $Q_{\text{weak}}$ and E158 as an example.

Discussion of the various possible new physics models is outside the scope of this thesis, but popular ones include scaler leptoquarks (particles sharing both lepton and quark quantum numbers) [63], various $Z'$ models from extra $U(1)$ gauge couplings [64, 65], and certain subclasses of supersymmetry (R-parity violating supersymmetry$^4$) [66]. Concise discussions of the various models are given in [25, 61]. Figure 2.7 compares the sensitivity of E158 and $Q_{\text{weak}}$ to various models.

![Figure 2.7: Comparison of sensitivities to various beyond the Standard Model scenarios between $Q_{\text{weak}}$ and E158](image)

New physics may enter the Standard Model Lagrangian through the addition of a four-point contact interaction term [45],

$$\mathcal{L}_{NP} = \frac{g^2}{4\Lambda^2} \bar{e} \gamma_\mu \gamma_5 e \sum_q h_q^q \bar{q} \gamma^\mu q, \quad (2.34)$$

where $q$ is quark flavor, $g$ is the interaction coupling strength, $\Lambda$ the particle mass, and $^4$R-parity violation is one subset of supersymmetry, where the difference between baryon and lepton numbers is not conserved.
$h^q_V$ parameterizes the interaction’s isospin dependence: $h^u_V = \cos \theta_h$ and $h^d_V = \sin \theta_h$.

Addition of such contact interactions into the Lagrangian is generally model independent. To determine sensitivity, one must then choose the model parameters, $g$ and $\Lambda$. The model independent mass limit for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is \cite{25}

$$\frac{\Lambda}{g} \sim \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}G_F |\Delta Q^p_W|}, \quad (2.35)$$

where $|\Delta Q^p_W|$ is the final uncertainty on $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s determination of $Q^p_W$. Figure 2.8 shows the mass reach in TeV as a function of coupling strengths for different levels of final significance in the determination of $Q^p_W$. The mass reach easily reaches into the TeV range for reasonable values of the coupling.

Figure 2.8: Model-independent mass reach of possible new physics versus interaction coupling strength for various $Q^p_W$ significance. Despite being a low-energy measurement, the mass reach probed is in the TeV range. This predicted reach is based on reference \cite{25}.
Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment (E08-016) was performed at the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility’s (JLab) Hall C with a custom built apparatus. Commissioning began in July 2010, with production running periodically over the next two years, divided into four distinct sections:

- Commissioning: Mid 2010
- Run 0: January 2011
- Run 1: February - May 2011
- Run 2: November 2011 - May 2012

Each run period has its own unique blinding factor, that offsets the measured asymmetries by up to $\pm$ 60 parts-per-billion. This masks the true asymmetry value until the analysis is complete. Therefore, each run period is unblinded and released only when the analysis is appropriately mature for that individual period. For example, the Run 0 results only comprised 4% of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ data set, and the results have already been published [48], while the other two run periods remain in the analysis phase.

Being a precision experiment, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ required a high-current of highly polarized electrons. It also required rapid reversal, or flip, of the beam helicity at a rate of $\approx$ 1 kHz. These requirements, among others, made Jefferson Laboratory an ideal facility for this experiment.

This chapter provides a detailed description of the experimental apparatus, beginning with the creation and transport of the “high/parity quality” electron beam, and continuing through the target apparatus, the detector arrays, background shielding, and data acquisition. Although a thorough treatment will be provided, a complete treatment is beyond the scope of this document, and can be found in the literature [67].
3.1 Experimental apparatus

$Q_{\text{weak}}$ made a precise measurement of elastic electron-proton scattering ($e^+p$). The kinematics of such a process are well understood (Figure 3.1). An electron with energy $E$, momentum $p$, and negligible mass elastically scatters off a proton of mass $M$ at rest. The final energy and momentum of the electron are given by $E'$ and $p'$, respectively. The energy transfer is given by $\nu = E - E'$ and 3-momentum transfer by $q = p - p'$. In general, the total 4-momentum transfer, $Q^2$ is defined as

$$Q^2 = -q^2 = - (\nu^2 - q^2). \quad (3.1)$$

The momentum transfer can be empirically determined from knowledge of three quantities: the incident beam energy ($E$), scattering angle ($\theta$), and final electron scattering energy ($E'$). For elastic processes, any pair of these observables will suffice. Since $Q_{\text{weak}}$ can more precisely determine $\theta$ than $E'$, it is advantageous to use the relation for elastic scattering in terms of $\theta$ and $E$:

$$Q^2 = 2E \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{1 + \frac{M}{2E} (1 - \cos \theta)}. \quad (3.2)$$

To suppress hadronic structure effects and inelastic processes, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ measured at low $Q^2$ and forward angles ($5.8^\circ < \theta < 11.6^\circ$). A list of the relevant kinematic quantities for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is given in Table 3.1.

![Figure 3.1](image_url)

Figure 3.1: The relevant kinematics for an elastic two-body scattering process. An electron is incident with 4-momentum $(E,k)$ and scatters off a proton at rest. The electron scatters with resultant 4-momentum $(E',k')$.

Figure 3.2 gives an overview of the custom $Q_{\text{weak}}$ apparatus. The electron beam is $\geq 85\%$ longitudinally polarized. Elastically scattered electrons exit the target, and a series of lead collimators selects only those events in the angular range of interest. A large toroidal magnet acts as a spectrometer, focusing them onto eight azimuthally symmetric quartz Cherenkov main detectors. Several planned periods of low-current running were used for systematic investigations. During these tracking-mode periods,
a series of horizontal and vertical drift chambers and plastic trigger scintillators were inserted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incident beam energy</td>
<td>1.160 GeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam polarization</td>
<td>85-90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam current</td>
<td>180 µA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean scattering angle</td>
<td>7.9°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$-acceptance</td>
<td>5.8°-11.6°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$-acceptance</td>
<td>49% of $2\pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid angle</td>
<td>$\Delta \Omega = 43$ msr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance-averaged $Q^2$</td>
<td>$\langle Q^2 \rangle = 0.025$ (GeV/c)$^2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Typical kinematics and operating parameters of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment.

### 3.2 Beam delivery

Parity-violation experiments place higher demands on the electron source and accelerator than typical experiments performed at JLab, in terms of the stringent control of beam parameters and high current required. In this regard, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is considered the most demanding parity-violating experiment performed at JLab to date [68]. In partic-
ular, $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s requirements include precise control of beam properties for both helicity states; \textit{i.e.}, any helicity-dependent difference in the electron beam must be minimized. For these reasons the electron source is considered an integral part of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment.

Conceptually, generation of parity-quality beams is simple \cite{69}: a high-powered laser producing circularly polarized light is incident on a strained gallium-arsenide (GaAs) photocathode, producing electrons via the photoelectric effect, which are then accelerated in an electrostatic field. The helicity of the electrons is transferred by the helicity of the laser light via conservation of angular momentum. The resulting electrons are then accelerated via superconducting radiofrequency (SRF) cavities. Figure 3.3 shows a diagram of the beam generation through delivery.

This section introduces the electron source, beam generation, the injector, the techniques of fast and slow helicity reversals, and the superconducting radio frequency (SRF) resonant cavities used to accelerate the electrons. Detailed information on all these systems can be found in references \cite{67, 69, 70}.

### 3.2.1 Photocathode and beam generation

Jefferson Laboratory was able to consistently deliver 80-90\% longitudinally polarized beam at high currents (180 $\mu$A) throughout $Q_{\text{weak}}$. As an electron source, Jefferson Lab utilizes a strained gallium-arsenide (GaAs) photocathode. The band structure of GaAs...
is the primary factor enabling its use as an electron source: incident polarized (laser) light excites the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band (exciting the $p_{3/2}$ state to the $s_{1/2}$ state). Since the bands have definite angular momentum states, the excited electron will exist preferentially in a specific spin state. Standard bulk GaAs produces a maximum of 50% polarization because the $p_{3/2}$ states have a 4-fold degeneracy. Inducing a strain along a certain axis of the crystal structure breaks this 4-fold degeneracy, theoretically enabling polarizations of 100%. In practice, polarizations of 75% were demonstrated in previous experiments [71]. Recently, a superlattice structure was developed by alternating layers of bulk strained GaAs. This both increased the probability of electron emission per photon, known as the quantum efficiency (QE) and also increased the extracted longitudinal polarization to approximately 88%.

The QE is an important diagnostic and is measured daily. Several experimental properties are empirically related to QE. For example, due to the Gaussian intensity profile of the laser spot, over time a QE hole can form, where the likelihood of an emitted electron is higher along the spot sides. This results in changes in the electron bunch spatial distribution, possibly in a helicity dependent way. Therefore, when the QE drops below some nominal value (~0.3%) the beam spot on the cathode is moved. The development of a QE hole is illustrated in Figure 3.4.

![Figure 3.4: Quantum efficiency scans before (left) and (right) after a month of high-current running. The dot in the right-hand figure is the electro-static center, while the X shows the beam spot center. The cathode active area was ~ 5 mm in diameter while the laser spot size was 1 mm in diameter. Reproduced from [67].](image)

The dominant mechanism for QE degradation is backwards ion bombardment [69]. To the reduce this in Run 2, the laser spot size was increased from 0.5 mm to 1.0 mm. During Run 1, the smaller spot size provided modest charge-lifetimes of ~50 C per laser spot, while cathode lifetimes of almost 200 C were achieved in Run 2. Before $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 2, low-QE was empirically linked to beam polarization changes. Some evidence of this is seen in Run 1, but not in Run 2. This may be related to the increased spot size, but this has not been proven.
Each hall has its own pulsed gain-switched diode laser operating at 1560 nm, which gets frequency doubled to 780 nm in a nonlinear crystal. Each laser operates at 499 MHz, and is sequentially pulsed 120° out-of-phase from the others, so that each experimental hall receives beam simultaneously. The beams were combined using a polarizing cube, such that one of the high-current halls has opposite polarization to the others. In this case, Hall C had opposite polarization to Halls A and B.

The linearly polarized laser light is converted to circularly polarized light via a Pockels Cell (PC), which is a birefringent crystal where the degree of birefringence is proportional to an applied voltage. The PC was aligned with its birefringent axis ~45° to the incident light. In this configuration, at ~2.5 kV, the PC acts as quarter-wave plate, converting the linearly polarized light into the circularly polarized light needed to produce longitudinally polarized electrons. Reversing the applied voltage reverses the birefringence, and therefore reverses the electron’s polarization vector.

Despite care in setting up the PC alignment and voltage settings, residual linear polarization did leak into the signal. This caused unwanted helicity-correlated transport asymmetries, such as charge asymmetry extracted between the two helicity states. To minimize these effects, an automated charge feedback system was used to make small adjustments to the PC voltage.

The PC, the primary method of helicity reversal in $Q_{\text{weak}}$, was flipped at 960 Hz. Groups of four helicity patterns, called quartets, were produced, where the first and last helicity states were identical and the middle two states were opposite to the first (that is, patterns of +--- or --++). The experimental asymmetries were formed from these quartets, with the initial helicity state being pseudo-randomly chosen. This quartet structure was chosen to suppress linear drifts in the electronics chain.

When the high-voltage to the PC is switched, the crystal itself rings before settling, causing changes in both the polarization and the charge asymmetry; this takes approximately 60 µs. Therefore, after each helicity flip, the data acquisition is gated off for 70 µs to let the crystal settle, creating a 6.7% dead time. The quartet patterns are reported to the data acquisition, but are temporally delayed by two quartets to isolate the detector signals from the injector, because even weak couplings can result in significant false asymmetries.

As seen in Figure 3.3, an insertable half-wave plate (IHWP) is placed immediately before the PC. This element was inserted every 4 or 8 hours to switch the sign of the experimentally produced electrons for a given PC voltage.\(^1\) Each 4- or 8-hour segment

\(^1\)The addition of the half-wave plate essentially de-couples the applied PC voltage from the produced
of data was called a slug. Assuming an equal amount of data was taken in both half-wave plate states, many helicity-correlated properties would naturally cancel when pairs of slugs are combined. This is one type of slow helicity reversal used in $Q_{\text{weak}}$. The others include solenoid flippers (Section 3.2.2) and electron $(g - 2)$ procession from multi-pass running (Section 3.2.3).

### 3.2.2 Injector and slow helicity reversals

Once the electrons are produced, an electro-static field brings them into the injector. The purpose of the injector is to accelerate the produced electron bunches and condition them before entering the main accelerator. For high-current beam, such as required in $Q_{\text{weak}}$, controlling Coulomb-induced space charge effects can be difficult, and longitudinal bunching is required. While in the injector, the electrons are accelerated to 62 MeV using the superconducting cavities discussed in Section 3.2.3.

To limit the emittance, both transverse and temporal (longitudinal) dimensions were trimmed using a series of apertures and a pair of 499 MHz RF deflecting cavities known as a chopper. The chopper was phased to sweep the beam in a circle with revolution frequency of 499 MHz. Throughout $Q_{\text{weak}}$ the chopper aperture was kept fully open ($\approx 20^\circ$), since losses could be significant due to space charge effects.

The injector included a $4\pi$ spin manipulator consisting of two Wien filters separated by two solenoid magnets. The first (vertical) Wien filter is oriented to rotate the spin polarization vertically (out of the accelerator plane). The two inner solenoids are set to rotate the spin vector either left or right, while maintaining constant beam focusing and envelope. This then rotates the spin vector into the horizontal plane, with the electron’s spin vector orthogonal to its direction of motion. Finally the second (horizontal) Wien filter is oriented to rotate the spin vector $\pi/2$ in the horizontal plane, producing longitudinally polarized electrons. By switching the sign of both solenoid magnets, the electron helicity can be flipped [72]. This two Wien filter system also enables canceling of spin precession induced by the other transport magnets.

Although the solenoid fields are rotated, this procedure is colloquially known as a Wien flip, and is the second example of a slow helicity reversal (first discussed in Section 3.2.1). Wien flips de-correlate the laser helicity from that of the experimentally produced electrons, canceling another class of potential helicity-correlated effects. The most well known is a beam breathing mode where the electron beam expands or contracts in a systematic, helicity correlated manner.

---

*electron’s helicity.*
3.2.3 Accelerator

After the injector, the polarized electrons enter the main accelerator facility. This consists of 2 re-circulating linacs and 2 bend arcs. The electron beam can be recirculated a total of 5 times, or passes, for a total energy of approximately 6 GeV. The main component of beam acceleration in the linacs is the SRF cavity. Each cavity is 0.1 m long, consists of 5 SRF cells, and has an average accelerating gradient of 7.5 MV/m. The cavities are manufactured in-house from pure niobium sheet which is drawn into cups, chemically cleaned, and welded together [70]. Groups of 8 cavities form a cryomodule. Each linac employs 20 cryomodules and produces an acceleration of 548 MeV \footnote{NB: Since the completion of $Q_{\text{weak}}$, Jefferson Lab has upgraded its energy capability from a maximum of 6 GeV electrons to 12 GeV. Therefore, many current publications quote greater cavity properties.}. This doesn’t include the 62 MeV provided by the injector.

After leaving the injector, the electrons travel near the speed of light ($\beta \sim 0.99997$). Since at such relativistic speeds their velocity is nearly independent of energy, they can stay in phase with higher-energy electrons having previously undergone multiple machine passes. At the end of both linacs, the beam enters chromatic dipole spreader magnet which physically separates the beam into its different energy components (e.g., 1-pass beam is separated from higher-pass beams). The beam is bent 180° and then re-combined before entering the other linac. In the South Linac, RF separators are used to deflect the beam into the appropriate halls as needed. Downstream of the beam switch yard another array of magnets is used to steer the beam and correct for any aberrations. This setup allows all 3 experimental halls to receive 5-pass beam concurrently; alternatively, different halls can receive longitudinally polarized beam of different energies depending on certain kinematic restrictions [73].

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment ran almost exclusively with single pass beam of 1.16 GeV. Short periods of 3-pass beam at 3.3 GeV and 1-pass beam at 880 MeV were used for systematic studies, and a short period of 2-pass beam at 1.16 GeV provided another useful check of independent helicity reversal from $(g - 2)$ procession relative to 1-pass operation [67].

3.3 Beam diagnostics

During transit through the accelerator and into the experimental halls, a diverse array of tools are implemented to monitor important beam properties. For JLab’s parity program these tools take on additional significance, as small changes in beam properties
can have profound effects on the experimentally measured asymmetry.

The most important diagnostics monitor the beam’s position, current and charge asymmetry, energy, polarization, and any helicity-correlated changes in these properties. In this section we describe the improvements to the Hall C beam position monitors (BPMs), various beam current monitors (BCMs), and the ways of monitoring beam energy. A section on correcting helicity-correlated beam properties with linear regression and a beam modulation system is presented. Monitoring of beam polarization is covered in Section 3.4.

3.3.1 Beam position monitors

The beam position monitors (BPMs) consist of two sets of opposing quarter-wave pickup antennas (one set each for $X$ and $Y$ directions). The antennas are transverse to the beam direction and centered on the beam axis; they are rotated at 45° to reduce possible synchrotron radiation effects in the arc [74]. Figure 3.5 shows a schematic of the typical Jefferson Lab BPMs and their coordinate system. The antennae pick up either the 499 MHz or 1497 MHz of the bunch frequency depending on location [75].

The general operating principle is that the antennae voltage signal is proportional to distance from the beam. For example, as the beam drifts closer to $X^+$ its voltage output is increased while the signal from $X^-$ decreases. Assuming perfectly matched gain parameters between the $X$ and $Y$ wires, the central position of the beam is given by:

$$X' = \kappa \frac{X^+ - X^-}{X^+ + X^-}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

where $\kappa$ is the sensitivity of the BPM at the bunch frequency [74]. $\kappa$ also contains a
conversion factor to convert the signal to mm [75].

The beam position and angle at the \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) target are determined using a series of beam position monitors in the drift region immediately preceding the target. BPM 3c12 is located in the area of the largest dispersion in the Hall C arc, where it can conveniently double as a relative beam energy monitor.

Periodically, low-current runs were taken using the superharp, which is another monitor of absolute beam position. The superharp is a series of three wires which move transversely across the beam, enabling precision measurements of the beam’s profile (\( \Delta x \sim 10 \ \mu\text{m} \)) [76]. Due to the invasive nature of this process, Superharp scans are limited to low-current systematic studies, or as a diagnostic tool to determine if the beam has non-Gaussian tails.

### 3.3.2 Beam current monitors

Experimental Hall C employs two types of beam current monitors: pillbox RF cavities used to continuously monitor relative changes in beam current, and a parametric current transformer (the Unser) monitor for absolute beam current determination. Seven of the pillbox cavity type current monitors were installed for \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) [77]. Five were used in Run 1. BCM1 and 2 used analog receivers and were the main charge monitors for Run 1, and also served as the primary monitor during low-current event-mode studies during both Run periods. BCM17 was main beam current monitor during the Møller beam polarization measurements. In Run 2, an additional two BCMs were installed which used digital receivers. In Run 2, BCM8 was the primary monitor used to normalize the main detector signal with respect to charge [78].

The relative current monitors were stainless steel cylindrical cavities resonant to the TM\(_{010}\) mode at 1497 MHz, identical to the electron beam delivery frequency. The BCMs were designed to operate at the third harmonic of the bunch frequency in the Hall, as this is relatively insensitive to beam position [79]. Therefore, as the electron beam passed through, the cavity resonates. Since the resonant frequency is highly sensitive to the cavity’s physical dimensions, they were thermally stabilized to 43° C to reduce temperature dependence.

The cavity power is extracted using a wire loop antenna, where the power output is proportional to the beam current squared (\( i.e., P \propto I^2 \)). This high frequency signal was ultimately down-converted to 100 kHz, and then fed into an ADC module. The signal is also sent to a 1 MHz voltage-to-frequency converter and a set of scalers for low-current tracking measurements [67, 42].
The resonant cavity model provides stable, low noise, continuous relative measurements of beam currents (relative because the signal is proportional to beam intensity). These were calibrated against a parametric current transformer [80], which was located between BCMs 1 and 2. Essentially, the Unser monitor is a toroidal donut that sits around the beam pipe. The electron beam induces a net magnetic field in the toroid, which is measured by a transformer. The total flux is then driven to zero using a second transformer; the current required by this transformer is proportional to the beam current. The gain of the Unser monitor is known to be linear and stable, but the offset (pedestal) has large drifts. Therefore, calibration must be carefully performed using a series of beam-off periods to determine the offset.

The BCM resolution is much smaller than the intrinsic beam jitter, so a better gauge of BCM performance uses multiple BCMs. The preferred metric, called the double difference, eliminates common-mode noise between the two monitors, and removes fluctuations in beam current, resulting in a metric sensitive only to the resolution of the BCM pair. For example, the double difference \((DD)\) between BCM1 and 2 is given by

\[
DD_{12} = \frac{Q_1^+ - Q_1^-}{Q_1^+ + Q_1^-} - \frac{Q_2^+ - Q_2^-}{Q_2^+ + Q_2^-}
\]  

(3.4)

where \(Q_j^i\) denotes the charge measured by BCM \(i\) for beam helicity state \(j\). If the two monitor resolutions are approximately equal, the resolution for one monitor is \(\sigma \approx \sigma_{DD}/\sqrt{2}\).

### 3.3.3 Beam energy determination

To accurately determine the beam energy, the Hall C beam line is used as a spectrometer. The Hall C beam line, immediately after the beam switch yard, is a full 41.6 meters long and contains a series of magneto-optical elements: dipoles, quadrupoles, sextupoles, and beam correctors. The beam momentum \(p\) is determined by [76]

\[
p = \frac{e}{\Delta \theta} \int Bdl
\]

(3.5)

where \(\theta\) is the bending angle through the arc and \(\int Bdl\) is the calibrated dipole field integral. The total deflection from the dipoles is 34.3°. Since the dispersion is well known in this portion, a precise measurement of beam position before and after the arc enables a precision measurement of the beam energy [81].

Beam energy determination begins with an absolute energy measurement, where all the magnets and correctors are turned off, except for the dipoles. Under these conditions the dispersion is well known to be 12 cm/%. The position and angle of
the incoming beam is precisely measured using the high resolution harp wire scanners (described in Section 3.3.1). The beam direction and angle of the outgoing beam are also measured, enabling determination of the absolute beam energy to a precision of $10^{-3}$ [81].

After determining the absolute energy scale with the dipoles, the other magneto-optical elements are energized to provide the required beam to the hall. With the other magnets on, the system forms the equivalent of a second-order achromatic lens. Variations in horizontal beam position at the arc mid-point (BPM 3c12) can be used to determine relative changes in energy. The dispersion at BPM 3c12X is well known to be 4 cm/%. Relative energy determination on the order of $10^{-4}$ is feasible.

### 3.3.4 Beam modulation

Parity-violating experiments are particularly sensitive to subtle shifts in beam parameters, especially if these shifts correlate with the fast helicity reversal. Any small correlated shift would provide false asymmetries, which may then be enhanced by various broken symmetries or nonlinearities in the experimental apparatus. The total false asymmetry, $A_{false}$, is given by

$$A_{false} = \sum_{i}^{N} \frac{\partial A}{\partial P_i} \Delta P_i$$

(3.6)

where $(\partial A/\partial P_i)$ is the system sensitivity to a given beam parameter $P_i$. The sum runs over all the relevant beam parameters: transverse position ($X$, $Y$), angle ($X'$, $Y'$), energy ($E$), and charge asymmetry ($A_Q$). The charge sensitivity is non-zero due to percent-level nonlinearities in the detector chain; therefore the charge feedback system described in Section 3.2.1 is of considerable importance.

Correction of such helicity-correlated effects occurs from two methods. The first method uses the natural jitter and beam motion and their correlations with the measured asymmetry and beam parameters. This method uses standard multivariate linear regression techniques to determine detector sensitivities and correct all correlations away. In principle, this guarantees absence of residual correlations; however, it is unsatisfying as it provides no physical explanation or insight into the correlations. It is simply a mathematical prescription.

Although 13 regressions schemes were developed, only 9 were ultimately used. Each uses a different set of monitors or detectors to measure the beam sensitivities. Ideally, if each set spans a complete basis, differences in the corrected asymmetries would be mostly due to monitor resolution and noise. One major difference between some
Table 3.2: Summary of regression scheme monitors. std stands for “standard.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme name</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Xslope</th>
<th>Yslope</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Charge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>std</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>energy</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>std_5+1</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>bpm3c12X</td>
<td>asym_charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set3</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>energy</td>
<td>bpm3c12X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set4</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>energy</td>
<td>bcm5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set7</td>
<td>bpm_9,p_4X</td>
<td>bpm_9,p_4Y</td>
<td>bpm_9,m_4X</td>
<td>bpm_9,m_4Y</td>
<td>bpm3c12X</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set8</td>
<td>bpm_9,p_4X</td>
<td>bpm_9,p_4Y</td>
<td>bpm_9,m_4X</td>
<td>bpm_9,m_4Y</td>
<td>bpm3c12X</td>
<td>asym_charge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set10</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>energy</td>
<td>bcm6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set11</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>bpm3c12X</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set13</td>
<td>targetX</td>
<td>targetY</td>
<td>targetXSlope</td>
<td>targetYSlope</td>
<td>bpm3c11X</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The notation used in Table 3.2 was shorthand for a combination of weighted monitors developed during analysis. The position monitors denoted by “target” are a weighted combination of five BPMs just upstream of the target. The notation in sets 7 and 8 are

\[
\text{bpm}_9\text{p}_4\text{Xp} = \text{bpm3H09bX} + \text{bpm3h04X} \quad (\text{position} – \text{like})
\]
\[
\text{bpm}_9\text{p}_4\text{Xm} = \text{bpm3H09bX} - \text{bpm3h04X} \quad (\text{slope} – \text{like}),
\]

with similar definitions for the Y monitors. Energy is typically monitored by BPM3c12X, which is located in the arc where the dispersion is largest. However, during a short period of running on an aluminum target the electronics read-out for this BPM failed. Therefore, regression scheme set13 was developed using BPM3c11X, which is also located in the arc, but with approximately half the sensitivity to beam energy.

The second method of correcting helicity-correlated beam changes is to actively modulate, or kick, the beam in a controlled way using an external driving signal and determine the detector sensitivities from their response. In effect, by driving each parameter separately, modulating the beam should in theory provide cleaner extraction of the detector sensitivities.

The beam modulation system used during $Q_{\text{weak}}$ includes two pairs of magnetic coils placed in the Hall C beamline upstream of the arc. These are used for beam position and angle modulation. Beam energy modulation is accomplished by driving a small voltage signal to an SRF cavity; by changing the electric field the beam energy also changes. First, each beam parameter is independently modulated for 4 seconds with a frequency of 125 Hz. Between each modulation micro cycle, there is a period of
approximately 60 seconds reconfiguration time during which production data is taken. The total time to measure one complete set of all five beam parameters ($X$, $Y$, $X'$, $Y'$, and $E$) is 320 seconds. There is no a priori reason to discard the modulated data after extracting the sensitivities; in principle they should provide equally fine asymmetry measurements as regular production running.

Two recent $Q_{\text{weak}}$ theses focused on the beam modulation and linear regression subsystems. The interested reader is directed to references [82, 83] for further details.

### 3.4 Polarimetry

Precise determination of electron beam polarization is important for today’s experiments. This is particularly true for Jefferson Laboratory’s parity program, including $Q_{\text{weak}}$, where electron beam polarizations near 100% are desirable. $Q_{\text{weak}}$ required knowledge of the beam polarization to 1% relative precision. To meet this goal, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ used two complementary devices: a Møller polarimeter and a Compton polarimeter.

An in-depth treatment of the Møller polarimeter analysis is the focus of Chapter 4. A description of both Run 1 and Run 2 analysis methods will be found there, as well as a full treatment of the systematic uncertainties. Both polarimeters are described below.

#### 3.4.1 Møller Polarimeter

Electron-electron, or Møller, scattering is an ideal probe to determine the absolute electron beam polarization as it is a pure quantum electrodynamic process (QED). The cross section is large, well-known, and calculable to high precision [84, 85]. For scattering of longitudinally polarized electrons, the spin-dependent Møller cross section in the center of mass frame is given by:

$$\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = \frac{d\sigma_0}{d\Omega} \left[ 1 + P_Z^T P_Z^B A_{ZZ} (\theta) \right]$$

(3.7)

where $\frac{d\sigma_0}{d\Omega}$ is the unpolarized cross section, $A_{ZZ} (\theta)$ is the analyzing power, and $P_Z^T$ and $P_Z^B$ are the longitudinal polarizations of the target and beam, respectively. At high-energy, the unpolarized cross-section in terms of the center-of-mass scattering angle, $\theta$, is [84]:

$$\frac{d\sigma_0}{d\Omega} = \left( \frac{\alpha \left( 4 - \sin^2 \theta \right)}{2m_e \gamma \sin^2 \theta} \right)^2,$$

(3.8)
where $m_e$ is the electron rest-mass, $\alpha$ is the fine-structure constant, and $\gamma$ is the relativistic Lorentz factor. The analyzing power is

$$A_{ZZ} (\theta) = -\sin^2 \theta \frac{(8 - \sin^2 \theta)}{(4 - \sin^2 \theta)^2}.$$  \hfill (3.9)

Figure 3.6 shows the analyzing power magnitude as a function of center-of-mass scattering angle. The analyzing power is maximal at $90^\circ$ center-of-mass; the slow variation makes it an ideal region to measure in. The blue dotted lines give the approximate $\pm 3^\circ$ acceptance in the Hall C Møller.

To determine the polarization, one directly exploits the helicity dependence in equations (3.7) by forming an experimental asymmetry. This selects only the helicity dependent piece:

$$A_{exp} = \frac{\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \uparrow \uparrow - \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \uparrow \downarrow}{\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \uparrow \uparrow + \frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} \uparrow \downarrow} = |P_T|^2 |P_B| A_{ZZ} (\theta).$$ \hfill (3.10)

One can easily measure $A_{exp}$ by determining the cross-section asymmetry for beam and target spins aligned parallel ($\uparrow \uparrow$) and anti-parallel ($\uparrow \downarrow$). At $90^\circ$ center-of-mass both the analyzing power and cross section are large ($A_{ZZ} (90) = -\frac{7}{9}$ and $\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = 17.9 \text{ fm}^2 \text{ sr}^{-1}$), so the beam polarization can easily be determined if the target polarization is well known. Therefore, the key is selecting an appropriate polarized electron target.

Unlike previous Møller polarimeter designs, the Hall C Møller uses a pure iron foil target, which is forced into magnetic saturation out-of-plane using a high-field superconducting solenoid. The main components of the polarimeter are:

- A thin, pure iron-foil target.
- A superconducting solenoid magnet, used to magnetically saturate the target.

Figure 3.6: Møller analyzing power versus center-of-mass scattering angle.
foil out-of-plane. For $Q_{\text{weak}}$, the solenoid ran at 3.5 Tesla, well above the 2.2 T magnetic saturation point.

- Two quadrupole magnets acting as an optical lens. These focus the Møller electrons at 90° center-of-mass, where the asymmetry is largest, onto the detector array.

- Two lead-glass calorimeters detect both the scattered and recoil electrons in coincidence. A narrow timing gate of 5 ns reduces backgrounds from single arm Mott scattering. The acceptance is defined by collimators positioned immediately before the calorimeters.

- A set of scintillator hodoscopes immediately in-front of the acceptance defining collimators. These are used to determine the position of the electrons entering the detectors, and also to verify the polarimeter quadrupole settings by looking at the position correlation between both detectors.

- A set of movable collimators between the two quadrupoles. These are used to further reduce backgrounds and do not affect the acceptance.

Because of possible heating and depolarization of the target foil, Møller measurements are invasive and limited to low-currents below $\sim 2 \mu A$.

Figure 3.7 shows the original Run 1 layout. Before $Q_{\text{weak}}$, an additional quadrupole (Q2) was added to the beamline in preparation for the upcoming Jefferson Lab 12 GeV upgrade. It was un-powered during Run 0 and Run 1.

![Figure 3.7: Layout of the Møller polarimeter for Run 1. The second quadrupole, Q2 was installed for the 12 GeV upgrade and was not used during $Q_{\text{weak}}$. Reproduced from [86].](image)

During Run 1 it became clear that our optics system was not functioning correctly.\(^3\) Near the end of Run 1, Hall probes were placed inside the original Q3 to determine how the field varied. Great effort was undertaken to understand the effect of this on

\(^3\)It is interesting to note the first concrete evidence of this came from the accelerator operators. They noticed that over time the beam downstream of the Møller polarimeter was moving on its own, requiring periodic beam steering.
the Run 1 analyzing power, and is the subject of Section 4.2.6. Measurements between Run 1 and 2 verified the problem with the coils in Q3, and also determined that Q2 was functional. Q3 was removed for Run 2, and Q2 was shifted downstream to replace it. Q2 was then renamed Q3 to avoid confusion.

3.4.2 Compton polarimeter

To supplement the Møller polarimeter, the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ collaboration installed a Compton polarimeter. Like Møller scattering, Compton ($e\gamma$) scattering is pure QED, and thus precisely calculable. Unlike the Møller polarimeter, however, the Compton polarimeter is neither invasive nor current-limited, and thus offers a precise, continuous monitor of beam polarization at the high currents required by $Q_{\text{weak}}$. The Hall C polarimeter includes both photon and electron detectors, enabling two quasi-independent determinations of beam polarization. The statistical precision of the Compton electron detector was $\leq 1\%$/hour with beam currents of $180\mu A$.

Similar to Møller polarimetry, the beam polarization is determined by measuring the asymmetry between the helicity-dependent cross-sections

$$A_{\text{msr}} = P_e P_\gamma A_{ZZ}$$

(3.11)

where $A_{\text{msr}}$ is the measured asymmetry, $P_e$ is the beam polarization, $P_\gamma$ is the photon polarization produced by a circularly polarized laser, and $A_{ZZ}$ is the system’s analyzing power. Therefore if $P_\gamma$ is well determined and $A_{ZZ}$ calculable, $P_e$ is directly calculable.

Figure 3.8 is a schematic of the Hall C Compton polarimeter. The polarimeter consists of 4 dipole magnets wired in series, a laser system, a photon detector, and an electron detector. The first dipole pair steers the beam downward by $\sim 57$ cm and parallel to the original beam line. Here the beam encounters the laser system: a 10 Watt, 532 nm (green) continuous-wave laser coupled to a low-gain Fabry-Perot cavity yielding greater than 1 kW of stored power in the interaction region. The light is circularly polarized, but a half-wave plate and quarter wave plate were used to flip the polarization direction for systematic checks; this is similar to how the main experiment implements slow helicity reversals (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). The full laser system is described in [83]. After passing through the interaction region, the second set of dipoles bends the electron beam upward, in line with the original beam line. The use of dipole bending magnets facilitates back-scattered photon detection, as well as providing a convenient way of accessing the Compton-scattered electron, which due to the momentum exchange has a different bend radius in the third dipole.
After exiting the third magnet, the scattered electron enters the detector, consisting of a series of 4 diamond micro-strip detectors. Each detector plane has 96 strips, each 200 $\mu$m wide. The electron detector became operational late in Run 1 (April 2011), and increasingly became a key instrument during Run 2. The Møller was still used during Run 2, making periodic polarization measurements. The Compton electron detector is described in detail in [87].

The photon detector was initially designed for use with a CsI crystal, which would detect backscattered photons with energies ranging from 10-50 MeV. Sadly, the original crystal suffered from large phosphorescence (after glow), leading to significant effects on the measured asymmetry, even with beam off. The crystal was ultimately replaced with lead-tungstate (PbWO$_4$), which was cooled at 14°C to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The photon detector analysis is discussed in full in [88].

### 3.5 Targets

The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment’s primary target was liquid hydrogen (LH$_2$), however an array of other targets were used for various systematic studies. In particular, several solid targets (such as aluminum) were used to determine the effect of the primary target cell in the main asymmetry measurement. These solid targets were part of a target matrix mounted directly below the main target cell. The full details and calculations of the target wall contribution is the subject of Chapters 5 and 6.

#### 3.5.1 Primary LH$_2$ target

The primary LH$_2$ target consisted of a hydrogen re-circulating pump, a heat exchanger responsible for liquefying the hydrogen and removing any energy deposition from the electron beam, and a heater to regulate the LH$_2$ temperature and replace the beam power when the beam was off. The target cell also contained thin windows, which were inside the experimental acceptance and contributed to the overall signal. The target cell length was 34.4 cm and held approximately 55 liters of LH$_2$. The target operated
at 20 K and 35 psia (~2.4 atmospheres), and the hydrogen itself was 99.999% pure [78].

The target cell entrance and exit windows were constructed of the high-strength aluminum alloy Al 7075-T6. This alloy is predominately pure aluminum (87-91%), but also contains zinc (5.1-6.1%), magnesium (2.1-2.9%), copper (1.2-2.0%), and trace amounts of other contaminants (≤0.5%) [89]. As these windows were an undesirable source of background, they were designed to be as thin as possible while still maintaining safe operation. The entrance window was 96.5 $\mu$m thick, while the downstream window was 127 $\mu$m. The total amount of aluminum, 223.5 $\mu$m, corresponds to 0.25% of a radiation length. Target cell design drawings are shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10.

The 1.16 GeV electron beam deposited 2.1 kW of power along the target length due to ionization energy loss. Additional losses from viscous heating, pump heat, conductive and radiative heat load, and some reserve power increased the total heat supplied to approximately 2.5 kW of power. This culminated in the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target being the highest power cryotarget ever built [90].

With nearly 200 $\mu$A of beam incident on the target supplying over 2 kW of power, target density fluctuations (also known as boiling) could cause large fluctuations in the main detector asymmetry width. Monitoring this width ultimately provided the primary metric for the target’s overall performance. Although multiple techniques were developed to characterize this metric, the most robust and clean technique was by varying the target pump speed and observing the change in main detector asymmetry.
Figure 3.10: Design diagram of the full primary $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target apparatus: (A) the beam interaction region; (B) the heater; (C) the centrifugal re-circulation pump; (D) the heat exchanger; (E) the solid target ladder was mounted directly below the cell; (F) mechanical support pipe. Reproduced from [67].
Figure 3.11: The main detector asymmetry width measured at varying rotational speeds of the LH$_2$ re-circulation pump (blue square points, dotted line, left axis). The empirically determined fit is $\sigma_{MD}^2 = \sigma_A^2 = 233^2 + 1889^2/f^{2.288}$ where $f$ is the pump speed. Operating conditions here were 169 $\mu A$ with a 4x4 raster. The statistical contribution to the main detector width from the target is shown in red (solid circles, solid line, right axis). Reproduced from [67].

width (Figure 3.11). At the nominal conditions of the experiment, the target noise contribution was limited to 53 ppm; this is negligible when added in quadrature to the raw statistical width of 230 ppm, per quartet.

3.5.2 Aluminum targets

Aside from the primary LH$_2$ target, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ used myriad solid targets, including thick “dummy” targets, optics targets, and centering targets. These were used for systematic studies throughout experimental running. Photographs of the ancillary target ladder are shown in Figure 3.12. The target ladder has both an upstream and downstream frame, with each frame having three target columns. The upstream face of the upstream target ladder aligns the targets with the upstream target window, while the upstream face of the downstream target window aligns them with the target exit window. Vertical and horizontal motion mechanisms enable access to each target.

Of particular importance were a series of thick aluminum dummy targets, which were used to measure the parity-violating asymmetry of electron scattering from aluminum. These results were used both to characterize the contribution of the aluminum target windows and, ultimately, extract the parity-violating asymmetry of aluminum. This section will focus on properties of these aluminum targets, while their measured asymmetry is the focus of Chapter 6.

The aluminum dummy targets were machined from the same high-strength aluminum alloy as the target windows. Three thicknesses of aluminum targets were in-
stalled in both the upstream and downstream ladder frames. Measurements on a variety of thicknesses enabled precise measurements of both radiative and acceptance effects. In the upstream frame there are 1%, 2%, and 4% nominal radiation thick targets as well as a pure aluminum target. Although little data was taken on the pure aluminum target, it was added to study the contribution of the other high-Z components in the aluminum alloy. The downstream frame holds 2%, 4%, and 8% nominal radiation length targets.

Measurements of the targets were made by the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target group to provide thickness, area, mass, and areal density of all targets. The results of these target measurements are shown in Table 3.3. For reference, the radiation length of pure aluminum is $X_0 = 24.028 \, \text{g/cm}^2$.

### 3.6 Collimators

The experiment was carefully designed to handle the extraordinarily high radiation levels developing from high currents on a long, dense target. Aside from choosing radiation hard materials for the detectors and target windows, a series of collimators and shielding was employed around the target and beamline components to reduce background radiation from secondary scattering.
Table 3.3: Measurements of thickness, area, and density of dummy targets most relevant to the aluminum target analysis [91].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Thickness (mm)</th>
<th>Mass (g)</th>
<th>Area $\text{in}^2$</th>
<th>$X_0$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 2%</td>
<td>1.7725 ± 0.00435</td>
<td>3.0957 ± 0.00013</td>
<td>0.9824 ± 0.00012</td>
<td>2.033%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 8%</td>
<td>7.1188 ± 0.00169</td>
<td>12.4173 ± 0.00010</td>
<td>0.9569 ± 0.00006</td>
<td>8.371%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 4%</td>
<td>3.5878 ± 0.00109</td>
<td>6.2518 ± 0.00007</td>
<td>0.9586 ± 0.00005</td>
<td>4.208%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>C 1.5%</td>
<td>3.1716 ± 0.00104</td>
<td>4.5234 ± 0.00015</td>
<td>0.9990 ± 0.00016</td>
<td>1.645%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 2%</td>
<td>1.8637 ± 0.00082</td>
<td>3.2494 ± 0.00010</td>
<td>0.9642 ± 0.00007</td>
<td>2.173%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 8%</td>
<td>7.1980 ± 0.00114</td>
<td>12.5669 ± 0.00009</td>
<td>0.9642 ± 0.00007</td>
<td>8.408%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 4%</td>
<td>3.6828 ± 0.00083</td>
<td>6.4214 ± 0.00010</td>
<td>0.9642 ± 0.00008</td>
<td>4.296%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>C 1.5%</td>
<td>3.1876 ± 0.00182</td>
<td>4.5312 ± 0.00012</td>
<td>0.9991 ± 0.00010</td>
<td>1.648%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Al 4%</td>
<td>3.6678 ± 0.00568</td>
<td>6.4232 ± 0.00021</td>
<td>0.9648 ± 0.00012</td>
<td>4.295%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>C 0.5%</td>
<td>0.9973 ± 0.00227</td>
<td>1.0606 ± 0.00012</td>
<td>0.9729 ± 0.00007</td>
<td>0.397%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Pure Al</td>
<td>1.0149 ± 0.00045</td>
<td>1.7318 ± 0.00013</td>
<td>0.9524 ± 0.00007</td>
<td>0.0117%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Al 1%</td>
<td>0.8812 ± 0.00055</td>
<td>1.5243 ± 0.00009</td>
<td>0.9627 ± 0.00005</td>
<td>1.021%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Al 4%</td>
<td>3.6030 ± 0.00102</td>
<td>6.2940 ± 0.00010</td>
<td>0.9599 ± 0.00005</td>
<td>4.229%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>Al 2%</td>
<td>1.7987 ± 0.00070</td>
<td>3.1359 ± 0.00009</td>
<td>0.9664 ± 0.00005</td>
<td>2.093%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A trio of lead antimony collimators was placed immediately after the target (lead antimony contains 95.5% Pb and 4.5% Sb [67]). The first and third of these were clean-up collimators, while the second was the acceptance defining collimator. The first collimator was situated 74 cm downstream of the target; its apertures were 14 sided, forming an approximately 9x9 mm$^2$ beam envelope allowing any electrons scattered along the target length to pass. A pair of retractable 5 cm thick tungsten shutters could be attached to the two horizontal octants for systematic background studies after Run 1.

The second downstream collimator defined the experimental acceptance, and was positioned 2.72 meters downstream of the target center. It was 15.0 cm thick, and apertures were 6 sided, defining the acceptance to about 400 cm$^2$ in area per octant. This corresponded to an angular acceptance from the upstream end of the target of $\theta = 5.8 - 10.2^\circ$, and $\theta = 6.6 - 11.6^\circ$ from the downstream target face.

The third collimator was 11.2 cm thick and positioned 3.82 meters downstream of target center. It was positioned between a pair of aluminum plates for support, and provided several centimeters of clearance for the elastically scattered electrons in the desired kinematic range. After exiting this collimator, the scattered electrons enter the large toroidal magnet spectrometer, discussed in Section 3.7.

Lead lintels were installed between the magnet coils to shield the detectors from secondary scattered neutral backgrounds generated at the inner apertures of the defining collimator. Simulations showed that electrons from elastic and Møller scattering, when
interacting with the defining collimator, generated photons having direct line-of-sight to the main detectors. Simulations also showed these lintels would reduce this neutral background by a factor of 90% [42]. Additionally, the lintels also provided shielding from an intense fountain of low-energy Møller scatters from the target [67].

The detectors were enclosed in a separate 122 cm thick concrete shielding hut. The upstream wall was 80 cm thick which effectively functioned as a fourth collimator. It was formed from 10 tightly fitting interlocking sections which were formed on the ground, and reassembled upright. The concrete was high density (2700 kg/m³) barite-loaded concrete (Ba₂SO₄) which was reinforced with stainless steel rebar.

The experiment was designed to minimize line-of-sight between the target and aluminum beampipe to reduce potential sources of background. Simulations showed this could be almost completely achieved with a water-cooled tungsten-copper plug beam collimator. This sat around the beam pipe like a 21 cm long donut, 7.9 cm in diameter, in the central aperture of the first collimator, 47 cm downstream of the target. The beam deposited approximately 1.6 kW of power in the plug, as determined from measured water flow and the temperature difference across it. The maximum angle passed by the beam collimator (θ_max = 0.88°) corresponds to scattered events occurring at the downstream face of the target.

Figure 3.13 shows the various potential background sources and location of shielding with the main detector.

### 3.7 Spectrometer magnet

After leaving the third clean-up collimator the scattered electrons progress through the large $Q_{\text{weak}}$ toroidal magnet spectrometer (QTOR). It’s design produces a large acceptance for elastic $ep$ scatters and a high-degree of azimuthal symmetry. At the mean scattered electron angle of 7.9°, the $\int B \, dl$ is 0.9 T-m, which bends the negatively charged electrons an additional 14°, focuses them in $\theta$, and slightly de-focuses them in $\phi$. Low-momentum inelastic scatters are swept outside the detector acceptance while even lower-energy Møller scattering events are swept away at the upstream end of the magnet. Due to the $\phi$-dependence of the magnetic field profile, curvature of the elastic event envelope results in a mustache-shaped image on the focal plane [67].

The spectrometer consisted of eight identical resistive coils, each composed of a double pancake of 13 turns of copper conductor. Due to the iron-free nature of the magnet, hysteresis effects were not problematic and the field was highly reproducible.
Figure 3.13: Cross-section of the experimental apparatus, showing the various sources of neutral background and corresponding main detector shielding. The vertical scale is amplified by a factor of three for clarity. Background type 1 (black line) shows that neutrals generated within the target are eliminated by the large detector shielding hut. Background types 2 and 3, represented by a dotted blue line or dashed pink line respectively, arise from scattering in the second collimator. Type 4, represented by a green dotted line, was discovered during experimental commissioning using dosimetry and trial shielding. Lead shielding was added to the beam pipe to reduce this. Any neutrals originating at the exit of the region just after the spectrometer magnet (type 5) were removed by the detector hut shielding. Reproduced from [67].
The current in the coils was monitored via a DC current transformer (DCCT) with a ± 10 ppm current-regulating power supply \cite{92}. A Hall probe was installed as an independent check on the power supply stability; it ultimately helped identify intermittent periods when radiation damage affected the DCCT stability.

By varying the QTOR current, and therefore the overall field and amount of magnetic deflection, various pieces of the scattering phase space could be mapped out. These QTOR current scans were an important diagnostic, as the amount of inelastic or Møller scattering could be directly measured. For instance, the ratio of inelastic scattering events from the $N \to \Delta$ transition is largest at the QTOR current setting of 6700 A. Measuring rates at this kinematic setting is one method of accessing these backgrounds directly. Smaller scans around the elastic peak also proved crucial in understanding our acceptance and benchmarking our simulation.

### 3.8 Detectors

$Q_{\text{weak}}$ took data in two separate configurations: integrating or production mode, where beam currents were approximately 200 $\mu$A, and low-current or tracking mode. In production mode, the total measured scattering rate was over 6 GHz. As the scattering rate was too large to count individual particles, the signal itself was integrated. In tracking mode, beam currents were in the 50 pA - 1 $\mu$A range, where individual scattering events could be reconstructed and scattering rates precisely measured.

Three primary detector arrays were used in production mode: eight Cherenkov main detectors measured the parity-violating asymmetry, two sets of luminosity monitors (upstream and downstream of the main detector array) were used to measure beam properties and backgrounds, and a focal plane scanner was used in one octant to compare the beam profile in both high- and low-current applications.

Figure 3.14 shows the global detector coordinate system, as seen from the target. Beam left is positive X. The coils numbered 2-9 are the QTOR coils. Each main detector also has a local coordinate system, which is useful during analysis, defined with the negative end as left and positive end as right (see Figure 3.14).

#### 3.8.1 Main detectors

$Q_{\text{weak}}$ utilized an array of eight azimuthally symmetric main detectors. Each detector module was constructed of two 100 cm x 18 cm x 1.25 cm radiator bars, joined lengthwise for a total length of 2 meters. The bars were joined using a UV-transparent glue (SES-406). Each bar was made of Spectrosil 2000, an artificially fused silica material.
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This was chosen for its particularly desirable qualities of radiation-hardness and low luminescence, making them relatively insensitive to neutral backgrounds. Each surface was polished to 25 Å, with systematic point-to-point variations of ±250 µm. Two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) were also glued onto the end of each detector on the downstream facing side. The index of refraction of the quartz and glue was $n = 1.482$ at a wavelength of 280 nm. This corresponds to a Cherenkov cone angle of approximately 47.6°.

The eight detectors were arranged symmetrically about the beam axis at a radial distance of approximately 335 cm. They were enclosed in light-tight box and supported on an aluminum structure known as the Ferris Wheel. Fine radial adjustments occurred after initial surveys to ensure a high-degree of azimuthal symmetry which is important to suppress parity-conserving processes. To suppress soft-neutral backgrounds and enhance our signal, 2 cm thick lead pre-radiators were installed on the front face of each bar. This increased the light yield by a factor of 7 and improved the signal-to-background ratio by 20. However, shower fluctuations in the pre-radiator also introduced additional excess noise to the total asymmetry width ($\mathcal{O} 10\%$).
Cherenkov light generated by scattered electrons traveled along the detector bar via total internal reflection and was collected at each end by the PMTs. Each event generated an average of 98 photoelectrons. The signals from each PMT were read out with two different types of custom bases: low-current, event-mode running used high-gain bases ($2 \times 10^6$), whereas in production mode low-gain ($\sim 440$) bases were used.

Figure 3.15 shows the lower-left quadrant of the Ferris Wheel and the focal plane scanner, discussed below in Section 3.8.2, in-situ. A full description of the main detector bars is outside the scope of this document; the interested reader is directed towards [93].

![Figure 3.15: Photograph of main detector bars 7 and 8 in-situ (the lower-left quadrant of the Ferris Wheel). The pre-radiators are held in place by the aluminum frame, and the focal plane scanner is visible above the bottom-most detector (octant 7).](image)

### 3.8.2 Focal plane scanner

The focal plane scanner was designed to measure the scattering profile at the main detector bar over the full current range of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment (all 6 orders of magnitude between counting and production modes). The scanner consisted of two overlapping $1 \text{ cm}^3$ cubes of synthetic quartz, which was the same material of the main detectors (Spectrosil 2000). The geometrical overlap of the two elements formed a small $1 \text{ cm}^2$ area, with a coincidence condition between the two elements signaling a true event. A
2D motion system was implemented to move the scanner across the detector acceptance to map out the rate profile. This detector enabled experimental confirmation that the scattering profile on the main detector face matched that predicted by simulation, and was also was identical between low- to high-current running. As an example of this importance: if large target density fluctuations existed at high current this could have altered the scattering profile.

![Figure 3.16: Scattered electron flux distribution in the bottom octant obtained by the focal plane scanner. The profile is a complex moustache shape, due to a combination of acceptance effects from the collimator system and fringe-field effects in QTOR. Reproduced from [67].](image)

3.8.3 Luminosity monitors

Two sets of luminosity monitors were used as auxiliary detectors. Originally designed to monitor target density fluctuations, they were primarily used to study beamline background contributions.\(^4\) Four upstream luminosity monitors were placed on the upstream face of the primary collimator, where the approximate scattering angle was 5°. The high rates (115 GHz) primarily came from low-energy Möller scattered electrons.

Eight downstream luminosity monitors were placed symmetrically around the beampipe, and were situated 17 m downstream of the target at an angle of 0.5°. Here, they were sensitive to similar rates of both Möller and Mott scattering events in the target. Although anticipated to see a smaller asymmetry than the main detectors due to the small \(\theta\) and kinematics, the downstream luminosity monitors asymmetry widths were actually similar in size in practice.

Like the other detectors, both sets of luminosity monitors were constructed of radiation-hard Spectrosil 2000 quartz bars. They used a light-guide flushed with \(\text{N}_2\) gas to minimize corrosion. The upstream monitors had dimensions of 7 cm x 27 cm x 2

\(^4\)As discussed in Section 3.5.1, target boiling was minimal and well constrained.
cm, while the downstream monitors measured 4 cm × 3 cm × 1.3 cm with a 45° taper at one edge. The downstream monitors had an additional 2 cm thick pre-radiator in-front to suppress low-energy backgrounds.

3.9 Tracking system

During $Q_{\text{weak}}$, dedicated periods of low-current running were done for systematic studies. These periods, known as tracking mode, were crucial to determining subtle-effects in $Q^2$ determination, analog response of the main Cherenkov detectors, and comparison with detailed simulations using both GEANT3 and GEANT4. Although the $Q^2$-acceptance is defined by the primary collimator, the light production in the main detectors are non-uniform, depending heavily on the event’s location (kinematics) and that bar’s individual response. This shifts the acceptance-weighted $Q^2$ by a few percent. Measurements produce an effective average-$Q^2$. Once simulations are properly benchmarked, they are used to determine the actual $Q^2$ at the interaction vertex.$^5$

During these periods, which occurred every 1-2 months, individual scattering events were re-constructed via software and their $Q^2$ determined. The experimental tracking system consisted of 2 regions$^6$: Region II consisted of two pairs of horizontal drift chambers (HDCs) upstream of the QTOR magnet, while Region III consisted of two pairs of vertical drift chambers (VDCs) and a pair of trigger scintillators after QTOR and immediately before the main detector array. Groups of these detectors are called a package (in Region III, a package consists of two VDC’s and one trigger scintillator). HDC and VDC designs are distinguished by the dominant electron drift direction relative to the wire planes. In HDCs, the ionized electrons drift parallel to the wire planes, while in a VDC they drift perpendicular to them. The drift chambers are attached to arms which cover two octants 180° apart. Being on separate arms, the Region II and III packages are free to rotate around the beam axis to cover each of the four octant pairs. One octant pair in each Region could be covered with either of the two sets of chambers for redundancy. When not in event-mode, the arms retract, pulling the packages out of the scattered electron envelope.

The HDCs established the scattered electron trajectory before QTOR, enabling one to track back to the target and establish the interaction vertex and scattering angle, $\theta$.

$^5$An important related effect that the tracking system is involved in is determining small, subtle effects that occur when moving from the measured asymmetry at an average $Q^2$ to the average-asymmetry of a given $Q^2$ (that is, moving from $A \langle Q^2 \rangle$ to $\langle A \langle Q^2 \rangle \rangle$).

$^6$Region I originally consisted of gas electron multipliers (GEMs). However, due to problems in construction they were ultimately not installed.
The VDCs, located downstream of QTOR, enabled tracking to the main detector. With knowledge of QTOR’s magnetic field reconstruction of individual scattering events and their momenta is possible. By requiring various combinations of detector coincidences, detector efficiencies can also be studied.

3.9.1 Horizontal drift chambers

Five HDCs were constructed with the fifth one serving as a spare. One pair of HDCs constituted a Region II package, and the two packages were mounted on two arms, fixed 180° apart. They were positioned between the 2nd and 3rd collimators upstream of the QTOR magnet. The arms were mounted on a central hub which rotated allowing coverage of all eight octants. The arms were positioned and retracted manually.

The drift chambers consist of two aluminum mylar cathode planes with an array of parallel sense and field wires, and uses a gas mixture of 65% Argon-35% Ethane. When an electron passes through the chamber, the gas ionizes and the ionization electrons are pulled towards the grounded sense wires. Here the signal is amplified via an avalanche, where the analog signal is converted to a logic signal by an ECL amplifier discriminator card. The output signals are ultimately sent to time-to-digital converters (TDCs).

Each HDC consisted of six wire planes \((x, x', u, u', v, v')\), each with 32 sense wires and 33 field wires per plane. The sense wires were 20 \(\mu\)m diameter gold-plated tungsten wires strung at a nominal tension of 20g, while the field wires were thicker 75 \(\mu\)m gold-plated beryllium-copper wires strung at a nominal tension of 30g. The wire pitch was 5.84 mm, with spacing between planes at 19.0 mm. The \(u, v\) wires were at angles of \(\pm 53.1°\) relative to the \(x\) wires to help offset left-right ambiguities of hits. The field planes were held at a potential of \(-2150\)V; the sense wires were held at ground. The single wire position resolution was \(O(200\mu\text{m})\) and scattering angle resolution \(\theta \sim 0.6\) mrad.

A full description of the HDCs included in \[94\].

3.9.2 Vertical drift chambers

Five VDCs were built with the fifth serving as a spare. Each chamber consisted of two anode wire planes held at ground, with each plane including 279 sense wires. These sense wires were 25 \(\mu\)m gold-plated tungsten strung at a nominal tension of 60 g. The wire pitch was 4.97 mm, with planes oriented at angles of \(\pm 26.56°\) from the long axis of the chambers.

High voltage cathode planes were situated 12.7 mm above and below each wire
plane. These operated at ~3800 V. The outer cathode planes were 12.7 μm thick Mylar foils, aluminized on one side. The middle cathode was the same material but aluminized on both sides.

Due to the high number of wires in the VDCs (279 wires/plane × 8 planes = 2,232 wires), it became expensive to read out individual wire signals. Instead, a novel digital delay multiplexing system was developed. Every 8th plane-wired was ganged together, forming groups of 141 wires total. The wires of each gang were split into two components (left and right signals), with a 1.3 ns digital delay in-between wires. The outputs of each gang were input into a time-to-digital converter. Time differences between the left and right outputs would produce distinct peaks for each wire, enabling precise timing determination with a factor of 9 reduction in necessary read-out channels.

A full description of the VDCs are the subject of [95], while a detailed description of the multiplexing is the focus of [96].

### 3.9.3 Trigger scintillators

Plastic scintillators were placed immediately behind (downstream) of the VDCs to provide fast timing triggers during event-mode read-out. They were also used to study neutral backgrounds in the detectors.

The trigger scintillators were approximately 218 cm × 30 cm × 1 cm and made of Bicron BC-408 plastic. UV-transparent lucite light guides were used to connect to photomultiplier tubes. The signals were discriminated with a CAEN N842 8-channel constant fraction discriminator in conjunction with a CAEN V706 16-channel hardware meantime module. The resolution of the trigger scintillator setup, including the meantime unit was ~460 ps. During $Q_{weak}$ the discriminator was configured with a large (150 ns) output width, which defined the minimum double pulse resolution for this detector.

For a complete description of the design of the trigger scintillator electronics, see [42].

### 3.10 Data acquisition

The data acquisition system (DAQ) was separate for high-current production and low-current tracking modes. During production running, the signal from each detector’s photomultiplier tube is integrated, digitized, and read out using specialized low-noise analog-to-digital converters [97]. The data trigger is the MPS signal, generated by the helicity control board. In tracking mode the trigger is configurable; it can be set to be
any individual detector or group of detectors. For example, during event-mode studies (the topic of Chapter 5 and Appendix B) the trigger originates from either of the trigger scintillators. In other studies, main detectors, pairs of main detectors, or even clocks (to read scalers) may act as triggering sources.

The raw data collection is processed by the CEBAF Online Data Acquisition (CODA). CODA communicates with various readout controllers (ROCs), where the electronics signals are processed. During production running, the ROCs were read out during the 70 $\mu$s hold-off period at the beginning of the new helicity state. In event-mode running a prescale factor was used to limit the trigger rates to 1-2 kHz to minimize computer deadtime. Raw data was stored on the Jefferson Lab computer cluster (the ifarm), and each 6-minute data segment, called a runlet, was about 2 GB of data. Real time analysis was conducted using a combination of a $Q_{\text{weak}}$ specific analyzer and ROOT. After analysis, information such as raw detector yields, computer asymmetries, and regression results were stored in a MySQL database.
Chapter 4

The Möller Polarimeter Analysis

\textbf{Qweak required determination} of the electron beam polarization to 1% precision. Quoting percent-level knowledge is a substantial claim, and requires substantial supporting arguments. In this chapter Möller polarimeter results are reported where sub-percent polarization was consistently achieved during \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}}’s Run 2. During Run 1 the ultimate systematic uncertainty achieved was slightly above 1%, due to problems with one of the polarimeter’s quadrupole magnets.

Since the Möller polarimeter was briefly introduced in Section 3.4.1, this chapter will provide a comprehensive treatment of its systematic uncertainties, including analysis of the insertable half-wave plate. One key finding during \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}} was that the newly installed Hall C Compton polarimeter provided excellent agreement with the Möller polarimeter; this analysis is found in Appendix A.

\section{4.1 Configuration during \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}}}

The physical configuration of the polarimeter was changed prior to \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}} with installation of a third quadrupole magnet (labeled Q2 in Figure 4.1). This quadrupole magnet was unnecessary for \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}}, and was installed to provide stronger focusing power in the 12 GeV era. It was installed during \textit{Q\textsubscript{weak}} commissioning to take advantage of the extensive beam line work to install the Compton polarimeter, and was left unpowered.

During Run 1 the Möller optics began exhibiting time-dependent behavior, and the beam operators noticed the beam downstream of the Möller target would drift substantially, requiring re-steering. Figure 4.2 shows the correlation of left and right main detector acceptance, as determined by the hodoscopes placed immediately before the detectors. Color shows the relative intensity. The combination of problems with beam steering and these tune plots suggested a problem in the Möller optics. A turn-to-turn short in the large quadrupole coil packs was identified as the culprit.
Figure 4.1: Schematic of the Hall C Möller polarimeter. The second quadrupole (Q2) was installed for the 12-GeV upgrade and remained off during $Q_{\text{weak}}$. During $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 2, the Q3 was removed and Q2 was shifted downstream to take its place.

Figure 4.2: Correlations of right versus left Möller detector acceptance. (Left) A properly functioning optical system produces a tight correlation. (Right) Problems in the large quadrupole resulted in an asymmetric detector acceptance.

Near the end of Run 1, two Hall probes were placed inside Q3 along the beam line: one in both the upper beam-left and beam-right quadrants. Figure 4.4 shows the measured field decay of the beam right probe during a 6 hour period, after the quadrupole had been cycled and set to its nominal current (occurring at time=0). It clearly identifies Q3 as problematic. The quadrupole consists of 4 coil packs. Each coil assembly consists of 3 pancake windings, creating a magnetic field proportional to the current. Between each pancake is a small gap of insulating material. This appears to have failed during $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 1, creating a short in one coil between two pancakes. This quadrupole short can be viewed as either a reduction in the number of coils or the effective current in each pancake. Figure 4.3 shows a photograph of the quadrupole disassembled and beam line removed, looking upstream. The arrow indicates one quadrant’s coil packs, and the “R” and “L” specify the approximate location of the beam-right and beam-left hall probes, respectively.
Figure 4.3: Photograph of large Møller quadrupole in-situ. The quadrupole has been disassembled and the beam line was removed. The photograph is looking upstream.

During the planned 6-month down between Run 1 and Run 2, Q3 was removed. Q2 was tested, and found functional enough for the remainder of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment. Q2 was then shifted downstream and relabeled Q3 to avoid confusion.

The Q3 coil short resulted in systematic shifts in analyzing power, as shown in Figure 4.5. For Run 1, these shifts were assessed on a measurement-by-measurement basis. For Run 2, the device’s analyzing power was stable, but slightly shifted from the Run 1 value due to slight changes in location of the detectors and a properly functioning magnet. The effect of the coil short was studied through careful modeling with magneto-static generators. These modeled the magnetic field starting with the currents flowing through four coils, and with one coil’s current being reduced relative to the others. These were then fed into the Møller Monte Carlo. The specific results are discussed later in Section 4.2.6.

The Møller Monte Carlo is a simple aperture checking tool, not a sophisticated GEANT-like comprehensive simulation. It determines the path of both the scattered and the recoil electron after scattering, determining the likelihood of a detected coincidence. It includes all the optical (magnetic) elements, an enclosure of movable collimators to reduce Mott scattering, and two lead immovable collimators positioned immediately in front of the detector array. It also includes multiple scattering, radiative effects, and corrections for the atomic fermi motion of the target electrons (the Levchuk effect). The Monte Carlo is benchmarked against one of the most sensitive experimental
Figure 4.4: Relative quadrupole field versus time as measured with a Hall probe during the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 1 beam position scan. Most production measurements took an average of 1 hour of data, where the field decays fastest. The logarithmic fit helps guide the eye.

systematics: the variation of the polarimeter performance with beam position on target. In an effort to improve agreement with this empirical study, the optical transport algorithms were modified. These improvements included:

- Augmenting the solenoid transport algorithm to incorporate only the solenoid exiting field for the scattered particles. The initial routine implemented the full solenoid transport, even though the exiting electrons only experienced the second half of the field. This had a significant impact on the overall detector acceptance and analyzing power.

- Implementing 2$^{nd}$ order quadrupole TRANSPORT matrices \cite{98, 99}. The previous routine assumed a thin-lens approximation. This improvement did not have a large impact on the acceptance or analyzing power.

- For Run 1, implementing a magnetostatic field map generated by POISSON \cite{100}. This enabled modeling of the impaired quadrupole.

- Rotating the detectors through a small angle to be perpendicular to the electron paths. This was incorrectly implemented in the original Monte Carlo.

These improvements, as well as several others in the analysis implemented by the author, are outside the scope of this document. Interested readers are referred elsewhere for a more detailed presentation \cite{101, 86}.
Figure 4.5: Möller analyzing power versus center-of-mass scattering angle for a system with broken optical transport. Compared to the ideal case (Figure 3.6), the blue lines show an asymmetric acceptance for a broken quadrupole. The effect is greatly exaggerated here as an illustration.

4.2 Analyzing power determination and uncertainty

Möller polarimetry is conceptually and experimentally relatively simple and fast due to the fortuitous combination of large cross section and analyzing power. From equation (3.7), reproduced here, Möller polarimeters exploit the cross section’s helicity dependence in doubly polarized electron-electron scattering:

\[ A_{\exp} = \frac{N^+ - N^-}{N^+ + N^-} = |P_T^T P_Z^B| A_{ZZ} (\theta) \]  

(3.7)

where \( A_{\exp} \) is the parity-conserving asymmetry, \( N^+ (N^-) \) is the number of scattering events from a beam of positive (negative) helicity, \( P_T^T \) is the target polarization, \( P_Z^B \) is the longitudinal polarization of the electron beam, and \( A_{ZZ} (\theta) \) is the analyzing power. Therefore, to accurately determine \( P_Z^B \), one must confidently determine the target polarization and analyzing power, and precisely measure \( A_{\exp} \).

The target polarization is determined from the well-known magnetic properties of pure iron. Some assumptions must be made to equate the bulk magnetic properties with electron polarization, but these are believed to be under sufficient theoretical control [85]. Additional uncertainties in target polarization come from impurities, any slight misalignments of the foil relative to the magnetic field, and beam-induced target heating. Discussions of the target polarization are found in Section 4.2.1, below, while calculations of depolarization due to target heating are described in Section 4.2.2.

The calculated analyzing power incorporates magneto-optical tuning and the device acceptance. It also accounts for other effects, such as multiple scattering, external bremsstrahlung and atomic Fermi motion (the Levchuk effect [102]). It is benchmarked
against several systematic studies, in particular those which studied the rate variation with beam position on target compared to the measured variation.

In this section, the foil magnetization and system analyzing power are presented. A treatment of the relevant systematic uncertainties is also provided. The systematic uncertainty is split into two components: point-to-point uncertainties, and those of scale or normalization. Point-to-point uncertainties are those that are particular for that day’s measurement, such as the measurement’s statistical contribution or beam position on target. The normalization uncertainties are correlated between all the points, and can be represented as an uncertainty band, which shifts the overall normalized mean value.

4.2.1 Nominal target polarization

The nominal target (electron) polarization is known from the spin properties of magnetically saturated iron. For a general atom, the polarization and magnetization is given by the relation

\[ P_t = \frac{M_s}{\mu N_e}, \]

where \( M_s \) is the contribution from the electron spin in the iron atom, \( \mu \) is the electron’s magnetic moment, and \( N_e \) is the number of electrons in the atom. For iron, \( N_e = 26 \). To determine \( M_s \) one must determine the total magnetic properties of the system and then remove the orbital contribution. With an externally applied 4T magnetic field and the target foil oriented at 90° relative to the field, the nominal target polarization is \( 8.043 \pm 0.015 \)% at room temperature \( (T = 294K) \) [103].

Two problems with this nominal calculation were discovered recently. First, the calculation of the orbital contribution [104] used the classical value for the electron’s anomalous magnetic moment, \( g = 2 \), instead of the correct value of \( g = 2.0023 \). Second, the same incorrect value was used again in the calculation of target polarization, leading to an overall decrease in nominal target polarization by 0.24% to \( 8.024 \pm 0.015 \)%.

Several other corrections to \( M_s \) are required. During \( Q_{\text{weak}} \), the Möller solenoid was run at 3.5T rather than 4T, reducing the relative target polarization by 0.05% [105]. In addition, the foil was 99.85% Fe, with the largest contaminants coming from Co, Cu, and Ni (400 ppm each). While all three contaminants provide polarized electrons to some degree, we conservatively assume these provide a pure dilution, and assign a 100% uncertainty. The final target polarization is \( 8.008 \pm 0.019 \)% [106] \(^1\).

\(^1\)The saturation magnetization of iron at 0 K is 2.2160 \( \mu_B \). In the literature this fact is used to claim that only two of the four valence electrons are polarized. This statement is misleading, as once an
4.2.2 Target temperature

As the target foil heats up due to the beam, the Møller iron target demagnetizes slightly. Typically this effect is small at the 1-1.5µA currents used for Møller measurements, but can be several percent at even the modest current of 5µA. Fortunately, the temperature dependence of bulk iron’s magnetic properties is well known [105, 107, 108, 109] and can be corrected for. Determining the target temperature rise, and therefore the de-polarization, consists of a two-step process. First, the temperature rise of the target for different beam currents was calculated numerically. Second, the actual demagnetization was determined using a fit to published $M$ vs. $T$ data. To be conservative, the uncertainty of this calculation is taken as 100% of the size of the effect.

To calculate the temperature of the target, I followed the general prescription of [110], which starts with solving the one-dimensional differential heat equation

$$\frac{1}{r} \frac{d}{dr} \left( r \lambda \frac{dT}{dr} \right) = -Q I_e \phi(r), \quad (4.2)$$

where $Q$ is the energy deposition for an iron target (1500 $W/\mu A m$) assuming $dE/dx = 2 \frac{MeV}{cm}$, $I_e$ is the electron beam current in $\mu A$, and $\lambda$ is the thermal conductivity ($W/cm \cdot K$) of iron. $\phi(r)$ denotes the (normalized) radial profile of the electron beam. In [110] $\lambda$ is assumed constant. However, in reality $\lambda$ is a function of temperature ($\lambda \equiv \lambda(T)$), and the temperature of the foil is location dependent ($T \equiv T(r)$). Ultimately the thermal conductivity can be written as a function of radius ($\lambda \equiv \lambda(T(r))$). The full solution is

$$\Delta T = -\frac{Q I_e}{2\pi} \int_0^R \frac{1 - e^{-\frac{1}{2}(r/r')^2}}{\lambda(r') r'} dr'. \quad (4.3)$$

Here, we assume a Gaussian shaped beam of width $\sigma$ and radius $R$. Several harp scans indicated the beam size to be at most $\sigma = 100 \mu m$ [106]. The thermal conductivity is approximately linear with $T$ over the range of interest [111], allowing one to numerically integrate over $R$ to determine the foil’s total change in temperature, $\Delta T$ (the target edge is assumed to be at room temperature (291 K)). Table 4.1 gives the total calculated temperature rise at the target center for multiple beam spot sizes, assuming a beam current of 2 $\mu A$.

After computing the temperature, the magnetization is directly calculable [103, 105] using

$$M_s(T) = M_0 (T = 0 \ K) (1 - a_{3/2} T^{3/2}), \quad (4.4)$$

atom is part of a solid lattice, the original atomic orbitals are significantly changed and naive counting of electron pairing is no longer appropriate. The fact that the magnetization is near an integer value is pure coincidence.
Table 4.1: Calculated temperature rise at Møller target center for various beam spot sizes at a beam current of 2 µA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beam spot width (µm)</th>
<th>ΔT (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>17.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>15.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>14.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>14.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>13.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>13.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Relative demagnetization between the Møller target at temperature $T$ and $T = 291K$ (room temperature).

\[
\begin{array}{cc}
T (T) & M_s(T)/M_s(291 K) \\
291 & 1.0000 \\
294 & 1.0000 \\
306 & 0.9986 \\
321 & 0.9971 \\
\end{array}
\]

where $a_{3/2}$ is a constant ($a_{3/2} = (3.61 \pm 0.07) \times 10^{-6}$ (degrees)$^{-3/2}$) and $M_0 (T = 0K) = 2.216 \mu_B$. Table 4.2 gives the relative magnetization (and therefore depolarization) between a heated target and a target at room temperature. For $Q_{\text{weak}}$, the final correction value is taken as $(0.14 \pm 0.14)\%$.

### 4.2.3 Solenoid field uncertainty

One important systematic check is to study the measured polarization’s dependence on the solenoid field. Magnetic saturation in iron occurs at 2.2 T; as the solenoid field increases the measured polarization increases until 2.2 T, whereafter the measured polarization is then constant. Measurements are usually run at 3.5 T, ensuring almost total magnetic saturation. However, any foil tilt or warping will cause small, sub-percent changes to the magnetization and analyzing power, as the electrons will have an in-plane magnetization component \[103\]. In total, the solenoid contributes to the overall uncertainty in four distinct ways:

- Target foil tilt relative to $\mathbf{B}$-field direction
- $\mathbf{B}$-field strength
- Solenoid position
- Solenoid focusing

Figure 4.6 shows the calculated magnetization dependence for various foil angle tilts (i.e. $\mathbf{B}$-field direction). Note that for slightly misaligned foils the measured value
plateaus less quickly, even to a lower value. Our measured polarization dependence is also shown and appears consistent with less than a 2° misalignment of the foil relative to the solenoid field. No correction is made accounting for this slight offset; instead the uncertainty is conservatively taken as the upper limit for a 2° tilt.

The transverse position of the solenoid itself was studied, leading to a modest increase in analyzing power uncertainty. To become superconducting, the solenoid magnet is cooled with cryogenic Helium and operates at \( \sim 4 \) K. As the magnet cools from room temperature, the solenoid coils contract slightly and shift. This movement is reproducible at the 0.5 mm level, causing small changes in the axial field center, affecting the scattered electron path slightly. A simulation-based study was done to determine the dependence on this degree of freedom. Figure 4.7 shows that shifting the simulated solenoid position results in slight position-dependent rate adjustments. The uncertainty contribution from solenoid position is 0.23%, and is assumed evenly split between point-to-point and correlated normalization types.

Both the solenoid B-field strength and focusing uncertainties were determined by simulation. The B-field, or solenoid strength, was varied by 5% to determine a 0.03% effect on the calculated analyzing power. Likewise, the overall effect of the solenoid (i.e. its focusing) was determined via simulation by turning off the solenoid field completely. The overall effect was 0.21% on the analyzing power.

### 4.2.4 Quadrupole currents

Previous Hall C experiments assumed the individual quadrupole fields (currents) were completely uncorrelated. This is overly conservative, as they are strongly correlated.
A shift in the solenoid $x$ direction of 0.5 mm increases the rates at target center by about $\approx 4\%$. Although the solenoid placement was accurately measured by survey, a slight offset of -0.5 mm was introduced in the simulation to improve agreement with the position scan.

Whereas one quadrupole focuses in one direction and de-focuses in the transverse direction, a system of two quadrupoles in series act as an optical lens, enabling precise focusing power in both directions. A change in field strength in one quadrupole would shift the focus, but a corresponding shift in the other magnet can re-align it. This relationship was modeled during design of the polarimeter [103], but has never been experimentally measured. During $Q_{\text{weak}}$, this was explicitly demonstrated to understand its effect on analyzing power and reduce the overall uncertainty contribution.

The quadrupole strength systematic study was performed in December 2010. The nominal quadrupole settings were typically 93.7 A (Q1) and 129 A (Q3). It was assumed we knew the quadrupole currents to within 2% of themselves. For the study, each quadrupole current was individually shifted up or down by its respective uncertainty. Then, after observing a shift in the optical tune plot, the other quadrupole was changed to re-align to a nominal optical tune. Figure 4.8 provides examples of the tune plots in this study.

The study was also simulated and showed qualitative agreement with the measured data. These simulations showed a 1% offset in the Q1 operating current could be compensated with by changing the Q3 current, and doing so would shift the inverse analyzing power 0.075%, from 15.615 (nominal) to 15.627. A similar effect could be seen for a 3% offset in Q3, although the effect was smaller (0.05%). In all, accounting for the quadrupole correlation drops the contributed systematic uncertainty ($dA/A$) from...
Figure 4.8: Histograms of right versus left hodoscope arrays; otherwise known as tune plots. (Left) A nominal tune. The red line gives the ideal detector correlation. (Center) A shift in the Q3 3% field shifts the tune unless compensated by Q1 (Right).

0.45% to 0.085%.

One extra effect has recently been discovered. The small quadrupole (Q1) magnetic field was measured and found to be 8% smaller than originally thought. Preliminary studies show this effect does not change the analyzing power in a fully functioning two-quadrupole system, such as in Run 2, because of the quadruple correlations discussed. However, this does have a large potential effect for the Run 1 results when Q3 exhibited the coil short discussed in Section 4.1. Investigations of this potential problem in Run 1 is on-going.

4.2.5 Position and angle systematic uncertainty

Position and angle sensitivity of the electron beam on target are one of the Möller device’s largest systematic uncertainty contributions\(^2\). During measurements, care was taken to minimize position and angle drifts, and measurements with drifts or target positions larger than 0.5 mm away from the target center were discarded. The accepted measurements were corrected for the actual beam position and angle measured.

As we correct for the position dependence, the position uncertainty is based on how well we know that correction. To make this correction, we need to understand three basic things:

- The dependence of the measured polarization on beam position (\(\partial P/\partial x\))
- The uncertainty of projecting from the BPMs to the target (\(\Delta P_{\text{calc}}\))
- The instrumental uncertainty in absolute BPM position (\(\Delta P_{\text{instr}}\))

\(^2\)Normally this isn’t the case, but \(Q_{\text{weak}}\)’s low beam energy results in sampling a larger phase space where the analyzing power changes more rapidly.
Figure 4.9: Position sensitivity results for Run 2. Scans were done in both \( x \) and \( y \) directions (left and right, respectively). The decent agreement between simulation and measured rates increases confidence in the simulation.

Figure 4.10: Simulated polarization dependence on target \( x \)-position for two different ranges in \( x \)-position. (Left) The fit using only data of \(|x| \leq 1.5 \text{ mm}\). (Right) Fits using data out to \(|x| \leq 2.5 \text{ mm}\) are poor.

where \( x = x, y, x', y' \). The dependence of measured polarization on position, \( \partial P/\partial x \), is determined by simulation. The simulation is benchmarked by looking at the relative and absolute rates of an actual position scan. When the simulation agrees with the actual study, we have improved confidence that our simulation is correct and can accurately determine the analyzing power. Figure 4.9 shows the relative rates from simulated position scans for the \( x \) and \( y \) directions, while Figure 4.10 shows the simulated polarization sensitivity from position. These scans were performed out to \( \pm 2.5 \text{ mm} \) in both directions.

Figure 4.10 shows interesting non-linear behavior in polarization during the \( x \) position scan. Similar behavior was also seen for the \( y \) sensitivity. Since data was only taken within \( \pm 0.5 \text{ mm} \) from target center, making this non-linear behavior irrelevant. It was determined that the optimal \( \partial P/\partial x \) value is obtained from including only points for \( \pm 1.5 \text{ mm} \).
Figure 4.11: Diagram of optical elements immediately upstream of the Møller target.

The projection from the BPMs to the Møller target is a non-trivial calculation, as is the uncertainty of this projection, $\Delta x_{\text{calc}}$. Two BPMs lay immediately upstream of the Møller target. Information on beam position from these are used to project the actual beam position on target. Figure 4.11 shows the optical elements in this region consist of two quadrupoles and several beam corrector magnets. In particular, the target is placed inside of the superconducting solenoid; the coils are split, on either side of the iron foil.

A system of transport matrices $[98, 99]$ is used to project the beam to the target. The simplest projection would be ignoring all optical elements, including the field as the beam enters the solenoid. The best projection would include the effects of these optical elements, and in particular the solenoid entrance field. Figure 4.12 shows the best multi-step transport algorithm.

The uncertainty in projecting from these BPMs to the target was calculated by seeing how different the beam position on target was between the simple method ($x_{\text{simple}}$) and the best method ($x_{\text{best}}$):

$$\Delta x = x_{\text{best}} - x_{\text{simple}}. \tag{4.5}$$

The overall uncertainty contribution in projecting from the BPMs to the Møller target projection is given by

$$\Delta P_{x,\text{calc}} = (\Delta x)(\partial P/\partial x). \tag{4.6}$$

Lastly, the uncertainty in the physical BPM position must be determined. The absolute BPM position accuracy was estimated to be good to 0.1 mm. To be conservative, this estimate was doubled to 0.2 mm, and we varied the position of the two BPMs individually to see the position difference at the target. The uncertainty of BPM position is then

$$\Delta P_{\text{instr}} = (\Delta x_{\text{absolute}})(\partial P/\partial x). \tag{4.7}$$

Introducing this half-solenoid formalism provided substantial improvements to the position scan.
Figure 4.12: The procedure to calculate positions on the Møller target. (a) The BPM positions at 3c20 and 3c21 are transported to the target position using a transport formalism accounting for magneto-optical elements in the beam line but without using any solenoid magnetic field. (b) The beam is then drifted, with no magnetic field, back upstream to the solenoid entrance. (c) Finally, the beam is transported to the target using a transport formalism that only accounts for the entrance field (a half solenoid transport).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$\partial P/\partial x$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_{best-simple}$</th>
<th>$\Delta P_{calc.}(%)$</th>
<th>$\Delta x_{instr.}$</th>
<th>$\Delta P_{instr.}(%)$</th>
<th>$\sqrt{\Delta P_{calc.}^2 + \Delta P_{instr.}^2}(%)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>x position</td>
<td>0.4461</td>
<td>0.280 mm</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08 mm</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y position</td>
<td>0.5007</td>
<td>0.566 mm</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.07 mm</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x angle</td>
<td>0.3191</td>
<td>0.02 mrad</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
<td>0.1924 mrad</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y angle</td>
<td>0.1135</td>
<td>0.31 mrad</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.1924 mrad</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: Summary of systematic uncertainty calculations from beam position/angle on target. The final column gives the combined systematic uncertainty to $A_{ZZ}$ in percent.

To determine the overall uncertainty of target position and angle, the quadrature sum was taken of $\Delta P_{calc}$ and $\Delta P_{instrumental}$. Table 4.3 summarizes the individual calculations for $x, y$ target position and angle.

### 4.2.6 Møller Run 1 optics effect

During Run 1 the large quadrupole (Q3) experienced a time-dependent turn-to-turn short, resulting in a varying analyzing power. This effect varied day-to-day and even during measurements; that is, some days the field appeared stable while other days it decayed rapidly during that day’s measurement. It appears that the quadrupole was impaired throughout all of Run 1 and never performed optimally. Therefore the task was to determine each day’s analyzing power and how stable it was.

Prior to the Run 1 position scan in May 2011, a pair of magnetic Hall probes were installed on the beam line inside of the large quadrupole, one on beam-left side and one on the beam-right side. The probe outputs were connected to a closed-circuit video system and read remotely in the counting house. The probe outputs were recorded every few minutes and at the start of every run. A plot of the beam right decay was seen in Figure 4.4. Whereas the position scan was a lengthy systematic procedure, taking over 6 hours to complete, most production data were taken over the span of 1-2...
hours, where the decay is potentially largest.

A two-dimensional magnetostatic model of the quadrupole field was developed with POISSON [100] (Figure 4.13). Various models were developed, with each having a different field strength in the one bad quadrant. A quadrant’s field strength is a function of either the number of coil turns, or the effective current running through the coil. In POISSON, the effective current was reduced in each model, producing the overall effect.

These models were then implemented into the Møller Monte Carlo, using a routine where the scattered electrons were iteratively swum through the magnetic field. This method was benchmarked in the Run 2 simulation with a fully functional quadrupole model. This routine produced identical results to the nominal transport algorithm.

The position scan study was crucial in benchmarking the simulation. Aside from providing a critical test of position dependence, it was over 6 hours long. During this period multiple tune plots were made, so the decay in field could be matched with a decay in tune. Two data points were taken at target center \((x=0, y=0)\), separated in time by six hours. The changes in rates were also monitored as an important field diagnostic. Originally the relative rate decay from the initial point was used, but yielded inconsistent results with simulations. It became apparent that matching the derivative was a stronger condition, yielding consistent simulation results. Figure 4.14 shows the relative rates as a function of quadrupole field from the Hall probe (measured about halfway between the beam right coils). A detailed calculation showed the relative rate decay derivative is best matched at 92% measured field on this particular day. This is equivalent to the quadrupole having an effective current 84% of nominal.

Once the simulation was benchmarked using the field and rate decay metrics, each Møller measurement in Run 1 was individually simulated. Conditions, such as measured beam positions on target, were used as simulation inputs. This is in contrast to Run 2,
Figure 4.14: Relative scattering rate in the Möller during the position scan. Data are blue circles, taken with beam directed at the target center separated by six hours. Simulation is red squares. The fit was used to determine the scattering rate derivative, and was compared to the change seen in data.

where the measured position-dependence was applied as a correction (it was not explicitly simulated). Each day’s measurement was simulated using 20 different POISSON field maps, from nominal coil current to an effective coil current 60% of nominal, in 2% effective coil current increments. A matrix of field map correlation plots was generated for each day, and was used to determine that day’s starting field. Since the rate decay is tightly correlated with field decay, the relative rate drop over the span of the day’s measurement was used to determine how quickly the field was actually decaying, and the field at the conclusion of that day’s measurement. The average analyzing power of this range was used and the standard deviation of all the possible analyzing powers taken as the uncertainty for that day.

Simulations suggested that the system analyzing power could change 1.3% from nominal quadrupole coil current to 70% of nominal. Half of this value (0.65%) was used as a systematic scale or normalization uncertainty for potential mis-calibration of the simulation model. This value of 70% was chosen because only two measurements exhibited problems this large, effectively bounding the effect.

The systematic uncertainty for Run 1 is 1.10% overall. Although not meeting the original $Q_{\text{weak}}$ goal of 1%, this is remarkable considering the potential impact of the quadrupole short.
Figure 4.15: Plot of the simulated inverse analyzing power versus day during Run 1. Blue circles are measurements when the large quadrupole appeared stable, green squares are when the field appears to change several percent, and red inverted triangles are when the field was rapidly changing. These designations are determined by the observed rate decay over the span of that day’s measurement and the correlation-tune plots. The purple band is the 1-σ common systematic uncertainty from Monte Carlo statistics.

**Final table of uncertainties**

The final base table of Møller systematic uncertainties is given in Table 4.4. Extra uncertainties are assigned to Run 1, which are addressed in Table 4.5.

A single 5 minute long Møller measurement typically provided 0.5% statistical precision. With 3 such runs per measurement, the full statistical contribution for each measurement was about 0.3%, often less. Averaged over longer run periods the statistical uncertainty becomes negligible.

Systematic uncertainties can be split into two kinds: those that are point-to-point, and those of scale (or normalization). Point-to-point uncertainties vary in each measurement. For example, beam position on target changes for each measurement. Normalization uncertainties affect all measurements equally; their true value may shift up or down within their uncertainty band. Some measurements have components that exhibit both types of behavior, notably the solenoid position and high-current extrapolation uncertainties.

The solenoid position uncertainty is divided evenly between point-to-point and normalization types. When the solenoid is cooled, the coils’ transverse position shifts, as discussed in Section 4.2.3. We allow for some lack of reproducibility in the cooldown motion by dividing the overall uncertainty evenly between scale and point-to-point
types. In this way, it exhibits both time-dependent and time independent behavior.

The high-current extrapolation uncertainty is also divided between the two systematic uncertainty sub-types. Some concern exists that the polarization is measured at 2 μA with the Møller polarimeter, while \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) data taking is typically done at 180 μA. The concern is that there might be some current-dependence in the produced electron’s polarization. There is currently no widely accepted mechanism for such a dependence, although a correlation between beam polarization with quantum efficiency has been observed. Quantum efficiency is a function of polarized source laser power, so it is possible that the higher laser powers during production running could result in a different effective quantum efficiency than that during Møller measurements. However, quantum efficiency was monitored daily during \( Q_{\text{weak}} \), and the correlation with quantum efficiency decreased with the laser spot size increase in Run 2 (discussed in Section 3.2.1). Moreover, no direct observational evidence of a current-dependence up to 60 μA has been observed in previous studies using a Møller raster, magnetic kicker system [110, 113], and a special beat frequency system [114].

With the installation of the Compton polarimeter, a cross-calibration shows no current dependence at the 0.70% level. This is discussed in Appendix A. A 0.50% uncertainty is included for this effect to be conservative. This is split between point-to-point and normalization types as this effect, if it exists, may vary day-to-day.

4.3 Data and results

4.3.1 Leakage corrections

After most Møller measurements, a few minutes were dedicated to measuring the electron beam leakage from the other halls. Typically this leakage was small (on the order of 10’s of Hz), however the overall contribution could be on the order of 0.1%, sometimes larger. This is because the produced electron beams in Halls A and B are of opposite polarity due to the use of the polarizing cube in the injector (see Section 3.2.1). The measured polarization and the true polarization, \( P_{\text{meas}} \) and \( P_{\text{true}} \), are related by

\[
P_{\text{meas}} = P_{\text{true}} f_C - P_{\text{true}} f_{A+B},
\]

where \( f_i \) is the rate fraction from Hall \( i \). The rate fractions sum to unity:

\[
f_{A+B} + f_C = 1.
\]

Therefore the measured polarization is given by

\[
P_{\text{meas}} = P_{\text{true}} (1 - 2 f_{A+B}),
\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>dA/A (%)</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Point-to-point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam position X</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam position Y</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle X</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle Y</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 position</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple scattering</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levchuk effect</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed collimator positions</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target temperature</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field direction</td>
<td>2 degrees</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field strength</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin polarization in Fe</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic D.T.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid position (x,y)</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23/√2</td>
<td>0.23/√2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid focusing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-current extrapolation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50/√2</td>
<td>0.50/√2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo statistics</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.84</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.64</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.53</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Final Møller systematic uncertainty list for the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 2 period. Note the conservative inclusion of high-current extrapolation uncertainty applied to the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ results. The last two columns separate the systematic uncertainty in two parts: scale denotes systematics common to all data, while point-to-point are time-dependent contributions which vary between measurements.
### Table 4.5: Final Möller systematic uncertainty list for the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 1 period.

These optics uncertainties come in two parts: an overall scale/normalization uncertainty, and an additional uncertainty due to that day’s rate of field decay.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>$\Delta A/A$ (%)</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Point-to-point</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam position X</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam position Y</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle X</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle Y</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 position</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple scattering</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levchuk effect</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed collimator positions</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target temperature</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field direction</td>
<td>2 degrees</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field strength</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin polarization in Fe</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic D.T.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid position (x,y)</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.23/$\sqrt{2}$</td>
<td>0.23/$\sqrt{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid focusing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-current extrapolation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50/$\sqrt{2}$</td>
<td>0.50/$\sqrt{2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing power nominal value</td>
<td>50% of change</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing power variation</td>
<td>100% of deviation</td>
<td>0.019-0.230</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.019-0.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo statistics</td>
<td>0.024/polfac</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.07-1.09</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.92</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.55-0.59</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where the leakage rate fraction, \( f_{A+B} \), was typically measured to be of the order of 0.1%.

Leakage measurements were taken with the Hall C laser off, the slit in its nominal position (wide open), and the Möller detector coincidence rates were observed. In this configuration, the produced electrons seen were produced by either the Hall A or B lasers.

For Run 2, the leakage correction was small (on the order of 0.1%), as both Halls A and B were running at low-current (in the nA range). However, during Run 1 the leakage contribution was occasionally quite large. This is due to lower Möller coincidence rates from the quadrupole problem coupled with Hall A running at high current (~120 \( \mu A \)). The combination of these effects meant the leakage contribution were up to 1.5% during a short period.

4.3.2 Effect of the insertable half wave plate

It was suggested that the primary slow helicity reversal method (inserting a half-wave plate before the Pockels Cell) might introduce subtle effects into the beam, and even alter the polarization. During Run 2, a second inactive half-wave plate was introduced\(^4\) to study this possibility. This half-wave plate had the fast axis along the polarization direction, leaving the incoming laser polarization unaltered\(^5\). In this short section, the effect of both half-wave plates and slow Wien reversal on polarization are also shown to be negligible.

To study the inactive half-wave plate, each day’s polarization values were averaged for IHWP #2 IN and OUT. Only measurements taken without IHWP #1 were used at this point, otherwise its potential effect would be included as well. The ratio of IHWP #2 IN/OUT should be unity if the half-wave plate is truly inactive. Figure 4.16 shows this the case. Once it was shown that the inactive half-wave plate had no effect on the polarization, a similar study was undertaken on the active half-wave plate (IHWP #1). For this study the inactive half-wave plate was averaged over. Figure 4.17 shows agreement at the 1-sigma level, or better (for Wien flip left). If one includes the point-to-point systematic uncertainty, both Wien states agree within their respective uncertainties.

Lastly, the final polarization values for each Wien flip are given by day in Figure

\(^4\)This insertable half-wave plate was colloquially known as the Carlini plate, in honor of \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) spokesman Roger Carlini.

\(^5\)Through studies with the inactive half-wave plate it was shown that inserting these optical elements shifts the beam bunches slightly off crest of the accelerator timing, but ultimately was demonstrated to have negligible effect on the elastic \( \tau p \) asymmetry.
Figure 4.16: The ratio of the measured polarizations with the inactive half-wave plate inserted to those without versus time for each Wien flip. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. Note the excellent agreement between Wien flip right and flip left states from the $\chi^2_{dof}$, indicating no IHWP #2 effect on polarization, regardless of the Wien flip state. IHWP #1 was out for all runs shown. Taken from [115].

Figure 4.17: The ratio of the measured polarizations with the active half-wave plate inserted to those without IHWP #1 In/Out versus time. Only statistical uncertainties are shown. Note the agreement between both Wien flips and the reasonable $\chi^2_{dof}$. Note also there is a 2.5-sigma discrepancy for Wien flip right. Including the point-to-point systematic uncertainty eliminates this discrepancy (see Figure 4.18 for an explanation of this point-to-point uncertainty value).
Figure 4.18: Polarization for each day, sorted by Wien flip in Run 2. No fits were included as there is a clear time dependence on polarization. Note a possible systematic difference between Wien states may exist. The outer uncertainty bars includes a 0.40% point-to-point systematic uncertainty. From Table 4.4, the typical measurement point-to-point uncertainty is 0.54%, however since all Møller measurements were taken at low-current, the high-current extrapolation uncertainty is removed here.

4.18. Note an additional 0.40% point-to-point uncertainty was added. This uncertainty is due to point-to-point systematic uncertainties, with the high-current extrapolation uncertainty removed. Note there is clear time dependence of the polarization, which is not unexpected.

4.4 Møller summary

The Møller polarimeter consistently made sub-percent determinations of electron beam polarization throughout Run 2. The overall systematic uncertainty of the device in Run 2 was 0.85% and showed consistency with the Compton polarimeter as seen in Figure 4.19. The average difference between the two polarimeters was \( \sim 0.7\% \). A Møller and Compton cross calibration occurred during Run 2, and is the subject of Appendix A. For Run 1, the Møller consistently made percent-level determinations of the electron beam polarization, with a final overall systematic uncertainty of 1.10% (see Figure 4.20). This was heavily dependent on modeling of the large quadrupole, which experienced an intermittent electrical short in one coil. This electrical short resulted in a time dependent magnetic field in one quadrant.
Figure 4.19: Final $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 2 polarimetry results for both Møller (red triangles) and Compton (blue circles). Note the good consistency between the two independent sub-percent devices. The results here are plotted versus Compton run number; this spans over 6 months of data taking from November 2011 through May 2012 and encompasses thousands of hours of data. Each Compton point is an average of 30 hours of data.

Figure 4.20: Final $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 1 polarization results. The Compton electron detector began taking data around Day 90, but is neglected here. Data points are separated into Wien flip left (closed markers) and flip right (open marker) states. Each day’s quad stability was determined by analyzing the change in scattering rate to be stable (blue circles), semi-stable (green squares), or rapidly changing (red triangles). The light-purple band gives the common $1\sigma$ systematic uncertainty, while combined with the darker purple band is the total systematic uncertainty, including a 0.65% uncertainty for the quadrupole model.
Chapter 5

The Aluminum Window Contribution

Experiments which integrate their signals cannot reject background events through pre-event selection since all backgrounds are intrinsically part of the signal. Instead, backgrounds must be anticipated and suppressed through design, and precisely measured during experimental running and subtracted during analysis. The largest experimental correction in $Q_{\text{weak}}$ comes from the target’s aluminum windows, which generates approximately 30% of measured physics asymmetry. Previously published results from Run 0 determined this correction to only 15% relative precision [48], and are inadequate for the final $Q_{\text{weak}}$ results, which require knowledge of this correction to a precision of only a few percent.

Backgrounds typically have two components: the rate fraction, or dilution, and the signal size (its asymmetry). This chapter presents an in-depth analysis of the target window dilution, while the Chapter 6 discusses the extracted parity-violating asymmetry of the aluminum alloy. Although critical for $Q_{\text{weak}}$, these particular results will ultimately provide the first measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry of aluminum, which has important ramifications in its own right.

5.1 Aluminum overview

Each background contribution has two pieces: the rate-fraction that background process contributes to the overall yield (the dilution, $f$), and the overall asymmetry size it contributes ($A$). For $Q_{\text{weak}}$, a measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry in hydrogen, the measured asymmetry, $A_{\text{meas}}$, is related to the true physics asymmetry, $A_{\text{phys}}$, by

$$A_{\text{meas}} = P \left[ \left( 1 - \sum_i f_{\text{bkgd}}^i \right) A_{\text{phys}} + \sum_i f_{\text{bkgd}}^i A_{\text{bkgd}}^i \right],$$  

(5.1)
where $i$ runs over the possible background sources (aluminum target walls, backgrounds from beamline scattering, neutral particle backgrounds, inelastic contributions), $P$ is the electron beam polarization, and radiative effects have been neglected. This chapter focuses on the aluminum target wall dilution, while Chapter 6 focuses on determination of the parity-violating asymmetry of the target’s aluminum alloy. $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s treatment of the target asymmetry is unique; while previous parity-violating experiment’s simulated the asymmetry of their target walls, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ directly measured the parity-violating asymmetry of elastic electron-aluminum scattering.

Figure 5.1 shows the predicted elastic cross-section and asymmetry for $e + p$ and $e + Al$ scattering. Note that the elastic cross-section drops over an order-of-magnitude over the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ acceptance, suggesting a large contribution in rate from the upstream window (smaller angle). In addition, the parity-violating asymmetry for aluminum, $A_{PV}(Al)$, is over an order-of-magnitude larger than that for elastic $e + p$ scattering; although the neutral-weak coupling of the proton is suppressed, it is unity for the neutron, and aluminum is neutron rich. Here, the parity-violating asymmetry for elastic electron-aluminum scattering is given by [46]:

$$A_{PV}(^{27}\text{Al}) = -\frac{G_F Q^2}{4 \pi \alpha \sqrt{2}} \left[ Q^p_W + \left( \frac{N}{Z} \right) Q^n_W \right] \approx 2200 \text{ppb at } Q^2 = 0.025 \text{ GeV}^2. \tag{5.2}$$

In all, if we take the Standard Model value for $A_{PV}(H) \approx 200 \text{ ppb}$, this suggests the total contribution from the target’s aluminum windows is $\approx 30\%$:

$$f \cdot A_{PV} \approx 3\% \cdot 2200 \text{ppb} = 66 \text{ ppb}.$$

To reduce sensitivity to the upstream window, $Q_{\text{weak}}$ designed the upstream window profile to be partially off the main detector. When the target is filled with LH$_2$, the additional radiative losses then pull the scattering profile onto the bar, as seen in Figure 5.2. This is in contrast with the downstream window profile which sits completely on the detector; any radiative losses due to the addition of hydrogen cause small shifts in $Q^2$ and therefore the asymmetry size, but the acceptance remains virtually unchanged. These higher-order corrections are crucial in calculating the window dilution, and are the subject of Section 5.4.

Currently, these higher-order corrections are the dominant contribution in the Run 0 dilution (7.5%). The effect of the dilution’s uncertainty on the uncertainty of $A_{ep}$ can
Figure 5.1: (Left) Elastic cross-section and (Right) parity-violating asymmetry for $e + p$ (blue circles) and $e + Al$ scattering (red triangles). The yellow-box shows the $Q^{\text{weak}}$ experimental acceptance. Note the sharp decline in the aluminum cross-section, suggesting increased sensitivity to the upstream window.

Figure 5.2: Simulated scattering profile from the target upstream aluminum target window in (left) an empty target and (right) a target full of LH2. Note how the addition of hydrogen shifts the profile upwards onto the detector through radiative effects and energy losses.
be found by taking derivatives of (5.1):
\[
\frac{dA_{ep}}{A_{ep}} \approx df \frac{A_{Al}}{A_{ep}} = \left( \frac{df}{f} \right) \cdot \left( \frac{fA_{Al}}{A_{ep}} \right).
\] (5.3)
This implies that a 2% relative determination of the dilution \(f\) would give us a 0.66% contribution to the desired \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) physics asymmetry \(A_{ep}\), which would be adequate.

### 5.2 Dilution method

The dilution is simply the rate fraction of events scattered from the target cell walls compared to the total scattering rate from a full target, and is determined to first-order by taking the ratio of two experimentally measured quantities:

\[
f_{\text{raw}} = \frac{Y_{\text{empty}}}{Y_{\text{full}}},
\] (5.4)

where \(Y_{\text{empty}}\) (\(Y_{\text{full}}\)) is the current-normalized rate, or \(\text{yield}\), of the empty (full) target.

There are two ways to determine the empty cell rate: one can directly measure the empty cell, or one can fill the target with cold gaseous hydrogen at various pressures and extrapolate to zero-gas pressure. Measuring the empty cell is the simplest approach and the most precise, while the \(H_2\) gas running provides thermal protection for the windows but includes larger systematic uncertainties from the extrapolation.\(^1\)

Measurements with gaseous hydrogen were done in both Run 1 and Run 2, but problems with maintaining constant gas pressure were present in Run 2, rendering that particular study fruitless. The results of the Run 1 gaseous measurements and their interpretation were discussed in [42], and are not covered here.

Ideally, both empty and full target measurements would be taken at identical currents to minimize any beam current monitor (BCM) uncertainties. In practice, the full rate measurements were taken at about 100 nA while the empty target runs were taken at 1 \(\mu A\). When full of LH\(_2\), the scattering rate was large, and limited data-taking to low-currents. It was hoped that at higher currents the empty target rates would more closely match those during full target running, enabling similar accidental and dead time correction sizes.\(^2\)

\(^1\)The target walls are thin, and the liquid hydrogen provides thermal cooling which prevents damage. One could argue for using extremely low gaseous \(H_2\) pressures to minimize extrapolation uncertainties, but then the dissipative benefits of using gas likewise vanish.

\(^2\)It is clear that placing high \(\sim \mu A\) currents on an empty target is distressing due to the aforementioned possibility of thermal damage, but the arguments against taking long runs at low-current on an empty target are less clear. Since \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) had no back-up hydrogen target, any target damage would be catastrophic. It was believed to be safer to run at a moderately high current for a short time than at low-current for an hour, as this minimized potential operator and beam delivery errors.
Taking measurements at multiple beam currents increases sensitivities to BCM calibration and any associated non-linearity. To account for these, a solid reference “dummy” target was planned as an alternate normalization method. Since yields are independent of current, the ratio of reference target yields at both high- and low- currents should be unity, and any systematic BCM problems will divide out to leading order. This technique was crucial, making several rate-dependent problems immediately evident by the non-unity ratio. The reference target analysis is covered in Section 5.2.2.

Surprisingly, the most crucial and difficult decision was deciding exactly how to calculate the rate. Three different ways of calculating the raw rates were developed, and although sharing similarities, are distinct. The three techniques are

- Scaler-based analysis
- Event-mode analysis
- Hybrid analysis.

The hybrid analysis uses pieces of both the scaler and event-mode analysis to assemble expedient and unambiguous results. As this author was heavily involved in developing these analyses, a full description of the scaler and event-mode techniques are found in Appendix B, including the final results and explanation of why they were ultimately not used.

5.2.1 Measurement conditions

All aluminum dilution data were acquired under specific conditions. They were part of the low-current tracking periods, and used currents between 100 nA - 1 µA. Data were triggered using a combination of the trigger scintillators and the 10 Hz clock, the latter being known as the fake MPS. The trigger scintillators were typically positioned in octants 1 and 5 for each measurement, although a data subset was taken with them rotated into the other octants. The clock was used as the read-out for the scaler banks, and these were only read out when neither the DAQ nor trigger scintillator trigger was busy. The number of missed scaler read-outs were recorded to provide a deadtime correction. Diagrams of the DAQ and relevant trigger scintillator detector electronics can be seen in Figures 5.3.

---

3 The reference target also reduces other time-dependent systematic effects such as gain drifts. However, these were found to be negligible in practice.

4 The basic problem becomes apparent in Section 5.2.1: the main detector has a long analog pulse.
Figure 5.3: Electronics diagram for the low-current tracking mode. The trigger scintillators and a 10 Hz clock were used as triggers.

One key feature of the dilution analysis was the use of F1 time-to-digital converters (F1TDCs). These were implemented primarily for track reconstruction with the HDCs and VDCs, but were also implemented in the trigger scintillator and main detector front-end electronics. The F1TDCs are high resolution (10 ps) multi-hit pipeline TDCs \[116, 117, 118\]. Each time window opens when a trigger scintillator trigger occurs (called an event), and is open for 2 µs. Within this window a maximum of 7 hits are recorded in each TDC. The ability to distinguish multi-hit structures was a crucial part of the analysis, allowing investigations into our detector double pulse resolutions. Figure 5.4 gives an example hit selection process for a given trigger window. Appendix B discusses the implementation of F1TDCs and combining the results across multiple detectors to eliminate accidental backgrounds.

The calculated yields (kHz/nA), \(Y\), can be determined with knowledge of only the four primary quantities

\[
Y = \frac{R - R_{acc}}{(LT_{\text{electronic}}) \cdot \langle I \rangle} ,
\]

where \(Y\) is the calculated yield (MHz/µA), \(R\) is the raw measured scattering rate, \(R_{acc}\) is the accidentals rate, \(LT_{\text{electronic}}\) is the main detector electronic livetime, and \(\langle I \rangle\) is the average beam current during the period.

But a more subtle problem exists with the trigger, which apparently misses events at very high rates. This is explained in detail in Appendix B.
Figure 5.4: Each trigger scintillator event opened up the F1TDCs window, collecting up to 7 hits. Hits 0, 1, and 2 (red) have their times digitized. This key feature enabled investigation of detector electronic deadtime. Courtesy of [118].

**Rate determination and accidental correction**

The raw measured rates come from the main detector scaler banks, which are read out with the 10 Hz clock trigger. The number of counts for each 0.1 second window are averaged over the whole run. The average rates are determined for each main detector bar (both photomultiplier tubes, or PMTs). The number of accidentals subtracted is related to the rate of uncorrelated pulses from the individual tubes. The number of uncorrelated pulses, \( R_{uncorrelated} \), for PMT \( j \) is given by

\[
R_{uncorrelated}^j = R_{total}^j - R_{bar},
\]

where \( R_{total}^j \) is the total number of hits in PMT \( j \), \( R_{bar} \) is the average coincidence rate determined for that main detector, and \( j \) is one of the main detector PMTs (positive or negative). The main detector discriminator output pulse width is 40 ns, so the maximum possible coincidence width between the PMTs is \( \Delta T = 79 \) ns. Then a first-order estimation for the accidental contribution is

\[
R_{acc} = (R_{uncorrelated}^{pos}) \cdot (R_{uncorrelated}^{neg}) \cdot \Delta T
\]

where pos and neg denote positive and negative PMTs respectively. Other methods were also used to determine the main detector rate and accidentals. These other methods, pioneered for the event-mode analysis, provided a more robust determination of
the accidentals contribution, which had excellent agreement with the calculation here (see Appendix B for more details). Typically, the accidentals corrections were $\mathcal{O}(2\%)$.

**Electronic live time correction**

Since the dilution analysis acquires its information from the scaler banks and not the event-mode DAQ, there are no DAQ dead time or pre-scaling issues. Instead, the primary contributor of dead time comes directly from the main detector response. The main detector exhibited a pulse structure typically lasting several hundred ns. As such long pulses were unanticipated, the main detector discriminator width was set at 40 ns. These features created long dead times that made detailed modeling a challenge.

Ideally, the detector signal is short compared to the logic signal (discriminator) output width, and the detector dead time contribution depends on the rate of the overall main detector phototubes, including both the correlated and uncorrelated pulses. Live time corrections are exponential in nature [119], so a first-order approximation which avoids double counting is:

$$LT_{elec} = e^{R\tau} \approx 1 - R_{tot} \cdot \Delta T, \quad (5.8)$$

where the dead time constant is $\tau$, the main detector’s 40 ns discriminator width is $\Delta T$ and $R_{tot}$ is the sum of the correlated and uncorrelated tube rates,

$$R_{tot} \equiv R_{correlated} + R_{uncorrelated}^{pos} + R_{uncorrelated}^{neg}. \quad (5.9)$$

Here pos and neg denote positive and negative PMTs, respectively. Using equation (5.6), the naive live time correction simplifies to

$$LT = 1 - \Delta T \left( R_{total}^{pos} + R_{total}^{neg} - R_{correlated} \right). \quad (5.10)$$

In practice, this produced incorrect results, as seen in beam current scans (see Appendix B, Figure B.1 for an example). Indeed, Figure 5.5 shows that the calculated rate at high currents on a solid target are approximately 10-15% less than at low currents. This is well outside of any BCM uncertainty, which is $\mathcal{O}(1.5\%)$. As will soon become apparent, the problem is the 40 ns discriminator width ($\Delta T$), and the assumption the main detector pulse is short compared to the discriminator width.

The multi-hit capabilities of the F1TDCs, discussed in Section 5.2.1, enabled in-depth study of detector pulse structures, such as the double pulse resolutions seen in Figures 5.6 (trigger scintillator) and 5.7 (main detectors, Run 1 and Run 2). The double pulse resolution is the minimum time between successive pulses that the DAQ can resolve.
Figure 5.5: Ratio of extracted rates on a solid carbon target at 1 μA and 100 nA. The ratio $Y_{1\mu A}/Y_{100nA}$ is expected to be 1.00 ± 0.15, due to expected BCM uncertainties (shaded yellow box). The significant disagreement with expected values is due to using an inappropriate characterization of the main detector’s electronic dead time. The uncertainties, including statistics, and corrections for non-current systematics are within the plotting symbols, except for octants 3 and 4 which experienced excessively noisy tubes.

Recall the trigger scintillator has short output signals of a few ns \[42\], but its discriminator has an output width of 142 ns, producing the deterministic double pulse separation seen in Figure 5.6.\[5\] However, the main detectors had long pulses and a short discriminator width. From Figure 5.6, note the sharp rise around 140 ns, corresponding to the logic unit (discriminator) width. The probability of successive hits is constant (from Poisson statistics); however, with each new hit the size of the remaining event window falls, and the probability of a subsequent hit being detected within that time also decreases, hence the fall-off for $\Delta T > 200$ ns.

Figure 5.7 shows the main detector double pulse resolution, which displays many interesting structures. A hard-cutoff at 40 ns corresponds to the physical minimum pulse separation allowed by the discriminator. In Run 1, there are few events with time separations less than 200 ns, and a sharp step-function-like increase around 300 ns, corresponding to the typical double pulse resolution. This sharp rise in Run 1 generally made determining the double pulse resolution straightforward. Run 2 is less clear, exhibiting a steady rise time. This is suggestive that the double pulse resolution depends on pulse-height, with smaller pulses allowing earlier subsequent hits after larger \[5\]The excessively long discriminator dead time was a historical bug that turned into a feature: it was hoped to provide the limiting dead time component, making calculations and corrections easy and conclusive in the event-mode analysis.
Figure 5.6: Time difference between successive pulses in the trigger scintillator.

Figure 5.7: Typical main detector double pulse resolutions for Run 1 (left) and Run 2 (right). Both show octant 1, with 1 μA of beam on a solid Carbon target. Run 1 used a 0.5% radiation length target and had ~300 kHz coincidence rate. Run 2 used a 1.6% radiation length target, and had rates of ~1250 kHz.
Figure 5.8: (Left) Main detector pulse size (ADC) versus second hit arrival time. (Right) The pulse size (ADC) spectra for prompt hits (blue, left axis) and prompt hits with early second hints (red, right axis). Early second hits are those detected within 200 ns of the initial trigger.

Figure 5.8 (left) shows evidence of a pulse-height dependent dead time. A clear correlation exists between the initial pulse size and recorded arrival time of subsequent hits. Only the smallest initial pulses allow second hit times between 40-200 ns later, while the largest initial pulses don’t allow second pulses for almost 300 ns. Figure 5.8 (right) shows the pulse size for all prompt pulses in blue; those events with early second hit times are shown in red. Clearly only the smallest pulses allow re-triggering within a few hundred ns after the initial pulse.

From Figures 5.7 and 5.8, an informative picture emerges of the problem. Our main detectors are long, thin Cherenkov detectors; although direct, line-of-sight photons from a track at one end might only take $\sim 10$ ns to reach the opposite PMT, many photons will ultimately take much longer. The tracking mode DAQ was designed to see every real event, so the discriminator thresholds were set low ($<$1 photoelectron). With each elastic electron generating approximately 50-100 photoelectrons [93], the end result is a long pulse structure and pulse-height dependent electronic dead time. That is, larger pulses take longer to fall below the discriminator threshold. Thus, the discriminator is no longer the defining component of dead time; it only defines the minimum deadtime of 40 ns.

Since each detector’s threshold may vary from the others this correction is also octant and detector dependent. Incidentally, this also presumably explains why the double pulse resolution looks so different between Runs 1 and 2: the main detector thresholds were set lower in Run 1, resulting in longer dead times.

Using this interpretation, determining the appropriate double pulse resolution was
fairly straightforward.\textsuperscript{6} Runs where the main detector acted as the trigger were used, as they would generate sufficient statistics quickly.\textsuperscript{7} Figures 5.9 and 5.10 are examples for Runs 1 and 2, respectively, for all eight main detectors. The double pulse resolution was defined to be the first time where the value was half of the maximum value. This value was initially chosen as a rough approximation for the average double pulse resolution.

The histogram bin size was varied to see the effect of the calculated double pulse resolution, using this first bin of half maximum model. These binning effects were found to be fairly small ($\mathcal{O}(8 \text{ ns})$), so a conservative 10 ns uncertainty was assigned for this. Next, during Run 2 multiple runs under identical conditions were performed during several tracking periods, and the results were reproducible to within 10 ns (Table 5.1). The data were taken once at the beginning of Run 2 (November 2011, Run 13714), twice in the middle of Run 2 (January 2012, Runs 15034 and 15123), and once at the end of Run 2 (May 2012, Run 18580). The May data exhibited radically different behavior and some signs of gain/threshold variation. Since all of the relevant Run 2 dilution measurements were taken during the same January 2012 period, the average of only these results were used, with a conservative 10 ns uncertainty applied.

The largest uncertainty comes from the choice of model, that is the choice to define the double pulse resolution value at half of the peak. Admittedly, this choice is somewhat arbitrary, although its use removes the current dependence seen in Figure 5.5 reasonably well. It seems unlikely that the extracted double pulse resolutions could be off by more than 30 ns (\textasciitilde20\% of the Run 2 value), so this is taken as an additional model uncertainty. The total uncertainty for the electronic live time would be \textpm 33 ns (the quadrature sum of binning, averaging, and model uncertainties). Assuming a nominal 150 ns double pulse resolution in Run 2, this is a \textasciitilde20\% relative uncertainty. For Run 1, a 30 ns model uncertainty was also used, which is a 10\% relative uncertainty, assuming the average double pulse resolution was \textasciitilde300 ns. This seems appropriate, given that the Run 1 double pulse resolution was much better defined in Run 1. The uncertainty of this model dependence on the calculated dilution was empirically determined by observing how the calculated dilution changed with a \textpm 30 ns shift in the double pulse resolution.

\textsuperscript{6}If the deadtime were strictly due to electronics, a simple Monte Carlo model would suffice; but building a realistic Monte Carlo incorporating varying pulse sizes would require lots of input information. It is much easier to simply measure it.

\textsuperscript{7}Compared to the usual trigger scintillator runs.
Figure 5.9: Double pulse resolutions, by octant, for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 1. The red line is the determined double pulse resolution for that detector.

Figure 5.10: Double pulse resolutions, by octant, for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 2. The red line is the determined double pulse resolution for that detector. Note that there is a different structure in Run 2 octants 1 and 5 than seen in Run 1 (Figure 5.9). This is an ancillary effect due to the main detector 1 and 5 trigger, and is not well understood.
Table 5.1: Double pulse resolutions determined for both Runs 1 and 2, in ns. Since the dilution data was taken in January 2012, the average of the January numbers were used (Runs 15034 and 15123).

**Beam current determination**

To compare with simulation, absolute determination of the beam current is needed. The Run 1 final BCM calibration analysis was discussed in [42]; in Run 2, a beam current monitor BCM calibration was done in early February 2012 at low-current for this purpose. The calibration covered current ranges from approximately 50 nA to 5 \( \mu A \), although the BCMs demonstrated non-linear behavior at the edges of this range. Instead, the results used here were based on data between 70 nA and 2 \( \mu A \).

A Faraday Cup (FC) located in the 5 MeV region of the injector was used to measure the beam current, while the BCM response was recorded from their scalers and were calibrated against the FC afterwards. The statistical uncertainty of the BCM was taken as the distribution width instead of the error on the mean (RMS/\( \sqrt{N} \)), to be conservative, and was sub-percent. The statistical uncertainty in the FC measurements was likewise small, typically sub-percent.

The important systematic uncertainties for the Faraday cup are position sensitivity, secondary electron emission, backscattering, absolute ammeter calibration, and current loss during transport. The beam position sensitivity was measured in Run 1, and found to be a \( \sim 1\% \) effect. During Run 2, similar results were obtained. The contributions from secondary emission, backscattering, and transport loss were bounded in Run 1 by a high-current calibration of the FC to the Hall C Unser monitor [42]. The difference (FC - Unser) at 150 \( \mu A \) was found to be \((-1.4 \pm 0.3)\%\). For this analysis, we take the total uncertainty as 1.4\%. This estimate is likely overly conservative, as current loss during transport due to space charge effects is likely the dominant contributor at 150 \( \mu A \). Such effects are current dependent, and should be much smaller between 0.1 and 1 \( \mu A \), where this calibration was performed. The other uncertainty contributions, although current...
Figure 5.11: Run 2 low-current BCM calibration. (Left) BCM scaler fit to data. (Right) Fit residuals in percent \(((I_{true} - I_{fit}) / I_{true})\).

The BCM scaler rates were extracted in kHz and fit to a first-order polynomial. Figure 5.11 shows the final fit between 70 nA and 2 µA. The current, \(I\), can be extracted from the BCM rate, \(R_{BCM}\), from

\[ I = \frac{(R_{BCM} - b)}{g}, \]

where \(b\) is the fit offset in kHz and \(g\) is the gain (fit slope) in units of kHz/µA. The dilution data were all taken at \(\sim 100\) nA or 1 µA, where the residuals are about 0.5%, well within the FC position sensitivity uncertainty. With such fit residuals and small position drifts, the final BCM uncertainty is given as 1.5%.

Beyond the calibration, all dilution data underwent strict quality control. All beam trips were excluded, and only portions of runs with stable beam current of ±1% were kept. Runs, or run segments, not within these bounds were discarded.

5.2.2 Reference target normalization

Data taken on solid dummy targets at several currents provided an excellent way to check the efficacy of our corrections, in particular the dead time. A more effective approach would be a proper current scan, where one measures the scattering rate of a dummy target at several different currents. During \(Q_{weak}\), running on solid carbon targets only happened at \(\sim 80\) nA and 1 µA, as these were the currents at which most dilution measurements were performed.

Originally the purpose of these solid target measurements was to reduce the dependence on the BCMs, which are potentially non-linear over the desired current range. An improved determination of the dilution could account for such effects by forming a
super-ratio
\[ f_{\text{ref}} = \frac{(Y_{\text{empty}}/Y_{\text{ref}})_{0.1 \mu A}}{(Y_{\text{full}}/Y_{\text{ref}})_{0.1 \mu A}} = \frac{Y_{\text{empty}}}{Y_{\text{full}}} \cdot \left( \frac{Y_{\text{ref}}^{0.1 \mu A}}{Y_{\text{ref}}^{1 \mu A}} \right), \]  
(5.12)

where \( Y_{\text{empty}} \) (\( Y_{\text{full}} \)) are the current-normalized rates on an empty (full) hydrogen target, \( Y_{\text{ref}} \) are the current-normalized rates on a solid Carbon dummy target, and the second term in parenthesis is a correction factor for any rate-dependence in the reference normalization and is ideally \( \approx 1 \). Once again, this could be from \textit{any} rate-dependent effect, but was originally conceived to mitigate potential non-linearities in the BCM electronics chain. To first order all the BCM systematics would drop out, and their relative contribution to the dilution would be small.

Two reference target runs were used in the both Run 1 and Run 2 analysis, one each at high and low current. Table 5.2 shows the average rates and corrections sizes, in percent, for both of these runs. Although the high-current runs were taken at similar beam currents, the measured Run 2 rates were over 4 times larger than measured during Run 1. This is because the Run 1 target was a 0.5% radiation length thick target, while in Run 2 it was a 1.6% radiation length target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run 1</th>
<th>Run 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current (( \mu A ))</td>
<td>0.9967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate (kHz)</td>
<td>317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accidentals (%)</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadtime (%)</td>
<td>4.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Reference target (Carbon) data by run.

Sadly, as the rates at high-current were excessively large, the model-dependent dead time uncertainties were overwhelming, leading to the super ratio solid target normalization approach being abandoned. However it still has merit as it can show the overall effectiveness of the rate dependent corrections. Figure 5.12 shows the ratio of \( (Y_{\text{ref}}^{0.1 \mu A}/Y_{\text{ref}}^{1 \mu A}) \) versus main detector octant. In Run 2, the electronic deadtime model uncertainty is prodigious; it’s approximately 4.5%, which is too large for the \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) result. Therefore the reference target normalization method was dropped from the final \( Q_{\text{weak}} \) analysis. Although an acceptable method in Run 1, it was dropped for both runs for simplicity and consistency in the analysis.

Although unable to constrain BCM uncertainties, this analysis does suggest our corrections are appropriately sized. Even with the large uncertainty, the mean values of the corrected rates are within a few percent of unity. If, for example, our accidental corrections or deadtime model were significantly incorrect, the mean values would be
Figure 5.12: Ratio of current-normalized rates on solid carbon target. The ratio is expected to be identically 1.00. The yellow band is a 1.5% BCM uncertainty, while the orange band is the effect of the dead time model uncertainty. This model uncertainty is found by shifting the double pulse resolution by its uncertainty. Octant two is disregarded in both cases due to known hardware issues discussed in Section 5.3.

farther from unity.

5.3 Data and analysis

Running on an evacuated target occurred only once during each $Q_{\text{weak}}$ run period; additional measurements were forgone to minimize risk of target damage. In Run 1, there were two measurements on an evacuated target (Runs 10717 and 10719) and one measurement taken on a target full of LH$_2$ (Run 10798). Figure 5.13 gives the current-normalized rates measured by octant for each run.

Figure 5.13: Measured rates on both the evacuated and full target in Run 1. The points include statistical uncertainty bars but are smaller than the plotting symbols. Note the octant 2 discrepancy at high rate (full target). This is presumably due to gain sagging.

During Run 2 the full set of dilution measurements were also taken once. There were four empty target runs (14909, 14915, 14916, 14919), each with the tracking detectors (HDCs, VDCs, and trigger scintillators) in the four different positions. This enabled
Figure 5.14: Measured rates for the evacuated and full targets for Run 2, by octant. The points include statistical error bars added in quadrature with the accidental correction uncertainty. Like in Run 1, octant 2 appears to have additional rate dependent problems, as is evidenced by the relative drop during full target (high rate) running compared to the other octants. For the final data set, Run 15125 was removed; it is included here for completeness, and to show reasonable consistency with Run 15033.

alternate rate calculation methods using the trigger scintillator, as well as the ability to finely explore octant dependent variations in the scattering profile. Four runs were also taken during this period on the full target (15033, 15108, 15115, and 15125), but incorrect settings with the trigger supervisor prescale eliminated 15108 and 15115 as useful. Run 15125 had large beam current drifts, and the only stable current period averaged ~80 nA; it was preferred to keep the current above this due to the large BCM residuals seen in Figure 5.11. Run 15033 had a stable period with average current of ~100 nA and no DAQ prescale problems, so was ideal for the Run 2 dilution analysis. Figure 5.14 provides the Run 2 current-normalized rates for the evacuated and full target running. Table 5.3 gives a summary of the average rates and corrections for the dilution runs.

Table 5.3: Summary of average rates and correction sizes for the dilution analysis. Both Run 1 and Run 2 averages are given here. These numbers include all eight octants, even though there are strong reasons why certain octants should be discarded, as discussed in the text.

Figures 5.13 and 5.14 both show changes in the octant dependence from low to high rate running (i.e., the shape of the variation). In Run 1 this was due to hardware
Figure 5.15: Measured rates for each octant normalized to main detector 1. In both Run 1 (left) and Run 2 (right) main detector 2 shows clear evidence of problems; with increased rate main detector 2’s response drops quickly. This is most pronounced in Run 1, whereas this appears to only be a problem at very large rates in Run 2. For these reasons Octant 2 will be discarded from the final Run 1 aluminum target dilution analysis.

problems such as noisy tubes and gain sagging [42]. Figure 5.15 shows the measured rates of each octant normalized to main detector 1, and that octant 2 in particular has serious problems. Octant 2 will be discarded in Run 1 for this reason. However, Table 5.3 shows that the average rate on the Run 2 full target is ~500 kHz, and these results appear consistent with the other low rate measurements. Therefore in Run 2 octant 2 data is discarded from the high-rate reference target normalization, but kept for the regular dilution analysis.

There is one final potential systematic shift using an empty target, which is thermal expansion of the thin target walls due to beam heating. Thermal expansion could potentially lead to changes in the target’s areal density during evacuated target running, an effect suppressed with addition of liquid hydrogen. Computational fluid dynamics simulations determined that the beam raises the target cell walls ~10K/µA, where the main heat dissipation mechanism come through conduction in the walls (it was difficult to simulate the complicated target geometry of the whole recirculation loop). Although more rigorous calculations are possible, it is simple to show the effect of any areal density changes is negligible. The coefficient of linear expansion for aluminum 7075-T6, $dL/L$, is $25 \times 10^{-6}$ m/K at room temperature, suggesting a relative change in areal density of only $2 \times (dL/L) \sim 0.05\%$. From the Third Law of Thermodynamics, $dL/L$ decreases as temperature decreases. Since the operating temperature of the empty target is between 30-40 K [120], this is a large upper bound.

The final ratio of empty target to full target current-normalized rates are shown
Figure 5.16: Calculated dilution factor, by octant, for both Run 1 and Run 2. Raw denotes corrections for accidentals and deadtime, but not higher-order radiative corrections. Statistical uncertainties are plotted, but are smaller than the points. Octant 2 is discarded in the Run 1 data. The orange band is the deadtime model uncertainty, while the yellow-band is the model uncertainty and 1.5% BCM uncertainty quadrature sum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octant</th>
<th>$f_{\text{average}}$ ($\times 10^{-2}$)</th>
<th>stat+sys ($\times 10^{-5}$)</th>
<th>deadtime model ($\times 10^{-4}$)</th>
<th>BCM ($\times 10^{-4}$)</th>
<th>Total ($\times 10^{-4}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run1</td>
<td>2.695</td>
<td>4.379</td>
<td>4.043</td>
<td>4.043</td>
<td>5.734</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run2</td>
<td>2.679</td>
<td>7.532</td>
<td>4.018</td>
<td>4.018</td>
<td>5.732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.4: The octant-averaged dilution for Runs 1 and 2, with uncertainties. The (stat+sys) column is the contribution due to statistics and accidental corrections. The deadtime model and BCM uncertainty are both assessed at 1.5%.

in Figure 5.16. Octant 2 is discarded due to the aforementioned rate dependence in Run 1. The deadtime model uncertainty (orange band) was empirically determined by noting the change in calculated dilution after shifting the double pulse resolution by its uncertainty ($\pm 30$ ns). The yellow band is the quadrature sum of the model-uncertainty and the nominal 1.5% BCM uncertainty.

The octant-averaged dilutions with uncertainties are given in Table 5.4. The decision to average over the octants was made to simplify the final $Q_{\text{weak}}$ analysis, since no other background corrections were made in an octant-dependent manner. Different methods of averaging (unweighted vs. weighting by the individual octant main detector asymmetry width) were investigated and found to vary less than a percent. Ultimately the simple arithmetic mean was used.

### 5.4 Radiative corrections

The dilution factor requires higher-order corrections. To minimize the upstream window contribution, the scattering profile was designed to fall slightly off the bar. When liquid
hydrogen is added to the target for the full measurements, increased radiative losses, bremsstrahlung, and multiple scattering shift the upstream window profile onto the bar. The downstream window profile, although sitting square on the bar, does experience a related shift which is purely kinematic (i.e., a change in the average $Q^2$).

Determining these higher-order corrections requires simulation, as there are no experimental techniques to separate the scattering of the individual upstream and downstream windows. Some progress has been made using the drift chambers to perform such an analysis, but is of modest statistical power and is not discussed further. Applying higher-order corrections is an intricate process, and it helps by separating components into individual upstream and downstream window scattering rates as $Y_{US}$ and $Y_{DS}$ respectively. For instance, one can re-cast the raw dilution calculated previously as

$$f_{raw} = \frac{Y_{empty}}{Y_{full}} = \frac{Y_{US} + Y_{DS}}{Y_{US} + Y_{DS} + Y_{LH2}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.13)$$

The individual upstream and downstream window empty target rate fractions can be defined as

$$f_{US} \equiv \frac{Y_{US}}{Y_{US} + Y_{DS}} \quad f_{DS} \equiv \frac{Y_{DS}}{Y_{US} + Y_{DS}},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.14)$$

with the important constraint

$$f_{US} + f_{DS} = 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.15)$$

A radiatively corrected dilution factor, $f^{rad}$, can then be defined as

$$f^{rad} = \left( C_{US}^{rad} f_{US} + C_{DS}^{rad} f_{DS} \right) f_{raw},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.16)$$

where $C_{US}^{rad}$ and $C_{DS}^{rad}$ are the individual upstream and downstream window radiative correction factors. Both the individual window fractions, $f_{US}$ and $f_{DS}$, and the correction factors, $C_{US}^{rad}$ and $C_{DS}^{rad}$, come from simulation. The correction factors are simply the simulation’s predicted ratio of scattering rate for the individual windows of a full target with that of an empty target:

$$C_{US/DS}^{rad} = \frac{Y_{sim}^{US/DS} (full)}{Y_{sim}^{US/DS} (empty)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)$$

The average empty target rate fractions and correction factors determined by GEANT4 [121] are given in Table 5.5. For the final analysis, the correction factors were determined for each octant and applied individually before taking the octant average to account for any potential octant-dependent effects. This analysis was done with the Run 2 simulation, but should also provide an acceptable estimate of the Run 1 correction.
### Table 5.5: Octant-averaged correction factor values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$f_{US} \text{ (10%)}$</th>
<th>$C_{US}^{rad}$</th>
<th>$f_{DS} \text{ (10%)}$</th>
<th>$C_{DS}^{rad}$</th>
<th>$(f_{US} C_{US}^{rad} + f_{DS} C_{DS}^{rad})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>.957</td>
<td>1.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.4.1 Simulation model uncertainties

Since these additional radiative effects shift the upstream window scattering profile onto the main detector focal plane, one way to assess the simulation’s validity would be seeing how the detector rates vary as a function of the spectrometer magnet’s (QTOR) magnetic field. Increased magnetic field adds more bending or deflection to the elastically scattered electrons, increasing the percentage of the elastically scattered profile on the main detector focal plane; decreased magnetic field would likewise reduce the deflection, lessening the amount of the scattering profile on the detector focal plane. Comparison of predicted rates with measurements during such QTOR scans, where the magnetic field was changed, should accurately gauge the simulation’s accuracy in treating such energy changes.

QTOR scans were conducted in both Run 1 and Run 2, however the data shown here are from Run 1 only. Both upstream 1% radiation length (US-1%) and downstream 4% radiation length (DS-4%) solid targets were used for these studies. Figure 5.17 shows the absolute rates during QTOR scans with the upstream (left) and downstream (right) solid targets. Measured data are represented by blue circles, while open-red squares show the predicted rates from simulation. The nominal QTOR setting where the elastic rate is maximized is at 8921 A. Note that the downstream target rate is essentially flat at fields larger than this point, presumably because the scattering profile sits squarely on the detector focal plane and is thus relatively insensitive to changes in the magnetic field.

Note also that although the overall scale is off, the downstream variation closely matches the data for currents $\approx$8800 A. Figure 5.18 shows this by plotting the relative rate change comparison to the rate at the nominal setting for both upstream (left) and downstream (right) targets. Notice that the downstream target shows excellent agreement; the upstream window shows reasonable agreement in the vicinity immediately around the peak, but shows larger disparity beyond a 1% change in field.

Figure 5.19 shows the percent difference between the measured and simulated rates as a function of QTOR current. As noted previously, the relative rate difference is at the percent level around the elastic peak, but quickly grows. The disagreement is approximately 10% for a 1% shift in QTOR, and approximately doubles with an increase
Figure 5.17: Absolute rates during QTOR magnet field scans (measured rates are blue circles, predictions from simulation red squares). The magnetic field is proportional to the magnet current (A).

Figure 5.18: Relative rates during QTOR magnet field scans (measured rates are blue circles, predictions from simulation red squares). The rates are normalized to the nominal magnetic setting at 8921 A.
of QTOR field of 1.5%. Early simulations suggested that the energy loss from adding LH$_2$ into an empty target is roughly equivalent to an increase of 1% in the QTOR field. Therefore, to be conservative, a 25% model uncertainty is assigned for these discrepancies between simulation and data. Since the radiative correction determined in Section 5.4 is approximately 6%, this corresponds to a 1.6% uncertainty on the final dilution value.

![Figure 5.19](image)

Figure 5.19: Relative upstream 1% aluminum solid target rate difference between measured rates and predicted rates, in percent, versus magnet current.

## 5.5 Dilution final results

The octant-average of the dilutions, including uncertainties are given in Table 5.6. Figure 5.20 shows the final radiatively corrected dilution factors by octant. The orange box is the deadtime correction model uncertainty, the combined yellow and orange boxes give the total uncertainty from the model correction and BCM uncertainty, while the combined yellow, orange, and green boxes give the total model uncertainty, including the simulation model dependence. The simulation model uncertainty is only applicable for the radiatively corrected points (red squares). The uncertainty of the corrected points is large compared to the raw data from the simulation statistics. The final dilution uncertainty is approximately 2.8% of itself.
Table 5.6: The octant-averaged dilution with higher order correction for Runs 1 and 2, with uncertainties. The (stat+sys) column is the contribution due to statistics and accidental corrections. The deadtime model and BCM uncertainty are both assessed at 1.5%. The simulation model uncertainty remains under active investigation at this time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octant</th>
<th>$f_{average} \times 10^{-2}$</th>
<th>stat+sys $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>deadtime model $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>BCM $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>simulation model $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
<th>total $\times 10^{-4}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Run1</td>
<td>2.869</td>
<td>2.321</td>
<td>4.304</td>
<td>4.304</td>
<td>4.639</td>
<td>7.997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run2</td>
<td>2.851</td>
<td>2.310</td>
<td>4.286</td>
<td>4.285</td>
<td>4.616</td>
<td>7.959</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.20: Dilution factors including radiative corrections for both Run 2. The uncertainty boxes are for the deadtime model (orange), the quadrature sum of deadtime and BCM uncertainty (yellow), and the total model error, including simulation uncertainties (green).
Chapter 6

The Parity-Violating Asymmetry of Aluminum

Chapter 3 introduced the aluminum contribution in $Q_{\text{weak}}$, concentrating on the rate fraction of events from the target walls. Equally important is determining the parity-violating asymmetry from the target’s aluminum alloy, which is this chapter’s focus. For the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Run 0 result [48], the parity-violating asymmetry of the aluminum alloy was determined to 15% of itself; in this chapter the full statistical power of the Run 2 dataset will be utilized, bringing the final uncertainty to below 5%. Aside from being necessary in the analysis of $Q_{\text{weak}}$, it is possible to extract the parity-violating asymmetry of pure aluminum from this dataset as well. A short discussion of the requirements of such an analysis is found in Chapter 7. It is expected this latter measurement will be published within the next year.

6.1 Aluminum asymmetry overview

A thick aluminum dummy target, made of the same aluminum alloy as the cryotarget walls, was used periodically throughout Run 2 for data taking. Data were split into several convenient sections, depending on the configuration of the polarized source and injector magnets (Section 3.2 describes these in detail). Run 2 was separated into 5 major periods called Wiens, each labeled by the state of the injector solenoid magnet (as discussed in Section 3.2.2). After several weeks of data taking in one configuration, the solenoid magnet polarity was reversed, thereby reversing the sign of the experimentally produced electrons relative to the laser helicity at the photocathode. Each magnet reversal constituted a new Wien period. There were 11 Wiens in $Q_{\text{weak}}$: Run 0 was Wien 0, Run 1 consisted of Wiens 1-5, and Run 2 incorporated Wiens 6-10.

Minor divisions, called slugs, were groups of data with a common insertable half-
wave plate configuration.\textsuperscript{1} Slugs are labeled as half-wave plate in or half-wave plate out; typically they were taken in pairs, with equal amounts of data in each half-wave plate state. Generally slugs contain 4 hours of data each, although some slugs contain 8 hours. The goal was to keep similar amounts of data in each slug, and a similar number of slugs in each Wien, to balance statistical power between slug and Wien pairs.

The smallest division of data was a runlet. Runlets comprised approximately 6 minutes of data. Anywhere from 10-12 runlets combined into roughly hour long runs. Generally beam properties and detector response were investigated at the runlet level for purposes of monitoring data quality. One notable exception was looking at runlets immediately after changing the half-wave plate or Wien states. During these periods, other changes to the polarized source were required to minimize charge asymmetry. These transition runs were often scrutinized at the level of quartets.

In all, Run 2 aluminum data was taken in 4 Wiens and 36 slugs. Each period can be labeled with its number (6, 8, 9, 10), or its state (\textit{i.e.}, “In, flip-left” or “Out, flip-right”). Wien 6 was unique as it was 2-pass beam, causing an extra polarization reversal, identical to a Wien flip. Therefore Wiens 6, 8, and 10 all shared similar injector configurations. No aluminum data were taken during Wien 7.

The aluminum data were divided into three groups based on rigorous data quality criteria. Good runs meet all the data quality requirements, bad runs fail for one or more of these criteria, while suspect runs have one parameter at the limits of the acceptable bounds (\textit{e.g.}, charge asymmetry in transition runs). Generally, suspect runs underwent further analysis with the hope they may be more definitively categorized. For the final analysis only good runs were included. A full description of the data quality requirements are found in Section 6.2.

## 6.2 Data quality

Two primary types of data quality conditions were enforced. The first were automatic cuts based on beam and detector hardware parameters, such as beam current and accelerator cavity stability. For example, if one of the SRF accelerator cavities tripped off, any data collected during its restoration of beam would be cut. These periods of data cuts lasted until the stable beam current was returned. These software cuts are discussed in \[122\].

Other hardware or device cuts were also implemented outside of software. These

\textsuperscript{1}This was the insertable half-wave plate positioned before the Pockels cell on the laser table.
primarily include hardware checks; for example there were periods where the QTOR power supply would temporarily fail or shut-off mid-run, and several runs where automated charge feedback systems failed leading to excessively large charge asymmetries (several thousand ppm). Since regression studies require at least 5000 quartets per runlet, runlets with fewer than 5000 quartets were also discarded. The full list of these cut runlets are documented in the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ electronic logbook [123, 124], and consisted of approximately 200 runlets. The original raw dataset consisted of approximately 2200 runlets.

After these principal cuts were enacted, a secondary set of standards were developed and implemented, ultimately sorting each runlet into good, suspect, or bad groupings. Initial sorting was based on beam charge asymmetry, or the subtle difference in the amount of beam charge produced between positive and negative helicity states.$^2$ Large charge asymmetry affects the data adversely if there is any small non-linear response in the detector chain, and acceptable levels are typically several parts per million.

During data taking, the charge asymmetry was minimized by an active charge feedback mechanism (Section 3.2.1) and careful configuration of the polarized source optical components. After changing the half-wave plate state, the Pockels cell voltage is reconfigured. During these transition periods charge asymmetry is unacceptably large and unstable. Each transition runlet was individually investigated, and labeled as acceptable, unacceptable, or borderline.

Figure 6.1 is an example of an acceptable transition runlet. The charge asymmetry appears statistically distributed around zero with no drifting. Figure 6.2 shows an example of a clearly unacceptable transition run. The charge asymmetry is large, switches sign, and only falls to zero at the end. Figure 6.3 shows the third class, where the average charge asymmetry is relatively small, but shows large drifts. These borderline runs were marked as suspect and removed from this analysis.

Runs with excessively large average charge asymmetry (>30 ppm) were immediately discarded. Figure 6.4 shows the average charge asymmetry of the remaining runlets; the charge asymmetry average is consistent with zero. A Gaussian fit is shown in red. The fit width is 1.1 ppm. Runlets within 5 $\sigma$ of zero were marked good, while runlets between 5-10 $\sigma$ of zero were marked suspect, to be conservative. All runs outside of the 10 $\sigma$ acceptance were individually investigated, but were ultimately discarded due to other data quality problems.

$^2$This might be from differing amounts of residual linear polarization in the laser light entering the Pockels cell.
Figure 6.1: Beam charge asymmetry minimization in an acceptable transition run.

Figure 6.2: Beam charge asymmetry minimization in an unacceptable transition run.

Figure 6.3: Beam charge asymmetry minimization in a borderline transition run.
After the charge asymmetry cuts, various detector outputs and beam properties were meticulously investigated [123, 125]. Runlets with significant variations in detector signal, detector output width, or beam properties were flagged for further investigation; runlets were not cut based solely on these deviations.

Two periods early in Wien 8 were particularly noticeable for fluctuations in both beam parameters and detector response. The first was a period of bad transmission in Slug 1038, and early in Slug 1043. Charge asymmetry had been increasing during LH$_2$ production running immediately preceding the aluminum measurements. To compensate, settings of magnets located in the injector were changed, but accidentally resulted in large shifts in the BCM double difference widths, indicating excessive noise or fluctuations in beam current (see Section 3.3.2). Fluctuations were also seen in the helicity-correlated energy differences and the energy difference widths for this period, although these effects might be uncorrelated.

The second period occurred in Slug 1035 during a series of accelerator tests using the new 100 MeV accelerator SRF cavities. These cavities were developed for the upcoming 12 GeV energy upgrade at JLab, and were periodically used for beam studies throughout Run 2. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the BCM double differences and energy difference during Wien 8. The fluctuations are clearly apparent. To be conservative, both of these periods were marked as suspect.

During slugs 1059-1061 (Wien 10) there were read-out problems in BPM 3c12. As
Figure 6.5: BCM78 double differences (top) and their RMS (bottom) by runlet. The slugs are labeled on the plot. All good and suspect data are shown. The variances in Slug 1038 and beginning of Slug 1039 are periods of bad transmission, while those in Slug 1035 are from C100 SRF cavity tests.

discussed in Section 3.3.3, BPM 3c12 functions as an important energy monitor in the arc. Most of the original regression schemes require BCM 3c12, so an additional regression scheme (set13) using BPM 3c11 was developed to facilitate a regression analysis with the full aluminum data set. BPM 3c11 is a reasonable energy monitor, having half the energy sensitivity as BPM 3c12.

The final analysis was conducted using both the good data separately, and a combination of both good and suspect data combined to look for possible systematic effects. The combined good and suspect data set contained 1953 runlets and $1.03 \times 10^9$ quartets, while the good-only data set contained 1822 runlets and $9.68 \times 10^8$ quartets.
Figure 6.6: Helicity-correlated energy differences (top) and their RMS (bottom) by runlet. The slugs are labeled on the plot. All good and suspect data are shown. The variances in Slug 1038 and beginning of Slug 1039 are periods of bad transmission, while those in Slug 1035 are from C100 SRF cavity tests.

Recently, an interesting effect was discovered. A best fit line to a constant was determined for each individual main detector asymmetry over all of Run 2 (the asymmetries were sign-corrected). The probability of observing a \( \chi^2 \) at least as extreme by chance is shown in Figure 6.7. The probabilities are shown for all eight detectors, including all 4 Wien periods (blue circles) and all but Wien 10 (red squares). Ideally, the fit probability should be around 0.50. Note that for main detectors 6, 7, and 8 the fit probabilities are quite unlikely (the probabilities are \(~0.001\). The likelihood of getting a \( \chi^2 \) as extreme by chance is approximately 1 in a million.

This recent finding has initiated further investigation, but these have born little
Figure 6.7: The sign-corrected main detector asymmetries were fit over all of Run 2. Plotted is the probability of observing a $\chi^2$ at least as extreme as observed by chance, with (blue circles) and without (red squares) Wien 10.

fruit. The most notable finding was that even after beamline background corrections, large residual correlations to the beam parameters $Y$ and $Y$-angle remain during Wien 10. Since removal of Wien 10 improves the fit in octant 7 and also eliminates the residual correlations, some advocate discarding it$^3$. However, one should be cautious about choosing a data set based solely on the measured main detector asymmetry alone. So, with no cogent explanation demanding its dismissal, Wien 10 remains labeled good and is included in the analysis.

6.3 Asymmetry analysis

The measured parity-violating asymmetry of the aluminum target alloy is presented in this section. All analysis includes only runs labeled good, as discussed in Section 6.2, unless otherwise specified. Data will routinely be separated into positive and negative averages; these are periods where the expected asymmetry is positive or negative, respectively, due to the half-wave plate and Wien configurations.

One useful metric for examining possible problems due to helicity-correlated systematics involves constructing the NULL asymmetry. The NULL asymmetry is the sum of the average negative and positive asymmetries; any significant non-zero result indicates improper cancellation of false asymmetries which must be investigated and removed. The physics asymmetry is calculated by taking the difference of the weighted-average

$^3$Discarding Wien 10 would increase the final statistical uncertainty of this analysis by less than 10 ppb.
positive and negative asymmetries. These averages are usually analyzed at different times scales (Wiens, slugs, and runlets) to better understand any time dependencies.

Corrections must then be made for various backgrounds and polarization. The measured asymmetry, $A_{\text{meas}}$, is related to the true asymmetry, $A_{\text{Al}}$, by

$$A_{\text{meas}} = P \left[ \left( 1 - \sum_i f_{i\text{bgd}}^{\text{f}} \right) A_{\text{Al}} + \sum_i f_{i\text{bgd}}^{\text{i}} A_{i\text{bgd}} \right], \quad (6.1)$$

where $f_{i\text{bgd}}^{\text{f}}$ and $A_{i\text{bgd}}^{\text{i}}$ are the background dilutions and asymmetries, respectively. For the aluminum contribution in $Q_{\text{weak}}$, the only relevant background sources are the beamline and QTOR transport backgrounds. Extracting the pure aluminum parity-violating asymmetry will require correcting for other background sources such as contaminants, detector acceptance, and radiative effects.

Unlike other corrections, the exact origins of the neutral beamline backgrounds are not well established, although the favored explanation is helicity-correlated beam components interacting with either the beamline or the tungsten plug. These components could be helicity-correlated beam halo changes or possibly position shifts \cite{126}. The background asymmetry measured by the main detectors is tightly correlated with the upstream luminosity monitor asymmetries. These correlations are extracted over the course of Run 2, and applied at the slug level (the size of the correction is time dependent). This dilution is time independent, and is measured during studies where large tungsten shutters are installed in the collimators, blocking two octants. This analysis is the subject of \cite{127}.

The QTOR transport backgrounds are primarily neutral backgrounds passing through the collimators. Processes include neutral particles from scattering events off the collimator slit and shielding wall, and are measured in dedicated runs during low-current tracking mode measurements, including runs using the tungsten shutters. The dilution is measured to be $(0.5 \pm 0.1)\%$ \cite{122}, but its asymmetry is simulated. The asymmetry is assumed to be from the parent process (elastic or quasielastic scattering, for example). To be conservative, this asymmetry is assumed the full value of the elastic $e \cdot Al$ asymmetry, with 100% uncertainty.

It is expected that the elastic and quasielastic asymmetries for pure aluminum can be extracted from the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ data, and this extraction will require more in-depth analysis to account for radiative effects and acceptance corrections, much like the full $Q_{\text{weak}} LH_2$ result. These are briefly discussed in Section 7.3.
Figure 6.8: (top) Unregressed asymmetry by slug; (bottom) including sign correction.

6.3.1 Raw asymmetry and background corrections

The unregressed measured asymmetry is summarized in Figures 6.8 and 6.9, and Table 6.1. These data include neither beamline background nor polarization corrections. The fits are to a constant, and although none of the fits are unrealistic, the negative state fits are relatively poor as judged by their reduced $\chi^2$ and fit probabilities. In particular, Wien 8 has a reasonably large NULL asymmetry, $1.8\sigma$ from zero. The other Wiens have NULLs consistent within $1\sigma$ of zero. The statistical precision is 61.9 ppb including only the good data. This is approximately a 4.4% precision measurement. Discarding Wien 10 would increase the statistical uncertainty to approximately 64.6 ppb, a 2.7 ppb increase.

For the aluminum analysis, the regression scheme used was set13, which uses BPM3c11
Figure 6.9: (top) Unregressed asymmetry by Wien; (bottom) including sign correction.

Table 6.1: Summary of the extracted aluminum asymmetry by slug before background and polarization corrections. NEG and POS refer to the averaged negative and positive state asymmetries, while NULL and PHYS give the average difference and weighted-average sum of NEG and POS, respectively.
Figure 6.10: (top) Slug asymmetries, regressed using regression scheme set13; (bottom) including sign correction.

as an energy monitor. Figure 6.10 shows the regressed aluminum asymmetry for each slug in Run 2. An analysis of the effects of the other regression schemes was conducted, and is summarized at the end of this section in Table 6.6. This shows that variation in calculated asymmetry after applying regression is on the order of several parts-per-billion. The various regression schemes were discussed in Section 3.3.4.

The effect of beamline background correction is largely negligible, except for a shift of $\sim$50 ppb in Wien 6 IN (see Figure 6.11). This large shift originates in slug 1029. The main detector weighted-averaged asymmetry for slug 1029 is $1.94 \pm 0.37$ before the correction and $1.82 \pm 0.37$ ppm afterwards, a correction of approximately 100 ppb. After investigation no cause or explanation has been found, and although large, this is within the slug’s statistical uncertainty.
Figure 6.11: Beamline background correction sizes by Wien and half-wave plate state. Corrected data are open markers, while un-corrected data are solid markers. Polarization has not been taken into account.

Table 6.2: Slug averaged polarization values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slug Range</th>
<th>Polarization(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1033-1043</td>
<td>88.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1044-1047</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1048-1052</td>
<td>89.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1053-1058</td>
<td>87.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1059-1065</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Systematic uncertainty: 0.62%

Polarization corrections are made on a slug basis. These numbers used combined results from both Møller and Compton polarimeters. The corrections by slug range are given in Table 6.2. The total systematic error for the combined polarization analysis is 0.62%, and this is added in quadrature only to the final calculated value to avoid treating this as a statistical uncertainty.

Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the slug and Wien-averaged asymmetries after both the beamline background and polarization corrections. Table 6.3 summarizes the overall NULL and extracted physics asymmetries. The fits for the negative states remain rather poor, although still statistically acceptable.

To extract the true aluminum alloy asymmetry, corrections for the neutral QTOR transport channel must now be accounted for. As discussed previously, the associated dilution factor is taken to be $f_{qtor} = (0.08 \pm 0.08)\%$. Combined with the assumed asymmetry of 1.606 ppm, the total correction is $1.28 \pm 1.28$ ppb. After scaling by the total dilution factor ($f_{tot} = f_{qtor} + f_{beamline} = 0.77\%$), the final measured aluminum
Figure 6.12: (top) Regressed asymmetry by slug after corrections; (bottom) including sign correction.

Table 6.3: Summary of the corrected aluminum asymmetries by slug.
Figure 6.13: (top) Regressed asymmetry by Wien after corrections; (bottom) including sign correction.
Average Helicity Correlated Beam Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X position (nm)</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y position (nm)</td>
<td>-5.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X angle (nrad)</td>
<td>0.0677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y angle (nrad)</td>
<td>-0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (ppb)</td>
<td>-0.330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average Main Detector Sensitivities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X position (ppm/mm)</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y position (ppm/mm)</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X angle (ppm/µrad)</td>
<td>-0.393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y angle (ppm/µrad)</td>
<td>0.137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy (ppm/ppm)</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charge (%)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4: Run 2 average helicity-correlated beam parameters during aluminum running.

Table 6.5: Average main detector sensitivities to helicity-correlated position, angle, energy, and charge differences.

asymmetry is $A_{meas} = 1.617 \pm 0.0704$ (statistical).

The systematic uncertainty currently has four main components:

- Polarization
- Detector non-linearity
- Regression scheme dependence
- Effect of including suspect runs

The polarization contribution is trivial: since the polarization uncertainty is 0.62%, its contribution to the aluminum asymmetry is simply 10.0 ppb.

The main detectors are known to be non-linear at the $(0.20 \pm 0.20)\%$ level [128]. Being a property of the detector, any measured asymmetry will need to be corrected. The full formalism has not been adequately developed by the collaboration at this time. For this reason, an uncertainty of 3.2 ppb (100% of the effect size) is attributed.

The detector non-linearity can also contribute through the BCMs. In general, the main detector is sensitive to helicity-correlated beam parameters. These sensitivities are used during regression. Helicity-correlated differences in charge, however, might contribute false asymmetries due to the main detector non-linearity as well. Tables 6.4 and 6.5 give the average helicity-correlated parameters and main detector sensitivities during aluminum running, for all parameters. Recall from Figure 6.4 the average charge asymmetry for Run 2 is $\approx 2$ ppb. The possible effect from detector non-linearity from the BCM is the product of the average charge asymmetry with the main detector sensitivity to charge: $2$ ppb $\times$ (1.10%), which is negligible.

The regression correction uncertainty was studied by looking at the effect of using various regression schemes. Table 6.6 summarizes the results of the beamline background corrected asymmetries using various regression schemes. Since the majority of
Table 6.6: Effect of various regression schemes on the average, beamline background corrected aluminum asymmetry. “prob” is the probability of the best-fit reduced-$\chi^2$ being at least that extreme by chance. Regression sets with an asterisk (*) indicate they include regression against charge asymmetry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression set</th>
<th>Avg (ppm)</th>
<th>Error (ppm)</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>prob(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>raw</td>
<td>1.4226</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>1.393</td>
<td>0.0690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on</td>
<td>1.4208</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>0.0746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+1*</td>
<td>1.4239</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>0.0755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set3*</td>
<td>1.4239</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>1.378</td>
<td>0.0755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set4*</td>
<td>1.4208</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>0.0744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set7</td>
<td>1.4201</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.377</td>
<td>0.0758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set8*</td>
<td>1.4250</td>
<td>0.0646</td>
<td>1.406</td>
<td>0.0637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set10*</td>
<td>1.4222</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>0.0747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set11</td>
<td>1.4208</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>0.0746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set13</td>
<td>1.4221</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>1.381</td>
<td>0.0743</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When including suspect runs into the analysis, the average asymmetry shifts 0.8 ppb. An additional uncertainty of 1 ppb will be added for this cut dependence uncertainty.

Therefore, the final aluminum asymmetry, including all necessary corrections, is $1.6174 \pm 0.0704 \, \text{(stat.)} \pm 0.011 \, \text{(sys.)} \, \text{ppm}$.

### 6.3.2 Extracting the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ correction

Relating the measured asymmetry of the downstream solid 4% target to the asymmetry of the actual windows requires slight corrections due to the different window locations and the radiative effect of LH$_2$. These slight kinematic adjustments are similar to those discussed in Section 5.4. Like those higher-order corrections, these kinematic adjustments are also determined through GEANT4 simulations.

The elastic cross section and asymmetry of electron-aluminum scattering were discussed in Section 2.2 and 2.3, but elastic scattering only accounts for approximately 80% of the total window rate. The other 20% consists of quasielastic and inelastic scattering, which are possible because of $Q_{\text{weak}}$’s open acceptance and modest energy resolution (scattered electrons with 100 MeV of energy loss may reach the detector...
focal plane). Reasonable cross-section calculations exist for many of these processes, however wherever possible empirical fits were used. The parity-violating asymmetries of these non-elastic processes are not well known, but various models have been developed to approximate these. Fortunately, many of these processes have small rate fractions (~5% or less), so even if their asymmetry is not well known, their total systematic uncertainty contribution is small. This is because the contribution to the total uncertainty is proportional to each process’s fractional rate contribution (for example, see [47]).

The quasielastic (QE) cross section was implemented in GEANT4 using “super-scaling” formalism with electron-proton data [129, 130]. As a first-order estimate of the asymmetry, the quasi-static approximation is used, where one assumes that the asymmetry is identical to scattering from a free proton or neutron. The authors of [131] studied this model, but neglected final-state interactions. This naive estimate predicts a cross-section weighted asymmetry of −0.24 ppm. Comparing these results to calculations including final state interactions on deuterium suggest this simple model is approximately one-third of the correct value [132]. The final quasielastic asymmetry is calculated as -0.9 ppm, with 100% uncertainty to be conservative.

Inelastic processes contribute primarily through three channels. It is immediately emphasized that although clear, precise definitions of these channels exist, inelastic processes are defined differently between high and low energy researchers, often leading to confusion in the literature. Medium and high energy groups typically classify inelastic processes as those exciting individual nucleons (i.e., π production), while low energy groups classify whole nucleus excitations as inelastic. Typically the meaning is clear through context; however, the difficulty is that both π production and nuclear excited states contribute to the asymmetry, and furthermore, are kinematically indistinguishable due to the large $Q_{\text{weak}}$ acceptance.

The first contributing inelastic process is quasi-static resonance production; that is, π production through decay of excited nucleon states (e.g., $N \rightarrow \Delta \rightarrow \pi$). These processes are heavily suppressed in $Q_{\text{weak}}$, because electrons must transfer significant energy to the proton for pion production ($\approx 130$ MeV), making it difficult to be kinematically accepted into the detector. This particular channel is designated simply as inelastic scattering here. This inelastic contribution is, like the quasielastic case, also modeled by [129, 130]. The asymmetry is assumed to be identical to the elastic asymmetry with a 100% uncertainty.

Low energy nuclear excitations typically involve much smaller energy transfer (on
the order of several MeV), and therefore are not part of the radiative tail. These interactions excite the whole nucleus, where one or more nucleons are excited into a higher orbital. Additionally, these may involve rotation or vibration of the entire nucleus. Descriptions of these states typically abandon the harmonic oscillator assumption seen in the elastic cross-section (Section 2.2) in favour of shell-model calculations. These are defined here as single particle excited states (SPS) or shell model states.

Lastly, there are additional contributions from collective resonances, where the proton and neutron distributions move synchronously. These require energy transfers in the 10's of MeV, and include the well-known Giant Dipole Resonance, (GDR) which is an isovector excitation, meaning the proton and neutron distributions oscillate out of phase.

Generally, these low energy inelastic states are described by the isospin of their excitation \[47, 133\], such that:

\[ A \approx +(-)A_0Q^2, \tag{6.2} \]

where \( A_0 = \frac{G_F}{4\pi\alpha} \sim 1.28 \times 10^{-4} \text{ (GeV/c)}^2 \), and positive (negative) states are for isoscaler (isovector) excitations. This relationship is a simple estimate, and generally good to within a factor of two. It is important to emphasize that this large uncertainty is acceptable in practice so long as the rate fraction for the process is relatively small, as with these resonances.

For discrete, single particle excitation states, the cross-sections are empirical fits from \[134, 135\]. Only the lowest-level excited states (<3.5 MeV) contribute, because the form factors for higher level states are suppressed by an order-of-magnitude. No explicit asymmetry correction is made for the single particle states at this time \( A_{SPS} = 0 \), but a large uncertainty of 2.5 ppm is assigned.

The giant dipole resonance is a well studied phenomenon, and the cross-section is estimated by \[136\]. As an isovector excitation, the asymmetry is negative, and estimated by equation (6.2). To be conservative, an uncertainty of 100% is attributed to this asymmetry.

Tables 6.7 - 6.9 give the average rate, rate fraction, \( Q^2 \), and asymmetry of each process for the upstream window, downstream window, and solid 4% downstream target, respectively. These were determined via simulation, and are used to determine the appropriate kinematic correction factors.

The total, kinematically corrected upstream and downstream window asymmetries,
Upstream Window Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Rate (kHZ/nA)</th>
<th>f (%)</th>
<th>$Q^2$ (GeV/c)$^2$</th>
<th>Asymmetry (ppm)</th>
<th>$f^*\text{Asym}$ (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td>$4.83 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.0200</td>
<td>1.786</td>
<td>1.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE</td>
<td>$6.14 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0235</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
<td>0.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inelastic</td>
<td>$3.74 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.0227</td>
<td>2.069</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>$1.47 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.0235</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDR</td>
<td>$2.27 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.0211</td>
<td>-2.711</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Average rates, rate fractions, $Q^2$, and asymmetries for the upstream target window. The asymmetry determination is discussed in the text.

Downstream Window Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Rate (kHZ/nA)</th>
<th>f (%)</th>
<th>$Q^2$ (GeV/c)$^2$</th>
<th>Asymmetry (ppm)</th>
<th>$f^*\text{Asym}$ (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td>$3.84 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.0237</td>
<td>2.113</td>
<td>1.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE</td>
<td>$7.42 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.0285</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inelastic</td>
<td>$3.76 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
<td>2.069</td>
<td>0.130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>$1.36 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.0286</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDR</td>
<td>$1.94 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.0247</td>
<td>-3.180</td>
<td>-0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Average rates, rate fractions, $Q^2$, and asymmetries for the downstream target window. The asymmetry determination is discussed in the text.

\[
\overline{A}^{US} \text{ and } \overline{A}^{DS}, \text{ can be expressed as}

\[
\overline{A}^{US} = A_{\text{meas}} \times \frac{A^{US}}{A^{DS-4\%}} \text{, and}
\overline{A}^{DS} = A_{\text{meas}} \times \frac{A^{DS}}{A^{DS-4\%}}
\]

(6.3)

where the overline reminds us a kinematic correction has been applied to the measured asymmetry, $A_{\text{meas}}$, and $A^{US}$ and $A^{DS-4\%}$ are the simulated upstream and 4% solid target asymmetries, respectively. These include contributions from all scattering processes, each weighted by their relative rate fraction, $f_i$. For example, the total weighted solid 4% target asymmetry is given by

\[
A^{DS-4\%} = \sum_i f_i^{DS-4\%} A_i^{DS-4\%}
\]

(6.4)

where the summation index $i$ runs over each process (elastic, quasielastic, inelastic, single particle excitations, and the giant dipole resonance). $f_i^{DS-4\%}$ and $A_i^{DS-4\%}$ are the process rate fractions and asymmetry contributions from Table 6.9. Similar equations for the upstream and downstream window asymmetries can be written.

The average weighted asymmetry contribution from the windows, $(A)_{\text{win}}$, is given
Downstream 4% Solid Target Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Rate (kHz/nA)</th>
<th>f (%)</th>
<th>$Q^2$ (GeV/c)$^2$</th>
<th>Asymmetry (ppm)</th>
<th>$f^*Asym$ (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elastic</td>
<td>1.49 × 10$^0$</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.0232</td>
<td>2.0691</td>
<td>1.631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE</td>
<td>2.14 × 10$^{-1}$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0291</td>
<td>-0.900</td>
<td>-0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inelastic</td>
<td>1.09 × 10$^{-1}$</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
<td>2.0691</td>
<td>0.1195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPS</td>
<td>6.87 × 10$^{-2}$</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.0290</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDR</td>
<td>7.92 × 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.0251</td>
<td>-3.2368</td>
<td>-0.0136</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.9: Average rates, rate fractions, $Q^2$, and asymmetries for the solid 4% aluminum target. The asymmetry determination is discussed in the text.

as the absolute rate weighted average of each process:

$$\langle A\rangle_{\text{win}} = \frac{R^{US}A^{US} + R^{DS}A^{DS}}{R^{US} + R^{DS}},$$

(6.5)

where $R^{US}$ ($R^{DS}$) is the total rate of the upstream (downstream) window as determined by simulation. To be conservative, a blanket 5% uncertainty is given for the knowledge of the absolute elastic scattering rate, and 50% uncertainties are assigned for the non-elastic rates. The elastic asymmetry uncertainty is assumed 10%, while the other uncertainties are assigned 100% of their values.

An extra model uncertainty is present for each process, and is determined by varying the rate and asymmetry by its respective uncertainty. The total model uncertainty quoted below is the quadrature sum of these individual process uncertainties. This is likely an overestimate, as it does not take into account correlations between the numerators and denominators of equations (6.3) and (6.4). The final calculated window asymmetry is then given as

$$\langle A\rangle_{\text{win}} = 1.5026 \pm 0.0660 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.0102 \text{ (sys.)} \pm 0.0346 \text{ (model) ppm.}$$

(6.6)

This is a 5% determination of the aluminum window asymmetry. The leading model uncertainty is driven by the uncertainty of the inelastic contributions, in particular the large inelastic scatters in the radiative tail and the inelastic single particle excited states.
Chapter 7

Concluding discussions

Past chapters concentrated on introducing the Standard Model, \(Q_{\text{weak}}\), and several important experiment corrections, namely sub-percent determination of the electron beam polarization (Chapter 4) and accounting for the large contribution of the target’s aluminum walls (Chapters 5 and 6). This final chapter will summarize the findings of those experimental corrections, and then focus on the impact these new results will have in the final \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) analysis. It concludes with a summary of suggestions for future work, including a short discussion about extracting the parity-violating asymmetry of pure aluminum from the results obtained in Chapter 6.

7.1 Summary of findings

This thesis reports the first sub-percent precision determination of electron beam polarization by the Hall C Møller polarimeter (Chapter 4, Table 4.4). These sub-percent results were limited to \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) Run 2. During Run 1, one of the magneto-optical elements (a large quadrupole) developed an intermittent electrical short in one coil. This resulted in a time-dependent magnetic field and asymmetric detector acceptance. To account for this, a magneto-static model was developed and implemented in the Møller Monte Carlo. This model showed good agreement with systematic studies. The final Run 1 polarization was ultimately determined to a precision of 1.10%.

During Run 2, complementary polarization measurements were provided by a new Compton polarimeter, which ran continuously at high current during production running, and also provided sub-percent polarization results. The two polarimeter results agreed on average to within 0.70%, which is within their uncertainties. A cross-calibration between the two was also performed and is the subject of Appendix A. This result is an important ancillary measurement, as it is the first time two indepen-
dent, sub-percent-precision polarimeters have measured beam polarization in the same experiment hall at Jefferson Lab. Both polarimeter results were in excellent agreement.

The aluminum target window contribution from $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is the largest experimental background, resulting in a 30% correction to the measured asymmetry. For the published Run 0 results [48], the aluminum dilution was known to only 6% relative precision, and the aluminum asymmetry was known to 14.4% of itself. An updated analysis technique was developed for this thesis, with a novel, empirically determined electronic deadtime correction, ultimately leading to determination of the dilution to a relative precision of 2.8%. The total contribution to the measurement of the parity-violating asymmetry uncertainty is then 0.84%; the original Run 0 results contributed roughly 2%.

$Q_{\text{weak}}$ is the first parity-violating experiment to directly measure the parity-violating asymmetry of its target cell; previous experiments relied on simulation to determine the contribution, or placed the target walls outside of the experiment’s acceptance. The Run 2 data set resulted in determining the parity-violating asymmetry of aluminum 7075-T651 at $Q^2 = 0.026 \text{ GeV}^2$ to be $1.6174 \pm 0.0704 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.011 \text{ (sys.)}$ parts-per-million. This is a 4.5% measurement, and could be used to extract the parity-violating asymmetry of pure aluminum (see Section 7.3). The weighted asymmetry, including kinematic corrections based on the target window locations, is $1.5026 \pm 0.0660 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.0102 \text{ (sys.)} \pm 0.0346 \text{ (model)}$ ppm. This is a 5% result.

The work in this thesis thus provides substantial improvement on the previously reported $Q_{\text{weak}}$ results, and has a clear impact on the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ extraction. As shown in Section 7.2, the updated analysis allows a 5% analysis of the parity-violating asymmetry from elastic $\bar{e} - p$ scattering, and an approximate 7.5% determination of $Q_{W}$.

### 7.2 Current Run 2 $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Results

In this section, the current $Q_{\text{weak}}$ results are presented and discussed. It is emphasized that the results presented here include a blinding factor, so true interpretation of these results as a Standard Model test cannot currently be undertaken.

Section 5.1 briefly discussed how $Q_{\text{weak}}$ relates its measured elastic electron-proton asymmetry, $A_{\text{meas}}$, to the true physics asymmetry, $A_{ep}$:

$$A_{ep} = R_{\text{tot}} \frac{A_{\text{meas}}/P - \sum_i f_i A_i}{1 - \sum_i f_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)$$

where $R_{\text{tot}}$ is correction for radiative and acceptance effects, $f_i$ and $A_i$ are the various background process dilutions and asymmetries respectively, and $P$ is the electron beam.
polarization. Here, $A_{\text{meas}}$ includes several sources of false asymmetries which must be removed:

$$A_{\text{meas}} = A_{\text{raw}} - A_{\text{beam}} - A_{BB} - A_T - A_L - A_{\text{blind}}.$$  

(7.2)

$A_{\text{raw}}$ is the raw measured asymmetry with no corrections applied, $A_{\text{beam}}$ is the false asymmetry of any helicity-correlated beam properties, $A_{BB}$ is the beamline background asymmetry, $A_T$ is the false asymmetry arising from residual transverse polarization, $A_L$ is the false asymmetry produced by any main detector non-linearity, and $A_{\text{blind}}$ is the blinding factor. Similar to the aluminum background extraction (Section 6.2), the beamline background is the only background that is explicitly subtracted from the raw asymmetry at the slug level, and thus is not included in the $\sum_j f_i A_i$ factor in the numerator of equation (7.1). It is however included in the denominator dilution summation.

The multiplicative correction encompasses several higher-order processes and kinematic effects:

$$R_{\text{tot}} = R_{\text{RC}} R_{\text{Det}} R_{\text{Bin}} R_{Q^2}.$$  

(7.3)

$R_{\text{RC}}$ is a Mo-Tsai type radiative correction [21] deduced from simulations, including bremsstrahlung, from [137, 138]. $R_{\text{Det}}$ accounts for the measured light variation and nonuniform $Q^2$ distribution across the main detector bars. $R_{\text{Bin}}$ is an effective kinematics acceptance correction which shifts the asymmetry from $\left\langle A(Q^2) \right\rangle$ to $A(\langle Q^2 \rangle)$. $R_{Q^2}$ is the precision in calibrating the central $Q^2$ at the scattering vertex. Table 7.1 summarizes the current values and uncertainties of these corrections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correction</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{RC}}$</td>
<td>1.0101</td>
<td>.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{Det}}$</td>
<td>0.9921</td>
<td>.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{Bin}}$</td>
<td>0.9800</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{Q^2}$</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>.000314</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{total}}$</td>
<td>0.9820</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1: Summary of current Run 2 radiative corrections.

The current estimate of $A_{BB}$ was the subject of [127]. Similar to the aluminum analysis, correlations between the main detector and the background detectors (in particular the upstream luminosity monitors) were used to determine the correction factor. The dilution was measured during systematic studies using tungsten shutters, and these results combined (the correction and dilution) allow extraction of the effective beamline background asymmetry.
A thorough treatment of the effects of residual transverse beam polarization is provided by [75]; the current results come from an updated, internal analysis. Since transversely polarized electron-proton scattering is a parity-conserving process, any slight residual transverse polarization could have a large effect. This asymmetry was directly measured during dedicated periods with the beam polarization fully transverse. The transverse asymmetry exhibits an azimuthal dependence, which is observed in the main detector rates, and any broken symmetry in the detector chain is observed in the fit. This determines the leakage.

As in the aluminum measurement (Section 6.3.1), the linearity correction, $A_L$, accounts for any non-linear detector response. Since the main detector signal is different between running during LH$_2$ and aluminum, the non-linearity is slightly zero. Current estimates give a zero net effect, but to be conservative a large 2 ppb uncertainty is included.

Each $Q$$_{weak}$ Run period has a blinding factor. All data within the Run period include this offset, to avoid any sort of systematic bias. The blinding term is randomly generated with uniform probability to be within ±60 ppb.

Polarization values came from a combined Møller-Compton analysis, and were applied at the slug level. Six periods of stable beam polarization were determined throughout Run 2, and the average of each was mapped to the slugs for that period. One exception was just after the photocathode heat and re-activation (as seen in Figure 4.19). During this period a best-fit approximation was applied, correlating the measured polarization with slug number. The average polarization was $<P> = (88.9 \pm 0.62)$%, where the uncertainty is the combined Møller-Compton systematic.

The determined asymmetries and dilutions for all the backgrounds are provided in Table 7.2. The most recent value of the measured (blinded) asymmetry is taken from [127]. This does not include the full $Q$$_{weak}$ data set; it focuses only on data where beam modulation was functional, and disregards Wien 10. This dataset has a statistical uncertainty of 8.3%, which is a modest increase over the full data set.

There are four main background sources that contribute to the main detector signal and must be removed: the aluminum window contribution, beamline background, the QTOR transport background, and inelastic scattering, primarily through the $N \rightarrow \Delta$ chain. The aluminum window contribution was the subject of this thesis, and in particular Chapters 5 and 6. The beamline background component was discussed earlier, and also subtracted.

The QTOR transport channel was discussed in regards to the aluminum target
### Table 7.2: Summary of current Run 2 false asymmetries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Asymmetry (ppb)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (ppb)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$A_{raw}$</td>
<td>-159.48</td>
<td>8.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{beam}$</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{BB}$</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>1.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{T}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{L}$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{meas}$</td>
<td>-161.27</td>
<td>8.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Window asymmetry in Section 6.3. Recall that it is generated with scattering off of the collimator slits or shielding wall. The dilution is measured during blocked octant studies, and is consistent with zero. It’s asymmetry is simulated, with the assumption that it is identical to its parent process.

The fourth, and final, background contribution comes from inelastic pion production through the $N \rightarrow \Delta$ resonance. As discussed in Section 6.3.2, this process leaks in through the radiative tail due to the large energy acceptance of the QTOR spectrometer. The dilution is determined through simulations, while the asymmetry is measured at the inelastic peak (the magnet setting where the largest rate fraction comes from this inelastic channel). Determinations of the dilution and asymmetry of the $N \rightarrow \Delta$ transition were the subject of [94].

Tables 7.3 and 7.4 summarize the current background contributions in $Q_{weak}$. Note that the beamline background asymmetry is not provided, as it was removed previously, during the calculation of $A_{meas}$. Note the total background dilution, $f_{total} = \sum_i f_i = 3.212\%$.

### Table 7.3: Background asymmetries in $Q_{weak}$ Run 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Asymmetry (ppm)</th>
<th>Uncertainty (ppm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target windows</td>
<td>1.5026</td>
<td>0.0752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamline</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>——</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTOR transport</td>
<td>-0.283</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N \rightarrow \Delta$ resonance</td>
<td>-3.02</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 7.4: Background dilutions in $Q_{weak}$ Run 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>Dilution</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target windows</td>
<td>0.02872</td>
<td>0.00057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beamline</td>
<td>0.00193</td>
<td>0.00064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QTOR transport</td>
<td>0.00127</td>
<td>0.00138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N \rightarrow \Delta$ resonance</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Combining the information from Tables 7.1 - 7.3, and substituting into equation (7.1), we find the final (blinded) extracted parity-violating elastic asymmetry to be

\[ A_{PV} = -226.94 \pm 9.44 \, \text{(stat.)} \pm 6.64 \, \text{(sys.)}, \]  

(7.4)
a 5% measurement.

Extracting the proton’s weak charge is now possible, as discussed in Chapter 2. The fitting procedure, and the world’s data, are described, there, and remains essentially the same as [48], except the form-factor parameterization has been updated to use the Arrington-Sick form factors [32] instead of [139]. Figure 7.1 shows the fit and \( Q^2 = 0 \) extrapolation, and the final weak charge is

\[ Q_p^W(PVES) = 0.0688 \pm 0.0048 \, \text{(BLINDED)}. \]  

(7.5)
This is in agreement with the Standard Model value of \( Q_p^W = 0.0710 \pm 0.0007 \), and shows the improvement from the Run 0 analysis discussed in [67] and shown in Figure 2.4. The inset shows the extrapolation to zero-\( Q^2 \). The Standard Model prediction is given by the black-arrow, and the green dotted line is the curve without the \( Q^\text{weak} \) datum. The yellow-band is the 1\( \sigma \) uncertainty band of the fit.

Combining these results with the Cesium atomic parity violating experiments enables extraction of the individual quark charges, and determination of the neutron’s weak charge as well. Figure 7.2 shows the isoscaler versus isovector linear combinations of quark-vector couplings, \( C_{1u} \) and \( C_{1d} \). The limits on the quark vector charges for the up- and down- quarks are

\[ C_{1u} = -0.1860 \, \text{(BLINDED)} \]  

(7.6)
\[ C_{1d} = 0.3376 \, \text{(BLINDED)}. \]  

(7.7)
From Figure 7.2, these are in agreement with the Standard Model (black dot). The determination of the nucleon weak charges, including the parity-violating results, is

\[
Q_p^W = 0.06871 \pm 0.0048 \text{ (BLINDED)} \quad \text{and} \quad Q_N^W = -0.9786 \pm 0.0064 \text{ (BLINDED)}. \quad (7.8)
\]

\[
Q_p^W = 0.06871 \pm 0.0048 \text{ (BLINDED)} \quad \text{and} \quad Q_N^W = -0.9786 \pm 0.0064 \text{ (BLINDED)}. \quad (7.9)
\]

The central value could be different due to the blinding factor.

Figure 7.2: Constraints on quark weak-vector couplings, including the improved results from this work. Compare to Figure 2.5.

A model-independent limit on potential new physics can be set from these results using equation (2.35). This estimate shows the particle-mass coupling ratio to be

\[
\frac{\Lambda}{g} \sim 3.56 \text{ TeV (BLINDED)}. \quad (7.10)
\]

7.3 Future work

This thesis resulted in significant improvement in the \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) background corrections, in preparation for the upcoming \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) data unblinding. Although most future work related to \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) should concentrate on other, less-developed analysis tasks, several possible improvements related to this work exist.

The current aluminum asymmetry results only provide an estimate for the quasielastic scattering contribution. A more rigorous model for quasielastic and inelastic asymmetries should be developed, to better bound the uncertainty. Further analysis of the inelastic contribution, which is approximately 5% of the scattering rate, should also be included.
The measured asymmetry of aluminum 7075, reported in Chapter 6, can be used to extract the parity-violating asymmetry of pure aluminum, which has never been measured. Extracting the asymmetry for pure aluminum would require that nuclear uncertainties to be small, and that the inelastic nuclear excitations and impurities can be effectively removed [47]. For instance, recall that the current estimate for the elastic aluminum parity-violating asymmetry, equation (2.32), assumes dominance of the charged monopole term, and neglects higher-order Coulomb distortion effects. Figure 7.3 shows a recent, improved calculation from [47], using a relativistic mean-field FSU gold-model [140] which includes Coulomb distortions. The blue dot-dashed curve (top line) shows the lowest-order plane wave Born approximation, assuming both the neutron and proton distributions are spherically symmetric. The red dashed line includes the full distorted wave calculations. The solid black line includes higher-order distortions from higher angular-momentum states (L=1 states contribute near the diffraction minima, occurring around $\theta \sim 13^\circ$). The $Q_{\text{weak}}$ acceptance is set by the arrows, with the red arrow signaling the average experimental $Q^2$. Agreement between all the models is good until $\sim 9^\circ$. The disagreement grows, and it is $\sim 6\%$ at $\theta = 11^\circ$. However, the cross section drops rapidly at these larger scattering angles, suggesting that once cross-section weighted, the variation in predicted model asymmetry will be manageable.

If extracted, calculations suggest a 4\% measurement of the pure aluminum asymmetry would enable a 2\% determination of the neutron radius in aluminum ($R_n$ of $^{27}\text{Al}$) [47]. This is because of the large coupling between neutrons and the weak-neutral cur-
rent. These calculations assume that nuclear structure uncertainties, and the contribution of nuclear inelastic excited states, are well understood. This may prove challenging, but empirically determined neutron radii are currently desired to improve calculations of neutron star properties, and there has been much recent experimental interest in such programs. For perspective, a 2-3% determination of aluminum’s neutron radius would be competitive with determinations from other nuclei. The original PREX experiment measured $R_n$ of $^{208}$Pb to 3% [141]. Proposed follow-up measurements intend to improve this to 1% [142], while another Jefferson Lab experiment (CREX) aims to measure the $R_n$ of $^{48}$Ca to 1% [143].

The aluminum uncertainty has four primary components: the simulation statistics (0.8%), the simulation model (1.6%), the BCM (1.5%), and the electronic deadtime model (1.5%). The electronic deadtime model is fixed at 1.5%, but the other three sources may improve somewhat. For example, the simulation statistics can easily be reduced by running further simulations. The BCM contribution could conceivably be reduced somewhat; the current estimate is based on measured differences between the Unser monitor and Faraday Cup at high current (150 $\mu$A). This 1.5% discrepancy is suspected to arise from beam transport loss in the injector, and is likely small between 100 nA and 1 $\mu$A. If systematic studies at low-current could be identified, the dominant BCM systematic would then be beam position on the Faraday Cup, which is approximately 1%. This leaves the simulation model uncertainty, which encompasses all differences between the simulated and measured rates. The origin of these discrepancies is presently unknown, but improvements in the inelastic rate calculations could reduce this uncertainty.

The Møller analysis for $Q_{\text{weak}}$ is finalized, however it is strongly suggested that dedicated time be granted in the future for a more precise Møller-Compton cross calibration. The first cross-calibration discussed in Appendix A was quite successful, and demonstrated agreement at approximately the 0.60% level under identical running conditions. However, it did fall short of setting a definitive 0.50% limit on any current-dependence of the electron beam polarization. Although no compelling mechanism for such a current-dependence exists, the Hall C Møller analysis is continually burdened with a large high-current extrapolation uncertainty (typically 0.50%). The author personally believes this overly conservative, and a few days of dedicated systematic study could easily demonstrate the existence of such effect, or bound it more precisely.
Appendix A

Møller-Compton Cross Calibration

One of the most important Hall C results during the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ experiment was a cross-calibration between the Møller and Compton polarimeters. This was the first direct comparison at the same beam current under identical beam conditions. This enables a direct investigation and comparison of the systematic differences in the two devices at sub-percent precision. In addition, a precise cross-calibration at low- and high-currents would enable direct observation of any beam current dependence of the electron polarization.

The Møller-Compton cross calibration occurred during Run 2, in May 2012. A full description of the Møller systematics was given in Chapter 4, with a summary table of uncertainties (Table 4.4). Although an introduction to the Compton was given in Section 3.4.2, a full discussion of systematic uncertainties was absent. They will be discussed briefly in Section A.1.

A.1 Systematics and method

One challenge of comparing the Møller and Compton polarimeters is finding a suitable beam current where the Møller could operate without large corrections from target heating and the Compton polarimeter could simultaneously gather adequate statistics in a reasonable time frame. During this study, the Møller measurements were taken at currents over twice the nominal 2 $\mu A$ current, slightly increasing its overall uncertainty.

A beam current scan was performed to determine the highest current at which the Møller could reasonably operate. The results are shown in Figure A.1. The raw polarization (top, blue circles) does not include corrections for target de-polarization due to beam heating. The corrected points (maroon triangles) include a correction based on [109], which was discussed in Section 4.2.2. The dashed line is the best fit
of the corrected data, and is $86.54 \pm 0.14\%$ (stat). The fit’s reduced $\chi^2$ is 0.7, and the probability of observing a larger value of $\chi^2$ by chance is 0.67, suggesting the fit is appropriate.

Figure A.1, bottom, gives the correction size for both accidents (black triangles) and beam heating (red squares). Although small compared to the beam heating corrections, the accidental corrections are non-negligible even at these modest currents. It was decided that corrections should be no larger than 1% to reduce additional uncertainty, and the uncertainty of this correction was taken as the conservative value of 30% of the overall correction size. It was decided to limit the beam current to 4.5 $\mu$A.

![Correction Size vs. Current](image)

Figure A.1: (Top) Measured polarization from the Møller polarimeter as a function of beam current. (Bottom) Size of corrections for dead time and target de-polarization due to beam heating.

The subsequent Møller uncertainty list for this study is given in Table A.1. This includes the larger target temperature uncertainty and discards the uncertainty due to extrapolation to 180 $\mu$A found in Table 4.4. The total Møller systematic uncertainty is then 0.71% (at 4.5 $\mu$A).

For this study, only the Compton electron detector was used. Compton measurements last approximately an hour, during which the measured yield asymmetry is compared to the theoretical asymmetry for each detector strip. The results are fit with two free parameters: the electron beam polarization and the detector strip number corresponding to the maximum electron displacement (also known as the Compton edge). A typical detector asymmetry is shown in Figure A.2. The upper (lower) panel shows the asymmetry and fit for high (low) current; the data are in blue, while the best-fit curve is in red.
Inefficiencies associated with the Compton DAQ, such as deadtime and triggering inefficiencies, were studied using simulation. Deadtime corrections were negligible at low-current, and <1% during high-current running. A full Monte Carlo using GEANT3 [144] was used to study a variety of systematic uncertainties. The full Compton uncertainty budget is shown in Table A.2.

The cross-calibration had three parts: first an 8 hour segment of Compton measurements at high current (180 µA), a middle period of measurements with both polarimeters at 4.5 µA (a Compton measurement sandwiched between two Møller measurements), and a final high-current Compton measurement. In order to keep the electron beam optics identical, the beam was transported through the Compton chicane during all measurements. Even though the beam transport were identical during this comparison, some minor differences did exist between the Møller and Compton measurements. For instance, the Compton laser-table orbit lock could not be used during the Møller measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>ΔP/P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam position X</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam position Y</td>
<td>0.2 mm</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle X</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam angle Y</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 current</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3 position</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple scattering</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levchuk effect</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed collimator positions</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target temperature</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field direction</td>
<td>2 degrees</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-field strength</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spin polarization in Fe</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic D.T.</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid focusing</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solenoid position (x,y)</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Carlo statistics</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.71</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Systematic Uncertainties of the Møller Polarimeter during the cross-calibration.
A.2 Data, analysis, and results

Figure A.3 gives the results of the polarimeter cross-calibration. The measured polarization is given versus Compton run number; each Compton point (high current points are red circles, low-current points are blue) represents an hour long measurement. Each Møller point (black squares) represents the average of all measurements taken at a single beam current. Inner uncertainty bars are statistical, while the outer bars present the statistical and systematic uncertainties combined in quadrature. The bottom plots gives the average results for each measurement. Table A.3 summarizes these results.

Two main results come from these data. First, the average Compton result, $86.99 \pm 0.604$ (stat+sys), is in agreement with the Møller result of $85.6 \pm 0.77$ (stat+sys). The difference is 0.45%, well within the uncertainty of both polarimeters and consistent with the Møller-Compton Run 2 results discussed in Section 4.4.

The second result of significant importance is determining if the extracted polarization shows any current dependence. There is no clear, accepted proposed mechanism for this, and all previous studies at JLab have presented no evidence of such an effect up to 60 $\mu$A [110, 113, 114]. However, when applying the Møller measurements to
Table A.2: Systematic Uncertainties of the Compton Polarimeter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>ΔP/P(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laser Polarization</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane to Plane secondaries</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>magnetic field</td>
<td>0.0011 T</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beam energy</td>
<td>1 MeV</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector z position</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inter plane trigger</td>
<td>1-3 plane</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trigger clustering</td>
<td>1-8 strips</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector tilt (w.r.t x)</td>
<td>1 degree</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector tilt (w.r.t y)</td>
<td>1 degree</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector tilt (w.r.t z)</td>
<td>1 degree</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector efficiency</td>
<td>0.0 - 1.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>detector noise</td>
<td>up to 0.2%</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fringe field</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radiative corrections</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ inefficiency correction</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAQ inefficiency pt.-to-pt.</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam vert. pos. variation</td>
<td>0.5 mrad</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicity correl. beam pos.</td>
<td>5 nm</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>helicity correl. beam angle</td>
<td>3 nrad</td>
<td>&lt; 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spin precession in chicane</td>
<td>20 mrad</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.59</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.3: Mean polarization measurements during cross-calibration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Current µA</th>
<th>Mean pol. (%)</th>
<th>Stat. uncert.</th>
<th>Total uncert.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compton</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>86.92</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Møller</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>86.54</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compton</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>87.44</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compton</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>87.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q_{\text{weak}} production data, an additional 0.50% uncertainty was applied to be conservative. This cross-calibration could potentially limit this uncertainty, if the polarization results agree at high and low currents.

To estimate any current dependence, the best-fit line of the measured polarization versus current was calculated. The Compton points included only statistical and point-to-point uncertainties; the common scale/normalization Compton systematic was included as an additional uncertainty on the (independent) Møller point. In this way, the fit included this uncertainty only once, and all data were treated as equivalent, aside from statistics. The result, shown in Figure A.4, shows the best-fit slope is \((-3.068 \pm 330.4) \times 10^{-5} \%/\mu A\). The polarization uncertainty from this extrapolation,
Figure A.3: (Top) Measured polarization versus Compton run number. (Bottom) Average polarization for each measurement period in the study.

\[(\delta P)_I, \text{ is therefore} \]

\[(\delta I)_P = \Delta I \cdot \left( \frac{\partial P}{\partial I} \right) = (175.5 \mu A) \cdot (0.0033\%/\mu A) \]

\[= 0.57\% \quad \text{(A.1)} \]

This estimate is slightly larger than the 0.50% currently being included in the full \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) analysis. In the future it would be of great interest to complete a similar study, but with an even longer low-current Compton data period to further reduce statistics.
Figure A.4: Measured polarization at high and low current. Compton data are blue triangles, while the red square is the Møller datum. The red dotted line is the best-fit of all data.
Appendix B

Alternate Rate Determinations

Measuring moderate scattering rates and cross sections is typically considered trivial, as the technology and methods are well established. In Chapter 5 the difficulties of making absolute scattering rate measurements in parity experiments became clear: often the detectors and their electronics are designed with different needs in mind than counting experiments. In Section 5.2 it was mentioned that three distinct analysis methods were devised to extract absolute rates in $Q_{\text{weak}}$:

- A Scaler-based analysis
- An Event-mode analysis
- A combined scaler/event-mode hybrid analysis

Chapter 5 focused on the hybrid analysis, which combined rate extraction from the scaler banks but used elements of the event-mode analysis to determine the main detector deadtime. In this appendix the original scaler based analysis and event-mode analysis will be discussed.

B.1 Scaler based main detector deadtime determination

Extracting rates from scalers, including subtraction of accidental background, was discussed fully in Section 5.2.1 and 5.2.1. The problem with a purely scaler analysis is effectively determining the main detector electronic deadtime, which is known to be variable due to long analog pulse length coupled with a short 40 ns discriminator output width. Instead, we must parameterize the electronic deadtime constant, $\tau$ from rates scans on solid targets. From equation (5.8)

$$LT_{\text{elec}} = e^{R\tau} \approx 1 - R_{\text{tot}} \cdot \tau,$$

(5.8)
where $R_{tot}$ is the total rate measured by that bar. The goal will be to extract $\tau$ from the solid target running, using the information that an increase in beam current should result in a proportional increase in scattering events. Sadly, a proper rate scan wasn’t performed on the solid carbon target; only two different currents were measured. A three-point rate scan was conducted on the main $Q_{\text{weak}}$ target, evacuated of LH$_2$, which is used as an example.

Figure B.1 shows the three measured rates on the evacuated $Q_{\text{weak}}$ LH$_2$ target. The left plot shows the measured scattering rates as a function of beam current. These rates include small corrections for accidentals. The right plot shows the current-normalized yield, which should be constant. These data are fit to a first-order polynomial, which is extrapolated to zero current to determine the true yield, where no deadtime would be present. In this example, the true yield would be 127.6 kHz/$\mu$A. The relative rate between the measured and true rates is calculated for each point, and this is fit to a decaying exponential, as suggested by equation (5.8) (Figure B.2). The second fit parameter (the slope-like term in the expansion) gives the decay constant, $\tau$. In this example, $\tau \sim 205$ ns. Finally, correcting the measured rates by this $\tau$ shows the yield is now current independent as expected (Figure B.2, right).

This $\tau$ extraction was performed for all eight octants on three separate targets: evacuated hydrogen target, the solid carbon dummy target, and a thin aluminum optics target (Optics #3). The results are shown in Table B.1. Note the Run 2 Carbon and Optics targets show agreement within 20-30 ns, while the evacuated LH$_2$ target shows large discrepancies. This is likely because the rates are much larger on the solid targets (see Tables 5.2 and 5.3, for example), providing a more accurate determination of $\tau$ from a longer “level arm.” It is also possible, perhaps even likely, that the $\tau$s do depend somewhat on the target, because each target provides a different scattering profile on the main detector face, leading to different light distribution along the bar. Recall from Section 5.2.1 that the main detector dead time is a complicated function of several main detector parameters, namely of pulse size and threshold. The extracted $\tau$s are closely related, and will likewise exhibit similar octant-dependent behavior.

The $\tau$s extracted from the Carbon target match fairly well the measured double pulse resolutions from Section 5.2.1 for both $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Runs. The Run 2 $\tau$s from Carbon also agree relatively well with the Optics-3 target. As briefly mentioned earlier, the evacuated target $\tau$s are over a rather limited rate range and therefore of limited applicability, and disagree with $\tau$s from the higher rate targets. The source of the disagreement is undetermined.
Figure B.1: (Left) Measured rates as a function of current from an empty target cell. An exponential fit guides the eye. (Right) Current-normalized rates show an aberrant current dependence. The fit intercept approximates the true rate, where there would be no dead time.

Figure B.2: (Left) Measured rate over true rate extracted from Figure B.1. The fit is a decaying exponential; the slope term is $\tau$, in kHz$^{-1}$, or ms. (Right) The measured yield is current-independent after correcting by $\tau$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Octant</th>
<th>Run 1 Carbon</th>
<th>Run 2 Evacuated target</th>
<th>Run 2 Carbon</th>
<th>Run 2 Optics-3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>367</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: Deadtime constants ($\tau$s) extracted from the main detector scaler responses in both $Q_{\text{weak}}$ Runs. The $\tau$s are in ns.
The deadtime constants were extracted over half a dozen data sets in Run 2, once in January 2012 and with several runs in May 2012. They were also extracted using data from a hydrogen gas target. All of these are roughly consistent with the data shown in Table B.1, suggesting the $\tau$s are stable.

Scripts to determine these scaler $\tau$s were developed and are currently part of the $Q_{\text{weak}}$ analysis package, $Q_{\text{wAnalysis}}$.

B.2 Event-mode technique

The event-mode analysis was developed to further suppress any accidental background included in the scalers by requiring a coincidence with the trigger scintillators. Additionally, the main detectors have a small sensitivity to neutral particles, via second order processes due to the photoelectric effect (photons eject an atomic electron in the silicon lattice) or via pair-production in the silicon nuclear field. These electrons (and positrons, in the case of pair production) can also produce Cherenkov light. These backgrounds, including other neutral processes, are present in a scaler only analysis but are removed when requiring a coincidence between the main detectors and trigger scintillators. Although conceptually clean and powerful for this reason, the event-mode analysis was plagued with many subtle problems. It really highlights how different parity experiments, and their associated data acquisition systems, are from traditional cross-section measurements.

Due to the different DAQ setup and use of the trigger scintillator as a triggering device, calculating the current-normalized rate, $Y$, in event-mode requires additional knowledge. This rate can be calculated as

$$Y = \frac{P \cdot (R - A)}{(LT)_{TS} \cdot (LT)_{MD} \cdot (LT)_{DAQ} \cdot (LT)_{trig}} \cdot \frac{1}{t \cdot \langle I \rangle}, \quad \text{(B.1)}$$

where $R$ is the raw measured scattering rate, $A$ is the accidental contribution to be removed, and $(LT)_{TS}$, $(LT)_{MD}$, and $(LT)_{DAQ}$, $(LT)_{trig}$ are the livetimes of the trigger scintillator, main detector, DAQ, and trigger respectively. The event-mode DAQ is prescaled by a factor $P$, meaning only $1/P$ events is read-out by the DAQ.\footnote{Every event is in principle counted, although only a fraction of events have all of the electronics signals recorded.} $t$ is the time of the run segment analysis. The Sections B.2.1 and B.2.2 cover the differences in how rates, accidentals, and deadtime, and $t$ are computed in event mode. The average current, $\langle I \rangle$, and its uncertainty, is determined by the low-current BCM calibration as discussed in Section 5.2.1.
B.2.1 Rates in event-mode

All event-mode analysis used the trigger scintillator as the event trigger, instead of the 10 Hz MPS clock. The main component of the event-mode analysis were the F1TDCs, which enabled observing multi-hit structures (see Section 5.2.1). The F1TDCs had an open ring buffer, and recorded up to 7 hits for each individual PMT. When a trigger occurred, the gate was opened 300 ns early, for a total 2000 ns window. With such a large opening gate, properly forming coincidences between the detectors was problematic since real hits in one detector might improperly be matched with early hits (accidentals) in the other detector. When matching two detector signal, we are attempting to marry them.

The trigger scintillator used a hardware meantime unit, which married the trigger scintillator PMT signals automatically, greatly simplifying analysis. The main detector lacked such a unit, and the PMT signals had to be married in software. Once a proper main detector mean time was constructed, the marriage procedure was then repeated to connect the real main detector events with trigger scintillator ones.

The marriage algorithm used was a modified Gale and Shapley solution to the Stable Marriage Problem \([145]\), where the goal is to optimally match two sets (a bride set and a groom set) according to a list of preferences. The algorithm finds a stable solution, defined as no possible pairs existing where both members would be happier than they currently are. The original problem required both groom and bride sets containing the same number of elements; in the case of the two detectors, the number of hits seen by the trigger scintillator was often larger than the number of main detector hits. This was from the larger areal size and faster electronics chain for the trigger scintillator compared to the main detectors. To account for this, the typically smaller main detector set was increased in size with a bunch of unphysical hit times, and any potential events without a potential partner within 30 ns were married to these unphysical entries.

A toy example is given in Figure B.3, where signals from the main detector and trigger scintillator are married. This example has three recorded hits in the trigger scintillator; events 1 and 3 are unambiguous, true elastic events, while event 2 is outside of the \(Q_{\text{weak}}\) acceptance (perhaps a double scatter or some neutral background). The right side of Figure B.3 is the detector’s digitized signal. Without proper marriage between the detectors, the spurious TS hit combines with the MD signal from event 3, leading to an improperly determined mean-time and ultimately, incorrect counting. When events are time-ordered properly this problem becomes clear: the second trigger
A scintillator hit should be discarded, leaving only two real hits for this event.

Figure B.3: Example marriage of trigger scintillator and main detector signals for 2 real events and 1 accidental. (Left) The physical process. (Right) The electronic signal.

The meantime of each detector’s photomultiplier tubes was calculated using this marriage algorithm. Example meantime spectra for the trigger scintillator and main detector are shown in Figure B.4. The trigger is easily identifiable, being several orders of magnitude above background. This is suggestive that any accidental corrections will be on the order of a percent. The trigger scintillator has a wide 150 ns gap before the trigger, corresponding to the F1TDC discriminator width. The main detector shows different behavior, presumably due to the pulse-height dependent deadtime (see Section 5.2.1). This also explains why the main detector peak displays a larger width: it takes a non-trivial amount of time for photon collection to finish.

Figure B.4: Trigger scintillator (left) and main detector software meantime (right).

Once the event meantime were determined, a coincidence was formed between the main detector and trigger scintillator. Only triggering events were considered, i.e., only those in the trigger scintillator peak. The resultant spectra is shown in Figure B.5. The raw, unmarried main detector spectra is shown in red, while the true events, those that are seen both by the main detector and trigger scintillator, are shown in blue. The
background signal is further reduced an extra half-order of magnitude in this example, and is roughly 0.1%. Depending on the rate and target, this additional background suppression may be larger.

Determine the current-normalized scattering rate is fairly straightforward at this point. The number of events in the combined TS-MD peak are counted, where the peak window is about 60 ns wide. The average number of background events in this 60 ns window width are calculated from the rest of the distribution. Fortunately, it is Poissonian (i.e., flat), and easy to determine.

\[ \text{Figure B.5: Overlay of the raw main detector spectra (red), with the spectra of events seen also by the trigger scintillator (blue).} \]

Determining the current-normalized scattering rate is fairly straightforward at this point. The number of events in the combined TS-MD peak are counted, where the peak window is about 60 ns wide. The average number of background events in this 60 ns window width are calculated from the rest of the distribution. Fortunately, it is Poissonian (i.e., flat), and easy to determine.

\subsection{Detector deadtimes}

The main detector electronic deadtime is discussed in Section 5.2.1. Ideally, since the main detector deadtime is larger than the trigger scintillator deadtime, this would be the limiting effect. However, there are further complications caused by the main detector’s variable deadtimes.

Unlike the main detector, the trigger scintillator has narrow pulses and a large discriminator width (\( \Delta T = 140 \text{ ns} \)[146]), so for any trigger scintillator related electronic deadtime, equation (5.8) applies. The average main detector double pulse resolution is \( \sim 150 \text{ ns} \), incredibly close to the trigger scintillator discriminator width. Therefore, for small amplitude events which allow the main detector to re-fire below \(< 140 \text{ ns} \), the trigger scintillator is the limiting electronic deadtime.

To make the correction, we need to determine the fraction of events that meet this small pulse criteria. Instead of using the main detector triggered double pulse
resolutions determined from Figures 5.9 and 5.10, the double pulse resolutions are computed for each individual data segment. The fraction of events with small pulse sizes are found (i.e., smaller double pulse resolution than 140 ns), and applied as the $(TS)_{TS}$. In practice, the fraction of events meeting this criteria is 2% at most. Although individualized for each run, this information is only available for the two triggering octants.

B.2.3 Prescaling, DAQ deadtime, and time determination

One unique aspect of the event-mode analysis is the use of prescaling. Due to the very small scattering angles and therefore large cross sections, the scattering rates can be quite high even at low-currents. In particular, the thick solid carbon targets can cause rates of $>1$ MHz/detector. Since the maximum DAQ rate was $\approx 6$ kHz, only a subset of events were read-out and recorded by the DAQ to minimize computer deadtime. Essentially, the DAQ uses a scaler to count the number of events, but the electronics are read-out only every $P^{th}$ event. This scaler, part of the trigger supervisor, had a maximum event rate of 3 MHz $\left[147\right]$.

Appropriate prescaling was a crucial part of the systematic design; prescales were typically set to keep the trigger read-out rate at approximately 1 kHz. Generally, the prescale was assumed exact, and any effects of improper prescaling were accounted for in the DAQ deadtime correction, $(LT)_{DAQ}$. The DAQ deadtime was determined by on-board scaler clocks, which recorded the number of triggers received and the number of triggers read-out. The DAQ deadtime was simply the ratio of the two. For properly prescaled runs this correction was below 0.5%.$^2$

There were some periods in Run 2 where the prescale was accidentally set to 0 (every event was an attempted read-out), inducing high DAQ deadtime. A study was conducted late in Run 2 to investigate effects of improper prescaling, which enabled a double check of the nominal DAQ deadtime correction. The results of this study are shown in Figure B.6, and show minimal effects. The calculated rate increases about 4% at low-prescale, but this corresponds perfectly with a corresponding beam current increase of the same size, so is a real shift.

The complete lack of agreement between the scaler analysis and event-mode analysis in Figure B.6 is disturbing. Although the scalers may have small neutral contributions, these are bounded by direct measurements and simulation to be sub-percent level. The disagreement is at the 10% level, and this is a common feature among all the data

$^2$A similar 200 kHz clock also enabled time determination of the run segment being analyzed.
set (evacuated target, full target, solid targets). The cause of this discrepancy is still unknown, but discussed further in Section B.3.

There is one additional DAQ-based correction to be made. The problem comes in how the trigger scintillator electronics were configured (see Figure 5.3). Although the limiting detector deadtime is the ~150 ns discriminator deadtime, the meantime unit has an output width of 60 ns, and essentially goes straight through to the fan-in-fan-out (FIFO) and trigger supervisor. The FIFO output stays true so long as the input stays true, so one trigger scintillator package can essentially veto the other trigger scintillator package, if the second package sends a trigger within 60 ns of the first.

This is a subtle correction. Whereas the \((LT)_{TS}\) correction affects the rate in that detector independently of the other, this trigger deadtime, \((LT)_{trig}\), can affect the overall number of recorded triggers. Assuming both detector packages record identical rates, this would correspond to an additional deadtime of 30 ns to the overall rate. This is applied to both the trigger scintillator and main detector. This correction has been included in the prescale study in Figure B.6, and does not account for the scaler to event-mode discrepancy.

B.3 Data analysis

The true test of any low-current tracking analysis is comparing the calculated current-normalized rates of a solid target at different beam currents. The ratio of high- and low-current measurements should be unity, within some uncertainty. In Section 5.2.2...
it was clear that this ratio was indeed unity for the Carbon target, albeit with a large model uncertainty from the main detector deadtime correction.

Figure B.7 shows the ratio of the scattering rate off a 1.6% radiation-length Carbon target of high current (1 $\mu$A) to low current (0.1 $\mu$A). The blue circles are from the hybrid analysis (scaler results with the proper main detector double pulse resolution as determined in Section 5.2.1), red squares are scaler results using the rate-scan $\tau$’s as discussed earlier in Section B.1, and green triangles are the event-mode data. The event-mode data lack octants 2 and 6 due to DAQ problems during data taking. The yellow band is a 1.5% BCM uncertainty; the main detector deadtime model uncertainty of 4.3% is given by the orange box.

Although the scaler and hybrid results are both close to the expected value of 1.00, the event-mode data appears to have an additional rate-dependence of unknown origin. These data include all the relevant corrections, although it should be noted that many of the corrections are small (trigger scintillator deadtime, DAQ deadtime, prescale effects, uncertainty in the time determination), and even if they were increased an order of magnitude could not account for this discrepancy. After an exhaustive search, no cause or explanation could be found. Instead, it was realized that combining the scaler analysis with the event-mode determination of double pulse resolutions would lead to an effective analysis.
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